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SUMMARY 
A f l i g h t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  has produced data on performance and r o t o r  loads f o r  
a tee te r i ng - ro to r ,  AH-1G he l i cop te r  t h a t  had used t h e  NLR-1T a i r f o i l  on the  
main-rotor  blades. Data f o r  each t e s t  p o i n t  describe simple fl i g h t - s t a t e  para- 
meters, con t ro l  pos i t ions ,  r o t o r  loads, power requ i red  and blade motion. The 
f l i g h t  program was genera l l y  l i m i t e d  t o  l e v e l  f l i g h t  between 35 and 85 m/sec 
(68 and 165 knots )  and t o  c o l l e c t i v e - f i x e d  maneuvers a t  about 0.25 t ip-speed 
r a t i o .  
Rotor loads are reviewed i n  terms o f  peak-to-peak values and harmonic con- 
t en t .  Peak-to-peak loads showed increases w i t h  increased airspeed. Basic 
t rends  f o r  peak-to-peak loads were a lso determined f o r  increases i n  maneuver 
1 oad fac to r :  beamwise values showed 1 ittl e increase, inboard chordwise loads 
increased and t o r s i o n a l  loads decreased. The p a t t e r n  o f  harmonic load ing  
genera l l y  showed t h a t  t h e  more s i g n i f i c a n t  components increased w i t h  increased 
airspeed. During maneuvers, increases i n  load f a c t o r  had l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on the  
p a t t e r n  o f  harmonic loads f o r  most data channels. 
INTRODUCTION 
The appropr iate u t i  1 i z a t i  on o f  advanced a i r f o i  1 s for  he1 i c o p t e r  blades 
should improve r o t o r  performance and reduce r o t o r  loads ( ref .  1 )  A f l i g h t  
i nves t i  g a t i  on was conducted t o  obta i  n data on advanced r o t o r c r a f t  a i r f o i  I s 
represent ing  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  design technologies (refs. 2 and 3). The 
data  inc luded b l  ade-section aerodynamics, performance, loads, fl i g h t - s t a t e  para- 
meters, and c o n t r o l  set t ings.  
This r e p o r t  presents loads and performance data from the  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  the  
r o t o r c r a f t - a i r f o i l  f l i g h t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  described i n  reference 2. The f i r s t  
blade set  f o r  t h e  teeter ing-hub main r o t o r  was b u i l t  w i t h  the  NLR-1T a i r f o i l  
sect ion. This i s  a s l i g h t l y  t runcated vers ion o f  t he  NLR-1 a i r f o i l  o f  
references 4 and 5. The geometry and s t r u c t u r a l  dynamics o f  the blades . f o r  t h e  
AH-1G t e s t  veh ic le  were not optimized. The i n v e s t i g a t i o n  ob jec t ives  were p r i -  
m a r i l y  t o  ob ta in  data on t h e  a i r f o i l  operat ing i n  t h e  r o t o r  environment. 
The t e s t  program f o r  t h e  NLR-1T blades u t i l i z e d  two d i g i t a l  data systems t o  
acqui re data dur ing  hover, l e v e l  f l i g h t ,  and maneuvers. The fuselage data 
system, described i n  reference 6, provided data on simple f l i g h t - s t a t e  
parameters,  control  pos i t i ons ,  engine to rque ,  fue l  weight , and severa l  o ther  
q u a n i t i t i e s .  The r o t o r  da ta  system, descr ibed in r e f e r ence  7,  acquired da ta  on 
r o t o r  loads,  blade angles ,  and a i r f o i l  p ressure  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a t  0.9 blade 
radius .  Test  condi t ions  included s teady,  l eve l  f l i g h t  from about 35 t o  85 m/sec 
(68 t o  165 knots)  col l e c t i v e - f i x e d  t u r n s  and pul l -ups,  a t  approximately 0.25 
advance r a t i o .  F l i g h t  da t a  f o r  t h e  same vehic le ,  flown with a set of s tandard  
product ion-conf i gu ra t i on  blades,  a r e  given in  r e f e r ence  6. Re1 evant  da ta  from a 
veh ic l e  using instrumented mai n-rotor  blades a r e  contained i n  r e f e r ences  8 
t o  11. 
Numerous sets of reduced da ta  are presented without ana lys i s .  Each set of 
1 i s t e d  da ta  conta ins  concur ren t ly  measured values f o r  a l l  of t h e  da ta  parame- 
t e r s .  Figures  conta in  t yp i ca l  parameter h i s t o r i e s  and p l o t s  of ba s i c  t e s t - p o i n t  
t r e n d s  t o  a s s i s t  i n  t h e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  and u l t i l i z a t i o n  of t h e  data  l i s t i n g s .  
SYMBOLS 
P o s i t i v e  senses  of sorne axes,  angles  and a c c e l e r a t i o n s  a r e  presented in  
f i g u r e  1. 
AOf mai n-rotor  c o l l e c t i v e  p i t c h  angle  a t  0.75R, commanded a t  swashpl a t e ,  deg 
mai n-rotor  
deg 
c o l l e c t i v e  p i t ch  angle  a t  0.75R, measured a t  bl ade 
A ~ , t r  t a i l  - r o t o r  co l l  e c t i  ve. p i tch  angle ,  deg 
Al  f mai n-rotor  l a t e r a l  cycl i c  p i t ch  angle ,  commanded a t  swashplate,  deg 
A1 s main-rotor l a t e r a l  c y c l i c  p i t ch  angle ,  measured a t  blade g r ip ,  deg 
a speed of sound, m/sec 
f i r s t  harmonic of mai n-rotor  longi tud ina l  f lapping  with r e spec t  t o  the '  
r o t o r m a s t , d e g  
B l  f main-rotor longi tud ina l  cycl i c  p i t ch  angle,  commanded a t  swashplate ,  
deg 
Bl s main-rotor longi tud ina l  cycl i c  p i tch  angle ,  measured a t  blade g r ip ,  deg 
bl s f i r s t  harmonic of main-rotor l a t e r a l  f l app ing  with r e spec t  t o  t h e  
r o t o r  mast, deg 
c~ ' veh ic l e  load c o e f f i c i e n t ,  
Wnz 
m R 2  (QR)' 
C~ mai n-rotor  mast torque c o e f f i c i e n t  , *2 
c a i r f o i l  chord, m 
E modulus o f  e l a s t i c i t y ,  ~ / m 2  
Fdb drag-brace force, p o s i t i v e  f o r  tension, N 
F ~ l  pi tch-1  i n k  load, p o s i t i v e  f o r  compression, N 
G shear modulus, ~ / m ~  
9 acce le ra t i on  due t o  g rav i ty ,  9.81 m/sec2 
P dens i ty  a l t i t u d e ,  m 
1 b 4 b l  ade-sect i o n  beamwise area moment o f  i n e r t i a ,  m 
4 
I c b l  ade-sect i  on chordwi se area moment o f  i n e r t i a  , m 
ih ho r i zon ta l  - t a i l  incidence angle, deg 
J t o r s i o n a l  s t i f f n e s s  constant, m4 
M b ~  blade beamwise ( f l  apwise) bending moment a t  "p" percent blade radius, p o s i t  i ve f o r  1 oad appl i ed upward, N-m 
M~ P b l  ade chordwi se ( i  npl  ane) bending moment a t  "p" percent blade radius, p o s i t i v e  f o r  load app l ied  rearward toward blade t r a i l i n g  edge, N-m 
Mh QR reference b l  ade-t i p Mach number, - a 
blade t o r s i o n a l  moment a t  "p" percent blade radius, p o s i t i v e  f o r  load 
app l i ed  upward a t  blade lead ing  edge, N-m 
*l data channel s e n s i t i v i t y ,  measured uni ts/mV 
N number o f  r o t o r  revo lu t ions ,  i n i t i a t e d  a t  $ = o0 
nx, ny, nz orthogonal se t  o f  load f a c t o r s  f o r  a i r c r a f t  center o f  g rav i ty ,  
g u n i t s  
Pf, qf, rf orthogonal set' o f  fuselage angular rates,  rad/sec 
Q mai n- ro tor  mast torque, N-m 
r r a d i a l  d is tance t o  blade element, m 
R mai n - ro tor  radius, m 
b b l  ade temperature, C 
Tce c a n i s t e r  e l e c t r o n i c s  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  C 
t t ime, seconds  
V a i r c r a f t  t r u e  a i r s p e e d  o r  v e l o c i t y ,  m/sec ( k n o t s )  
W a i r c r a f t  g r o s s  we igh t ,  N 
I X , Y , Z  or thogona l  set of a i r c r a f t  body axes  ( s e e  f i g .  1 )  
x a i r f o i  1 a b s c i s s a ,  p o s i t i v e  r ea rward  from l e a d i n g  edge,  m 
Y a i r f o i l  o r d i n a t e ,  p o s i t i v e  upward, m 
af f u s e l a g e  a n g l e  o f  a t t a c k ,  deg 
6 f f u s e l a g e  a n g l e  o f  s i d e - s l i p ,  deg 
6 s main-rotor ,  s h a f t - a x i s  teeter a n g l e ,  (where Bs = a0  - alsc0s9 
- blssin$ ...) p o s i t i v e  upward, deg 
A f change i n  d a t a  measurement due t o  t e m p e r a t u r e  ( s e e  t a b l e  V) 
m2 s e n s i t i v i t y  of d i g i t i z i n g  e l e c t r o n i c s ,  mV/counts - C 
d a t a  increment  due t o  s e n s o r  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  d a t a  un i t s /C  
ad jus tmen t  t o  data-channel  s e n s i t i v i t y  f o r  el e c t o n i c s  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  
mV'/ C 
6 d i g i t a l  da ta - sys tem measurements, coun t s  
O f  f u s e l a g e  p i t c h  a t t i t u d e ,  deg 
8s main-rotor  s h a f t - a x i s  b l a d e  p i t c h  a t  0.75R, (where B s  = Ag - A l s  cosq- B l s  s i n $  - . . .), measured a t  b l a d e  g r i p ,  deg 
V t i p - s p e e d  r a t i o ,  V/(RR) 
P mass d e n s i t y  of  a i r ,  kg/m3 
Of f u s e 1  age  r o l l  a t t i t u d e ,  deg 
9 main- ro to r  b l a d e  azimuth a n g l e ,  measured from downwind p o s i t i o n  i n  
d i r e c t i o n  of r o t o r  r o t a t i o n ,  deg 
52 mai n - r o t o r  r o t a t i o n a l  speed,  r a d / s e c  
Subscr ipts  : 
Cg center  o f  g r a v i t y  
1  lower sur face 
n  a  neut ra l  ax i s  
u upper sur face 
Bars over symbols denote mean values; c i r cumf lex  marks (") over symbols 
denote peak-to-peak amplitudes o f  o s c i l l a t i o n s  f o r  one r o t o r  revo lu t ion .  
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
Test Vehic le 
The t e s t  veh ic le  was the  modi f ied AH-1G a t tack  h e l i c o p t e r  shown i n  the  
drawings o f  f i g u r e  2  and the  photographs o f  f i g u r e  3. Spec i f i ca t i ons  o f  t he  
phys ica l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h a t  veh ic le  are given i n  t a b l e  1. I n  comparison t o  
a  standard AH-1G he l i cop te r ,  the  only  s i g n i f i c a n t  external  d i f f e rences  resu l ted  
f rom the  use o f  experimental main-rotor blades, an ins t rumenta t ion  nose boom, a  
ro to r -da ta  can is te r  mounted on top  o f  the  mast, and a stub antenna attached t o  
t h e  t a i l  boom. The fuselage weapons-system assembly was replaced by a  dumy 
c h i n  t u r r e t  and an ins t rumenta t ion  rack i n  the  ammunition bay. The t e s t  veh ic le  
d i f f e r e d  f rom i t s  con f i gu ra t i on  f o r  reference 6 by t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  t he  tai l -boom 
antenna and the  replacement o f  t he  r o t o r  data system, main-rotor blades, and 
t a i l  r o t o r  ( f ig .  3(b)) .  The a i r c r a f t  c a r r i e d  no wing stores. 
The physical  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  NLR-IT mai n - ro to r  blades are very 
s i m i l a r  t o  those o f  the  other  two experimental blade sets ( re f .  2). These char- 
a c t e r i s t i c s  are given i n  tab les  I and 11. Planform and sec t ion  views o f  the 
blade are shown i n  f i gu res  4  and 5, respect ive ly .  Compared t o  standard AH-1G 
blades, t he  NLR-1T blades had s i m i l  a r  s t r u c t u r a l  -dynamic p rope r t i es  and iden- 
t i c a l  p l  anform, t w i s t  and root-end f i t t i n g s .  D e t a i l s  o f  the s t r u c t u r a l  design 
and some r e s u l t i n g  physical  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are presented i n  appendix A. 
The NLR-1T a i r f o i l  was a n a l y t i c a l l y  designed f o r  use on a  high-speed h e l i -  
copter  ( refs .  4 and 5). An i n i t i a l  contour was developed w i t h  a  computer pro- 
grain us ing hodograph-pl ane equations t o  ob ta in  shock-free f 1  ow a t  the  high-speed 
design point .  The NLR-1 a i r f o i l  was developed f u r t h e r  by modi fy ing the  i n i t i a l  
shape t o  g i ve  good performance a t  hover cond i t ions  and t o  a1 l e v i a t e  r e t r e a t i n g -  
blade s t a l l .  The NLR-1T a i r f o i l  i s  simply t h e  NLR-1 shape t runcated a t  
99 percent o f  design chord t o  ob ta in  a  f i n i t e - t h i c k n e s s  t r a i l i n g  edge. The 
coordinates are given i n  t a b l e  111; wind-tunnel data and analyses are given i n  
references 12 and 13. Key c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t he  NLR-1T a i r f o i l  are a  zero- 
l i f t ,  drag-divergence Mach number o f  about 0.84; a  maximum l i f t  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  
1.1 a t  0.4 Mach number; and a  z e r o - l i f t ,  subsonic pitching-moment c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  
about -0.01 t o  -0.02. 
Data System 
The a i r c r a f t  was equipped w i th  two d i g i t a l  data systems. The P i l o t e d  
A i r c r a f t  Data System (PADS) acquired data from fuse l  age-mounted sensors ; t h e  
Special Rotor Blade Instrumentat ion (SRBI) system processed s igna ls  from r o t o r -  
mounted sensors. Both systems used pulse code modulation (PCM) i n  t h e  
mu1 t i p l  exer-di  g i  t i zer e lec t ron ics .  
The PADS-PCM system, described f u l l y  i n  reference 6, recorded several types 
o f  data: aerodynamic f l i g h t  s tate,  i n e r t i a l  fl i g h t  s tate,  cont ro l  posi t ions,  
engine torque, r o t o r  speed, blade azimuth, and fue l  quant i ty .  The e lec t ron ics  
used a 10 b i t  word, p a r i t y  included, and a mul t ip lexed sampling r a t e  o f  80 t imes 
per second per channel. Spec i f i ca t i ons  f o r  each sensor are given i n  t a b l e  I V .  
The SRBI system o f  reference 7 was used f o r  a v a r i e t y  of r o t o r  data. The 
SRBI  system mul t ip lexed and d i g i t i z e d  data on p i t c h - l i n k  and blade loads, mast 
torque, b l  ade angles, bl ade-secti on pressures and data-system temperatures. The 
SRBI system had an 8 - b i t  data word (w i th  no p a r i t y )  and sampled each o f  the 30 
channels 1000 t imes per second. A l l  o f  the data channels f o r  loads and angles 
had a s i  ngl e-pol e, constant-del ay f i  1 t e r  w i t h  3-decibel a t tenuat ion  frequency a t  
90 Hz. Fur ther  in format ion  on the  i nd i v idua l  channels and sensors i s  contained 
i n  tab les  V and V I ,  appendix B, and reference 7. The can is te r  and some of the 
sensors are shown i n  t h e  photographs o f  f i g u r e  6. 
The SRBI system consisted o f  several d i f f e r e n t  subassembl ies. D i g i  t i z a t i o n  
e lec t ron ics  f o r  t he  load and angles data were located i n  the mast-mounted 
canister .  The ba t te r i es ,  which gave power f o r  about one hour o f  f l i g h t ,  were 
a l so  mounted i n  the  canister .  During the.  f i r s t  NLR-1T f l i g h t s ,  a can is ter  
t r a n s m i t t e r  sent t h e  data s ignal  t o  a fuse l  age rece iv ing  antenna; subsequently, 
t h i s  transmission l i n k  was deact ivated and a s l  i p r i  ng assembly was subs t i t u ted  
t o  conserve ba t te ry  power. The data s ignal  was recorded on the  a i r c r a f t  and 
t ransmi t ted  from fuselage-mounted antennas t o  a ground s t a t i o n  f o r  safety-of-  
f l i g h t  monitoring. 
Data Reduction 
Each o f  t he  two, basic types o f  data, PADS-PCM and SRBI, requ i red  a separate 
data-reduct ion method. I n  reference 6, d e t a i l s  o f  both the  PADS-PCM data reduc- 
t i o n  and t h e  r e s u l t i n g  computer l i s t i n g  o f  corrected parameters f o r  each t e s t  
t ime are given. Results from SRBI data reduct ion describe parameters f o r  one 
r e v o l u t i o n  a t  each selected time. SRBI data reduct ion  requ i res  inputs  f o r  t he  
same t ime i n t e r v a l s  from the program f o r  PADS-PCM data reduction. 
The SRBI data f o r  loads and angles were f i r s t  processed t o  co r rec t  for tem- 
perature and f i l t e r - l a g  e f fec ts .  Next, a more accurate measure o f  r o t o r  speed 
was obtained from the  SRBI azimuth and t ime data. The new r o t o r  speed was used 
t o  r e v i s e  the  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  PADS-PCM parameters e f fec ted by r o t o r  speed (such 
as engine torque c o e f f i c i e n t ) .  The r e s u l t i n g  changes were t y p i c a l l y  . small. 
F l i g h t  records o f  blade loads and angles were processed t o  y i e l d  data decomposed 
i n t o  harmonics o f  r o t o r  r o t a t i o n a l  frequency. I n t e r a c t  ions between each s t r a i n -  
gauge br idge and several types o f  loads are i nd i ca ted  i n  t a b l e  V I  bu t  were not 
accounted for in the analysis since the full  set  of load components were not 
measured at  each instrumented blade station. This simp1 if ied treatment i s  typi- 
cal of flight-loads reports (refs.  8 and 14) since interactions are minimized 
during strain-gauge instal la t ion.  
Fl i ght-Test procedures 
Flight t e s t s  were conducted to  obtain data on the performance and rotor- 
- loads characteristics of the t e s t  vehicle in s t raight  and level f l igh t  and in 
maneuvers. Steady, level-fl ight speed sweeps were accomplished, usually in 
5 m/sec (10 knot) increr~ents, frorn about 35 t o  85 m/sec (68 to  165 knots). 
Naneuvers were flown with a target tip-speed ra t io  of 0.25 and collective pitch 
set  for t r i r ~ ~  a t that speed. The symmetrical pull -ups and constant-airspeed, 
descending turns were flown with a range of normal-load factors up  t o  2.3. The 
t e s t s  also include representative periods of hover and of linear climb and 
descent. 
Emphasis was pl aced on achievi n y  we1 1 -control 1 ed, standardi zed test-poi n t  
conditions to  a1 1 ow direct conlpari son between data sets  for the different 
experimental rotors. Operat i n y  rotor speed and longi tudi nal center of gravity 
were kept very close to  the nominal values, and the external configuration of 
the a i rc raf t  was the same for the t e s t s  of all three experimental blade sets 
( ref .  2 ) .  A1 so, data were acquired only when a i r  turbulence levels were accept- 
ably low. Even t h o u g h  standardized track-and-balarice procedures were followed, 
the rotor demonstrated re1 a t i  vely large sensi t ivi ty  to changes in differential  
pitch, bl ade-sweep or trirn-tab set t ings,  indicating that track-and-bal ance 
variables could be important f l  i yht-test parameters. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Data on performance, rotor loads, f l igh t  s ta te  and control positions are 
presented in figures 7 throuyh 27 and in the l i s t ings  of appendix C. Table VII  
i s  .a guide to  the l is t ings.  Flight nur~ibers and run numbers are used t o  identify 
the t e s t  points for a l l  l i s t ings  and soine figures. The data -figures are 
presented as fol 1 ows: 
Level f l igh t  
Typical data histories................................. 
Application of harmonic analysis ....................... 
Survey of power-required data.......................... 
Data set  trends: two speed sweeps..................... 
Rotor-load harmonics................................... 
Maneuvering f l  i g h t  
Descending turns 
Typical data histories .:. ....................... 
Rotor-load harmonics.............................. 
Symrnetri cal pull -ups 
Typical data liistories ........................... 
Rotor-load harmonics ............................. 
Maneuver-load trends .................................. 
Fi gures 
DISCUSSION 
The methods of data presentation and review in th i s  report are influenced by 
two anticipated uses. F i r s t ,  t h i s  data i s  a source of experimental performance 
and loads data for correlation studies with computer rrlodel s of he1 icopters. 
Second, this  data can provide a detailed description of test-point conditions 
for concurrently measured a i r fo i l  data (such as that of ref. 2) .  The data 
review proceeds from s t r a i  yht-and-1 eve1 tes t  conditions, t o  descending turns, 
and then to  symir~etri cal pull -ups. , 
Vehicle load coefficient C L '  i s  used as pri~nary parameter for designating 
the a i rc raf t  load level experienced during maneuvers. This coefficient repre- 
sents the combined influences of vehicle weight, vertical load factor,  a i r  den- 
s i t y  and rotor rotational speed: i t  provides a good measure of the iner t ia l  
load reacted by the rotor and other aerodynamic surfaces. Reference 15 indica- 
t e s  that the stub wings and horizorltal-tail surfaces can mike significant 
contributions to  vehicle l i f t  and download. The data presented herein does not 
account for such effects ,  which could be a function of load factor,  pitch rate ,  
ro l l  anyle, and other parameters. I n  general , however, a1 1 conclusions based on 
variations in vehicle load coefficient also hold true for variations in load 
factor. 
Rotor 1 oads are discussed in terr~is of beamwi se ( f l  apwi se)  , chordwi se 
( i  npl ane) , and torsional loads. Pitch-1 ink loads .are referred to  as torsional 
loads. Tine imp1 ications . of interaction and simplified temperature-effects 
corrections are no t  considered herein. The mean values of some loads, particu- 
1 arly ctlordwise blade loads, appeared to  experience sorne d r i f t  during fl  ight. 
Sorne loads data were also affected by the need t o  maintain a large response 
range for safety-of-fl ight purposes, in such cases, the precision of increments 
is  comparatively large. 
Level Fl ight 
Test-point selection.- As in reference 6 ,  test-point times for. data reduc- 
t ion were chosen on the basis of steadiness, which was judged by reviewing 
records of data on f l  ight-s tate ,  control posit ion, rotor- motion; and blade 
loads. The ideal t e s t  point i s  one achieved wit11 fixed controls and,  for level 
f 1 i g h t  or steady lilaneuvers, a trimmed vehicle; i t  was achieved for symmetri cal 
pull-ups when the body at t i tude n~atched tiiat for level f l igh t  at the same a i r -  
speed. Low levels of a i r  turbulence were required. Rotor-data his tor ies  pre- 
sented as figures 7 and 8 are typical of a steady t e s t  point since the wave 
forrlis for each blade rev01 ution appear to  be hi ghly repeatable. 
Results of harn~onic arialyscs also serve as indications of steadiness. A n  
exaoiple of the degree to  which tiariiionic curve-fits can rep1 ica te  nrasured data 
i s  given in figure 9. The data of figure 10 allows a comparison of the dominant 
.harmonic amp1 i tudes for several tirnes at  one test-poi n t  condition. The indi- 
cated level of steadiness i s  typical for all  level-fl ight results.  
Powered-required data.- Figure 11 presents data on main-rotor torque 
required for each of the level-fl ight speed sweeps flown with the NLR-IT blades. 
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(The se t s  o f  da ta  a re  p l o t t g d  w i t h  o f f s e t  scales. and sequenced i n  t h e  ascending 
o r d e r  o f  average re fe rence  Mach nuniber.) As i n d i c a t e d  i n  r e fe rence  6, a  
d e t a i  1  ed cornpari son between data se t s  r e q u i r e s  adequate da ta  on f l  i g h t  s t a te ,  
c o n t r o l  p o s i t i o n s  and paralneters such as a i r  t u rbu lence  l e v e l .  
Forward- f l  i g h t  e f f ec t s . -  Bas ic  da ta  f o r  two l e v e l  - f l  i gh t  speed sweeps a re  
p resen ted  i n  f i  yure  12. Some o f  t h e  t e s t  p o i n t s  a re  a l s o  descr ibed  i n  
Appendix C. Most o f  t h e  p l o t s  show good agree~nent between data f o r  t h e  two 
speed sweeps. The sweep w i t h  a  r e fe rence  Mach nuniber o f  0.70 d i d  have h i ghe r  
va l  ues o f  severa l  parameters : v e h i c l e  l oad  and mai n - r o t o r  to rque  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
( f i g .  12 (a ) ) ;  rna in- ro tor  c o l l e c t i v e  p i t c h  angle ( f i g .  12 ( c )  & (d ) ) ;  and o s c i l l a -  
t o r y  i np l ane  b lade loads ( f i g  2 ( ) )  The same speed sweep a l so  e x h i b i t e d  
s l  i g h t l y  lower  t o r s i o n a l  and bearnwi se o s c i l l  a t o r y  loads ( f i g .  12 (e )  and ( 9 ) ) .  
An ano~r~al  ous incrementa l  i nc rease  i n  o s c i l  l a t o r y  ci iordwi se loads i s  shown i n  
f i g u r e  1 2 ( f )  a t  about v = 0.33 f o r  b1h = 0.G9. 
Severa l  t r e n d s  a re  ev i den t  i n  t h e  l oad  data o f  f i g u r e  12. F i r s t ,  i n  
f i g u r e  12(e ) ,  t h e  peak-to-peak loads f o r  bea~iiwise bending show a  h i g h l y  non- 
l i n e a r  i nc rease  w i t h  t i p -speed  r a t i o  on ly  a t  t he    no st i nboard  s t a t i o n .  Most o f  
t h e  chordwise data i n  f i g u r e  1 2 ( f )  show t h a t  peak-to-peak loads grow more 
r a p i d l y  when t ip -speed  r a t i o  increases above approx imate ly  0.3 (about  130 
kno t s ) .  Each t ype  o f  data f o r  bo th  b lade t o r s i o n  a t  45 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s  and 
p i t c h - l i n k  loads f o l l o w s  a  bas i c  t r e n d  ( f i g .  1 2 ( y ) ) .  The peak-to-peak loads 
develop a  srnall r e g i o n  o f  p o s s i b l e  data-curve i n f l e c t i o n  near a  t i p -speed  r a t i o  
of 0.2; above t h a t  speed, peak-to-peak loads grow alrnost l i n e a r l y .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  
t l i e  mean va lue o f  t h e  b l ade  t o r s i o n  or  p i t c h - l i n k  loads  grows more negat ive,  due 
t o  l a r g e r  1  eadi  ns-edye down i~iol i~cnts,  as t i p-speed r a t i o  increases. 
Wave fo r r~ is  f o r  severa l  d i g i t a l  data  channels are shown i n  f i g u r e  13. These 
data,  and t h e  da ta  records  o f  f i g u r e s  7, 8 ,  and 9, he l p  t o  g i ve  some i n s i g h t  
i n t o  t h e  speed-sweep da ta  o f  f i g u r e  12. They show t h a t  data d e s c r i p t i o n s  i n  
t e r m  o f  rilean and peak-to-peak a i i lp l i tude values IiKiy ney lec t  soine p o t e n t i a l l y  
s i g n i f i c a n t  aspects o f  t h e  wave f o r ~ ~ ~ s  ( f o r example, see f i g .  13 ( c ) ) .  The use o f  
harnioriic a n a l y s i s  o f f e r s  one liieans o f  c o n v e i e n t l y  reduc ing,  1  i s t i n g ,  and 
r e v i e w i n g  1arc;e se ts  o f  da ta  such t h a t  iilore d e t a i l  i s  preserved. 
- 
Ro to r - load  harmonics.- The harnjonic con ten t  o f  r o t o r  loads f o r  a  represen-  
t a t i v e  s e r i e s  o f  l e v e l - f l i ~ h t  cond i t i o r i s  i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  14. For t h e  beam- 
w ise  loads, t h e  f i r s t  f o u r  harnionics appear t o  be t h e  [nost s i g n i f i c a n t .  Inboard  
chordwise loads have s i g n i f i c a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  fro111 t h e  f i r s t  t h r e e  and, some- 
t i ~ i r es ,  t h e  s i x t h  harmonics. For chordwise loads a t  80 percen t  r o t o r  r ad ius ,  
s i g n i f i c a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  are observed f o r  up t o  seven harmonics. The f i r s t  
harrnoni c dorni nates b l  ade t o r s i  on and p i  t ch -1  i nk loads a t  lower  speeds ; above 
100 knots ,  t h e  second harrrionic a1 so appears t o  be very s i g n i f i c a n t .  
A  sumn,ary p l o t ,  f i g u r e  15, shows f o r w a r d - f l  i g h t  e f f e c t s  on. t h e  harmonics o f  
t h e  b lade loads a t  45 percen t  r o t o r  rad ius .  Data a re  shown f o r  t h e  f o u r  har-  
.rnonics hav ing  t h e  l a r g e s t  arnpl i tudes. (Note t h a t  energy con ten t  and t h e  imp1 i- 
c a t i o n s  f o r  f a t i g u e  darilage a re  a l s o  f requency dependent.) The f i r s t  two 
harnioriics c l e a r l y  dorni na te  f o r  beam arid t o r s i o n  loads. Chordwise l oad  t r e n d s  
a re  q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t  i n  t h a t  t he  f i r s t  and t h i r d  harmonics dominate t h e  loads a t  
Iii gher t i p -speed  r a t i o s .  ' 
Planeuveri ng F1 i gh t  
Descending turns. -  A w e l l - c o n t r o l l e d  descending t u r n  i s  a  steady maneuver 
executed so t h a t  a i r speed  and t r i m  a re  rr laintained w h i l e  a l t i t u d e  i s  l o s t .  
F i g u r e  16 st1or.r~ data, w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  s t a r t  tirnes, taken d u r i n g  one t e s t - p o i n t  
at te inpt.  It slay be seen t h a t  t h e  wave forms match very w e l l  d e s p i t e  t h e  
a justments  t o  engine power. 
Several  o t he r  exalnpl es o f  t y p i  ca1 r o t o r - d a t a  records  show p e r i o d i c  wave 
forms f o r  descending tu rns .  F i g u r e  17 p resen ts  some records  f o r  two t u rns ;  
f i g u r e  18 p resen ts  a  f u l l  se t  o f  r o t o r - l o a d s  records  f o r  a  w e l l - c o n t r o l  l e d  t u rn .  
F i g u r e  19 shows t h a t  i n c r e a s i n g  v e h i c l  e  l oad  c o e f f i c i e n t  ( o r  l oad  f a c t o r )  can 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y  a1 t e r  t h e  wave forrli. 
The harinonic cor i tent  o f  measured r o t o r  loads f o r  descending t u r n s  can be 
rev iewed w i t h  t h e  da ta  o f  f i g u r e s  20, 21, and 22. Represen ta t i ve  r e s u l t s  f o r  
l e f t  arid r i g h t  t u r n s  ( f i g s .  20 and 21, r e s p e c t i v e l y )  show l i t t l e  or  no e f f e c t s  
due t o  increases i n  v e h i c l  e  l oad  c o e f f i c i e n t .  The most s i g n i f i c a n t  components 
a re  t h e  same as f o r  l e v e l  f l i g h t ;  t h a t  i s ,  t h e  f i r s t  f ou r  f o r  bearnwise loads, 
t i l e  f i r s t  two har~nonics  f o r  t o r s i o n a l  loads and t i l e  f i r s t ,  t h i r d ,  and s i x t h  f o r  
chord t i i se  lodds  rel irain n e a r l y  constant.  Surnrr:ary data f o r  t h e  loads a t  
45 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s  a re  presented i n  f i y u r e  22. These data shcw t h a t  t he  
o n l y  we l l  de f i ned  t r ends  a re  i l l c reases i n  f i r s t  and th i rd -harmon ic  chordwise 
loads  dnd s l i y h t  decreases i n  t o r s i o n a l  loads w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  v e h i c l e  l oad  
c o e f f i c i e n t .  
Sylrimetrical p u l l  -ups .- Records c f  r o t o r  data f o r  syrnrnetri c a l  p u l l  -ups are 
p resen ted  i n  f i r j u r e s  23 and 24. The t r a n s i e n t  na tu re  o f  t he  maneuver i s  c l e a r l y  
i n d i c a t e d  by t h e  decrease i n  iliast to rque  i n  f i s u r c  23 and t he  n o t i c e a b l e  change 
i n  t h e  steady s t a t e  and peak-to-pcdk values f o r  rrlany o f  t he  l oad  h i s t o r i e s .  shown 
i n  f i y u r e  24. 
Har~i lonic l o a d  data f o r  s i x  pu l l - ups  are presented i n  f i g u r e s  25 and 26. As 
i n  t i l e  t u rns ,  s t r ong  t r ends  a re  no t  shown i n  t he  data o f  f i g u r e  25. The summary 
da ta  f o r  45 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s  ( f i g .  26 )  show t h a t  t h e  on l y  c l e a r  t r e n d  i s  
inc reased  f i r s t - h a r r ~ ~ o n i  c  chordr i i  se loads r.ri t h  inc reased  v e h i c l e  1  oad 
c o e f f i c i e n t .  The da ta  o f  f i s u r e s  23 and 24 i n d i c a t e  t h a t  somewhat d i f f e r e n t  
r e s u l t s  cou ld  be ob ta ined  i f  c r i t e r i a  f o r  t e s t - p o i n t  s e l e c t i o n  were more l o o s e l y  
i nte rp re ted .  
Maneuver-1 oad trends.-  Soi~le o f  t he  r o t o r - 1  oads data f o r  t u r n s  and p u l l  -ups 
show coinlnon t r ends  f o r  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  peak-to-peak loads w i t h  changes i n  v e h i c l e  
1  oad c o e f f i c i e n t  ( f i g .  27) The amp1 i tudes o f  peak-to-peak bending moment f o r  
a1 1  t h e  beall1 channel s  and t h e  outboard chord channel rernai n  v i r t u a l l y  constant.  
Values f o r  t h e  drag-brace l oad  and chord bending a t  45 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s  show 
s u b s t a n t i a l  increases b v i  t h  increases i n  ve l i i c l e  l oad  f a c t o r  ( f i g .  27 (b ) ) .  
Except f o r  a  p u l l  -up a t  e x t r e ~ i ~ e  c o n d i t i o n s ,  t he  values f o r  b lade t o r s i o n  and 
, p i t c h - 1  i n k  a c t u a l l y  decrease ( f i g .  27 ( c ) ) .  Th is  l a s t  t r e n d  agrees we1 1  w i t h  
observer  and p i l o t  cornliients on decreases i n  v i b r a t i o n  l e v e l  w i t h  inc reases  i n  
1  oad f a c t o r .  
A rev i ew  o f  t he  harnionic con ten t  o f  bo th  types o f  maneuvers shows t h a t ,  i n  
most cases, t h e  p a t t e r n  of harr~ionic loads does not  change s i g n i f i c a n t l y  over t h e  
range o f  v e l i i c l e  load  c o e f f i c i e n t s  ( o r  load  f a c t o r s )  achieved. F igures  22 
and 2G he1 p  t o  show t h a t  f o r  i nboard  chordwise loads, t he  f i r s t  and, t o  a  l e s s e r  
degree, t h e  t h i r d  har i~ lon ics  o f  t he  l oad  do inc rease  w i t h  increased v e h i c l e  l oad  
c o e f f i c i e n t .  
A f l i g h t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  has been conducted t o  acqu i r e  data on t h e  p e r f o r -  
rilance, loads  and a i r f o i  1  aerodyt ia~nics o f  a  t e e t e r i  ng - ro to r  he1 i c o p t e r  hav ing t h e  
NLK-1T a i r f o i l  as t he  b l ade -sec t i on  contour  f o r  t h e  main- ro tor .  Data a re  pre-  
sented on t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  f l  i g h t - s t a t e  parameters, c o n t r o l  p o s i t  i ons ,  r o t o r  
1  oads, power r e q u i r e d  and b l  ade nlot i on dur i ng l e v e l  -f 1 i gh t  speed sweeps and 
nlaneuvers a t  approx imate ly  0.25 t i p -speed  r a t i o .  
Several  t r ends  were ev i den t  i n  t h e  r o t o r  loads data. Increases i n  a i rspeed  
i n  l e v e l  f l  i y h t  inc reased  peak-to-peak loads, p a r t i c u l a r l y  those inboard  on t h e  
blade. Above 35 ~n/sec (68 k n o t s ) ,  each type  o f  l oad  was cha rac te r i zed  by t h e  
p a t t e r n  o f  harmonic c o n t r i b u t i o n s  t o  those loads : bearnwise bending was dorni- 
na ted  by t h e  f i r s t  f o u r  harnionic conlponents; t o r s i o n a l  loads by t he  f i r s t  two 
I iarmonics, and inboard  chordwise loads by t h e  f i r s t ,  t h i r d ,  and sometimes, s i x t h  
harrrloni cs. The rnagni tude  o f  a1 1  o f  these corl~ponents increased w i t h  inc reased  
airspeed. Du r i ng  t h e  maneuvers, t h e  r e1  a t i  ve p a t t e r n  o f  harrnoni c  components 
remained f a i r l y  cons tan t  wi'th increases i n  l oad  f a c t o r ;  t h e  no teab le  excep t ion  
was t h e  yrowth o f  f i r s t  and t h i r d  harriionics f o r  i nboard  chordwise loads w i t h  
inc reased  s e v e r i t y  o f  t he  maneuver. Dur ing  nlaneuvers, t h e  most s i g n i f i c a n t  
changes i n  peak-to-peak loads w i t h  increased load  f a c t o r  were increases i n  
i nboard c t i o rd~ r i se  loads and decreases i n  t o r s i o n a l  loads. 
APPENDIX A 
WIN-ROTOR BLADE UES.IGN 
The s t r u c t u r a l  des ign o f  t he  ma in - ro to r  blades was i n f l uenced  by r e q u i r e -  
ments f o r  bu i  1 t-i n  i nst ru r~ ien ta t  ion arld rnaxirnurn cornlaonal i t y  between t h e  new b l  ade 
sets.  As shown i n  f i g u r e s  4  and 5, each n e w - a i r f o i l  b lade had a  t h i n  m e t a l l i c  
subs t ruc tu re .  The spar assembly was formed by a  spar w i t h  an H-shape cross- 
sec t ion ,  h i gh  - d e n s i t y  a1 uminuin honeycomb behind .the spar, and an a i r f o i l  - 
contoured nose b lock  i n  t h e  f r o n t  o f  t he  spar. Nose weights  were secured i n s i d e  
t h e  nose block. The whole subs t ruc tu re  bras forrned by bonding t oge the r  t h e  spar, 
a  1  i gh te r  a1 umi num-honeycomb a f te rbody ,  an a1 unli nurn t r a i  1  i ng-edge s t i f f e n e r ,  and 
aluminum skins.  S t r a i  n-gauge b r idges  and a1 1  i ns t rumen ta t i ons  leads and t e rm i -  
n a l s  were bonded t o  t h e  subs t ruc tu re .  Doublers and standard g r i p  p l a t e s  were 
a t tached t o  t h e  r o o t  end. Outboard o f  about 31 percen t  r o t o r  rad ius ,  Nornex 
honeycomb was bonded on, tr irmied, and covered w i t h  a  f i b e r g l a s s  s k i n  t o  o b t a i n  a  
c l  ose- to lerance contour o f  t h e  NLR-1T a i  r f o i  1. Cav i t y  and cover-p l  a t e  assem- 
b l  i e s  f o r  pressure t ransducers were i n s t a l  l e d  i n  t he  nose b lock  and Norriex honey- 
comb o f  one b lade  a t  90 percen t  r o t o r  rad ius .  On t h e  b l  ade - t i  p  lower  sur face,  a  
cover p l a t e  p ro tec ted  a  c a v i t y  f o r  pressure-data e l e c t r o n i c s  ( f i g .  4). The use 
o f  cover p l a t e s  and f a i r i n g  coriipound r e s t o r e d  t h e  a i r f o i l  contour a f t e r  t h e  
pressure-data systeir~ was i n s t a l  1  ed. 
Desp i t e  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  f a b r i c a t i o n  h i s t o r i e s  and i ns t ru r r~en ta t i on  i n s t a l  l a -  
t i o n ,  t h e  two blades o f  t h e  NLK-1T se t  were very c l ose  i n  s t r u c t u r a l  and dynamic 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  One b lade  was i ns t run~en ted  w i t h  s t ra in-gauge bridcjes and 
p ressure  transducers.  The instrurnented b lade  r e q u i r e d  m r e  contour  f i  11 i ng and 
haridwork t o  meet contour  t o l e rance  c r i t e r i a .  Before p a i n t  o r  t i p  weights were 
added, t h e  s t a t i c  cen te rs  o f  g r a v i t y  l a y  a t  24.9 percen t  chordwise s t a t i o n  f o r  
b o t h  blades and a t  54.4 and 54.0 percen t  span~r ise  s t a t i o n ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  f o r  t h e  
b lades w i t h  and c ~ i  t h o u t  instrumentation. The inst rumented b lade weighed 1255 
newtons; t h e  o the r  b lade weighed 1242 newtons. The rneasured t o r s i o n a l  na tu ra l  
f requenc ies  o f  t h e  instrurnented and second b lade were 15.5 and 1 5 . 9 . H ~ ~  respec- 
t i v e l y .  Manufac tu re r ' s  t e s t s  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  t h e  f requenc ies  o f  t he  f i r s t  t o r -  
s i o n a l  nrode and t h e  second f l a p w i s e  mode were c o i n c i d e n t a l  near t he  normal 
o p e r a t i n g  t i p  speed. 
APPENDIX B 
SPECIAL ROTOR BLADE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
e lade  Angle Data 
Three types  o f  b lade  angles were measured. The p i t c h  angle  o f  t h e  i n s t r u -  
rnented b lade  was lneasured as descr ibed  i n  r e fe rence  6: a  sp r ing - loaded  s t r i n g -  
t y p e  potent ior r le ter  sensed t h e  angle  a t  t h e  b lade g r i p .  Teeter  angle  was sensed 
on t h e  f i r s t  NLR-1T f l  i gh ts  c v i  t h  t h e  same 1  i near s l  i de - t ype  potentiometer as 
desc r i bed  i n  r e fe rence  6; f o r  a l l  f l i g h t  data r epo r t ed  here, it was sensed w i t h  
t h e  r o t a r y  po ten t ion le te r  shown i n  f i g u r e  6  (b ) .  Fuse1 age-re ferenced azimuth 
ang le  o f  t h e  ins t rumented  b lade was sensed by a  256 increment,  d i g i t a l  s h a f t  
encoder mounted i n s i d e  t h e  c a n i s t e r  suppor t  assembly. A l l  o f  these systerns were 
c a l  i b r a t e d  i n  place, on t h e  a i r c r a f t .  
S t r u c t u r a l  Loads Data 
St ra in-gauge b r idges  were used t o  measure loads i n  t h e  mast and i n  bo th  t h e  
p i t c h  l i n k  and drag brace f o r  t h e  ins t ru inented blade. Mast to rque  and . p i t c h -  
1  i n k  l o a d  were riieasured as descr ibed  i n  r e fe rence  G, The drag brace (which con- 
nec t s  t h e  r e a r  o f  t h e  b lade t o  t h e  hub) was i n s t r u ~ ~ l e n t e d  f o r  a x i a l  loads w i t h  a  
temperature-co~npensated b r i d g e  ( f i  yu rc  6 ( c ) )  and was ca l  i b r a t e d  i n  tens ion.  
B l  ade bendi ny loads were rrieasured by e i  gh t  350 ohm s t r a i  n-gauge br idges.  
The b r i dges  were bonded t o  t h e  b lade  i r i e t a l l i c  subs t ruc tu re  and, except f o r  t h e  
rrlost i nboard  b r i d g e  f o r  f l a p w i s e  bendincj, were covered by t h e  Nomex honeycornb. 
F i v e  f l a p w i s e  b r i dges  ( a t  17.4, 35.0, 44.9, 60.6, and 80.3 percen t  r o t o r  
r a d i u s ) ,  two chordwise b r idges  ( a t  44.9 arid 80.3 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s ) ,  and one 
t o r s i o n a l  b r i d g e  ( a t  44.9 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s )  viere a c t i v e  f o r  SRBI. A l l  t h r e e  
coriiponents o f  bending were measured t oye the r  on l y  a t  one syanwise s t a t i o n .  
Cal i b r a t i o n  o f  t h e  b lade  s t r a i  n-gauge b r idges  was accornpl i shed  by hanging 
t h e  b lade  f ro in  t h e  r o o t  end and app l y i ng  loads near t h e  t i p .  Thus, t he  nominal 
zero-1 oadiny c o n d i t i o n  irnposed no i n i t i a l  b lade loads, o ther  than  spanwise, due 
t o  y r a v i t y .  The b lade r o o t  was b o l t e d  ( a t  15.5 percen t  r o t o r  r a d i u s )  t o  a f i x -  
t u r e  mounted a t  t h e  t o p  o f  a  ~nass ive,  v e r t i c a l ,  l oad ing  stand. Loads were 
a p p l i e d  by a  r e c t a n g u l a r  f i x t u r e  t h a t  covered 0.3 III o f  the  span a t  92.6 percen t  
b l  ade rad ius .  F l  apwi se and chordbri se mornents were produced by f o r ces  perpen- 
d i  c u l  a r  and para1 1  e l ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t o  t h e  15.5 percen t  r o t o r - r a d i  us s t a t i  on. 
To rs i ona l  nioinents were a p p l i e d  as pure ~norl~ents a t  t h e  l oad ing  block.  The 
r e s u l t i n g  da ta  on b r i d g e  s e n s i t i v i t y  and i n t e r a c t i o n s  a re  g iven  i n  t a b l e s  I V  
and V. Typ i ca l  c a l i b r a t i o n  data ( f i  g. -2s) show the  e f f e c t  o f  b lade bending and 
sorrie l o a d  n l isa l  i grilllent under h i s h l y  loaded cond i t i ons .  
Temperature e f fec ts  were a l s o  evaluated. Data on zero- load e f f e c t s  o f  tem- 
pe ra tu re  v a r i a t i o n  were ob ta inea  when t h e  e n t i r e  b lade  was s t a b i l i z e d  a t  severa l  
tenlperatures between -10 C and 270 C. These r e s u l t s  showed l i n e a r  va r i a t i ons .  
S p e c i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  temperature corr~pensation f o r  s t r a i  n-gauge b r idges  and cumul a- 
, 
I 
t i  ve exper ience i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  temperature- i  nduced s h i f t s  i n  s e n s i t i v i t y  were 
negl  i y i b l e  when cornpared t o  t h e  zero change. . 
Temperature Data 
Telilperatures were sensed i n  t h e  c a n i s t e r  and i n  one o f  t he  pressure t r ans -  
ducer c a v i t i e s .  Can i s te r  temperature was used t o  apply  c o r r e c t i o n s  t o  a l l  l oad  
and angle channels which were d i g i t i z e d  i n  t he  can i s te r .  The b lade ternperature 
was used t o  c o r r e c t  f o r  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  changes i n  b lade  teinperature on t h e  b lade  
b r i  dyes. Simp1 i f  i e d  data- reduct  i on methods assurned t h a t  t he  h'ofiiex and dead-a i r  
c e l l s  next  t o  t h e  l ~ i e t a l l i c  su r face  helped t o  i n s u l a t e  t he  b lade and produce a  
f a i r l y  un i fo rn i  i n t e r n a l  teraperature. 
~ 
P r e f l  i ght  Cal i b r a t  i ons 
Cal i b r a t  i ons  were appl i e d  t o  s t r a i  n-gauge channels ~ii t h  b a t t e r y  power a f t e r  
t h e  b a t t e r y  had d ischarged enough t o  s t a b i l i z e  t he  vo l tage  l e v e l .  Cal i b r a t i o n s  
were rriade i n  t h e  form o f  shunt changes t o  t h e  b r idge  c i r c u i t s .  Records w2re 
made f o r  ambient loads and f o r  two l e v e l s  o f  b r i d y e  unbalance whose incrementa l  
change i n  vo l tage  corresponded t o  known l oad  1 eve1 s. Cal i b r a t i o n  reco rds  were 
i l i lpressed on bo th  t h e  f l i g h t  and grour ld-s ta t ion tapes. Th is  process c a l i b r a t e d  
t h e  s i  cjnal c o n d i t i o n i n g  and checked b r i d y e  ou tpu t  f o r  standard, ambient con- 
d i t i o n s .  
APPENIX C 
TEST-POINT DATA LISTINGS 
The upper p a r t  o f  t h e  pase f o r  each t e s t  p o i n t  con ta i ns  PADS-PCM da ta  frorn 
fuse1 aged-~~tounted sensors. The infor i r rat  i on on t e s t - p o i  n t  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and 
da ta  on f l i c j h t - s t a t e ,  c o n t r o l  p o s i t i o n  and o the r  pararrieters are presented i n  t h e  
manner expl  a i  ned i n  r e fe rence  G. 
The lovier p a r t  o f  each page con ta i ns  SRBI-system data on t he  r o t o r .  Test-  
p o i n t  i d e r i t i f  i c a t i o n  i s  p r i n t e d  nex t  t o  f l  ic;ht-condi  t i o n  parameters. Three tem- 
pe ra tu res  a re  g iven:  t h e  value co111puted f o r  ai r~bient atmospher ic c o n d i t i o n s  (At43 
TEMP) ; b lade  ter r~perature a t  90 percen t  r ad ius ,  upper sur face,  60 percen t  chord 
(TEMP GO), and t h e  te r i~pera tu re  o f  t t i e  b lade e l e c t r o n i c s  i n  t h e  c a n i s t e r  
(CAN TEMP). The l a t t e r  t \ /o  a re  l i s t e d  i n  t a b l e  V and re fe rence  6  as Tb and 
Tee, respectively. They were t i ~ o  tei~~;lcratures used i n  SRBI data reduction. The 
111ast-torque c o e f f i c i e n t  p r i n t e d  i s  t he  average val  ue f o r  t h e  rev01 uton. The 
t o t a l  t o rque  c o e f f i c i e n t  i s  t h e  va lue ob ta ined  f o r  engine power a t  e q u i v a l e n t  
111ai n - r o t o r  r o t a t i o n a l  speed. Both b lade  p i t c h  ( a t  7 5  percen t  r a d i u s )  and t e e t e r  
ang le  o f  t h e  ins t ru iner i ted b lade a re  descr ibed  by conven t iona l  nean and c y c l i c  
cor~iponents based on harlnoni c  ana lys is .  Peak-to-peak values are added s ince,  as 
no ted  i n  r e fe rence  6 ,  data t r a c e s  iilay be rnuch rnore cornplex than  a  s imple f i r s t -  
t~ar inoni  c  pa t t e rn .  
Ro to r  loads  a re  presented i n  t e r ~ i ; ~  o f  !neat1 values, peak-to-peak va lues and 
t h e  harr~ ion ic  cor i tent  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  1 2  har~ i lon ics  o f  ac tua l  r o t o r  r o t a t i o n a l  f r e -  
quency. (The r,ieasured va lue o f  t h i s  f requency i s  a l s o  l i s t e d . )  The harmonic 
r c p r e s e n t a t i o r l  uses a  s e r i e s  o f  cos ine t e r i ~ i s ,  each w i t h  a  phase delay. Us ing 
t h e  l a b e l s  fr01i1 t h e  l i s t i n g ,  each l oad  :,lay be descr ibed  as: 
where F i s  t h e  l o a d  (a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t i ~ n e ) ,  YEAN i s  t he  rriean ampl i tude,  n  i s  
nuliiber o f  t h e  hariiioni c, NviP i s  t i l e  vec to r  diilpl i tude, and PHASE i s  t h e  phase 
ang le  i n  d e y e e s  f o r  t h a t  harir~oni c. 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT O A I A  AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
f L I G t i T  N3. 0 0 0  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT - 35964. N  LOADED CG X -  5.05 fl = 198.6 I N  
RUN NJ. 6  8fJb5. LB Y= -.00 - -.o 
TIMÂ 68740.b0  <.ÃˆEC Z =  1.83 = 71.9 
AERODYNAMIC *L IGHT STATE LYNAMIC PKES= 1 .6b  KPA = 39.3 PSF 
SFATlC PkES= 94.0 KPA = 1 9 6 2 .  PSh 
TOTAL TEMP= 266.1  J t G  K  = 478.9 bEG k 
STATIC TEMP' 234.6 DEG K  * 676.2 Dfcb K 
1. AIKSPCEO- 106.9 KT 
A/C MACH NU-  - 1 6 9  
t ~ O i l Y  ALPHA* -2.4 DEG DENSITY-  1.24 KG/H3 = .OO24O SLJG/FT3 
BU3Y 3 t T A -  -1.2 DkG LENSITY ALT- - 105. M  = - 343. F T  
SONIC SPEED= 326. t  M/SEC = 1072.  I P S  
KATE UF CLIMB*  - 50. M/MI.M = - 163. FPM 
I h t h T i A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L l N  VEL CL L I h  ACC H u b  L I h  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
I M / S l  I F P S )  ( G )  ( h / S I  I F P S J  ( t i )  
AX15 4NG PUS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
ROLL - 1.1 
PITCH -3.2 
YAW 339.6  
CUNIKJL ANGLES M.R. C L L L Ã  9.3 DEb H J R I Z  F l ' l =  
A l =  -.3 OEG T.R. COLL= 
t i =  4.B D E C  PEUAL POS= 
7.8 OEG 
-.3 DEG 
-,2 3 E G  
KuTLK PARAMCTEKS SHAFT ALP,iA= 
HGVEP T I P  .1ACH= -69 CONTROL ALPHA- 
-2.4 OEG 
-7.2 DEG 
T I P  MbX-MACH= .ao DELTA Ph1' 
T I P  MIN-MACH' .53 
. 9 ~  ~ . ~ H - K ~ L H =  .79 ~ N G I N E  puwi-i" 
.92 Mlti-MACH- - 4 6  TtiKUST FACTJRt  
560.  HP 
.ZO2â ‚¬+ LE! 
NASA LANGLcY FLIGHT C A I &  AH-1G ---- R01Od PEPHDRMANCE A,\O LL~AOS 
FLIGHT Nb. 6 0  MJ= ,241 IOTAL C a =  .OU0203 AMB TEMP- -8.6 C = 16 .54  F  
V =  lOb.9 KT MAST Cd= . 0 0 0 1 9 3  TEMP JhO- 9.1 C  = 48.4C F 
RUN NO. 6  CAN TEMP= -3.0 C  = 26.58 F  
N Z =  .956 b GMtGA= 34.010 RAD/StC 
T l M t  6d740.73  CLI" ,00376 RPM/324= 1 .902 
RJTOK ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  ( D t G )  A 0 =  6.9 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A 0 =  - . E  
PITCH L I N K  
( N / D E G I  
rtUTbR LdAOS ( A f P / P H A S E )  OKAG BRACE 
U i / L E G )  






BEAM - 8 0 3  
(h-M/DEG) 










1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT nATA AH-1G -- PADS PCM OATA 
'FLIGHT NH. n a  AI RCRAFT T O T AL  WT = 34378.  N L O ADE D  C G  X -  5.04 M = 198.4 IN 
RUN NO. 3 7729.  L B  Y= -.OO * -.O 
T IMF 57558.00 I S F C )  
DYNAMIC PRES- .85 KPA 9 17.7 ?SF 
STATIC PRES- 97.5 KPA * 7036.  PSF 
TOTAL TFMP- 267.0 OEG K = 480.7 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 266.4 DEG K = 479.5 OEG R 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
DENSITY-  1.28 KG/M3 = .00248 SLUGlFT3 
DENSITY ALT- - 420. M = - 1379. F T  
SnNIC SPEED= 327.7 M/SEC = 1075.  FPS 
RATF OF CLIMP= -36. M / f l N  = -119. FPM 
p n n y  AL PH A-  -.? OFG 
PflPY BETA= 2.6 RFG 
TNFPTIAL FLIGHT STATF 
HUB L I N  VFL HUB L I N  ACC 
(M/S)  (FPS)  ( G I  
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(OFF,) IRAO/SEC)  (RAO/SEC21 A Y I 5  CG L I N  VFL CG L I N  ACC f M / S 1  (FIX;)  ( G )  
ROLL -.O .002 .001 
PITCH -1.2 - a 0 0 6  .022 
YAW 101.6  - 0 0 3  - a 0 1 5  
y 36.18 119.4 -.031 
Y 1.61 5.4 -.004 
7 - e l 4  -.5 -1.006 
CnNTPPL ANGLES M.R. CflLL' 
A l -  




7.5 OFG HORIZ F I N -  
-.7 nEG T.P. C O I L -  
2.5 OEC, PEDAL PUS= 
SHAFT ALPHA- -.2 RFG 
-2.7 OFG 
RHTnP PARAMETERq 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .6q CONTROL ALPHA= 
T I P  PAX-MACH* .PO DELTA P S I =  
T I P  MIN-MACH* - 5 8  
.9R MAX-MACH* - 7 3  ENGINE POWER- 
.OR FIN-MACH= - 5 1  THRUST FACTOR- 
-2.6 OFG 
NASA LANGIFY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- RflTOR PERFORMANCE ANO LOADS 
FLIGHT N1. 6 1  MU= ,160 TOTAL COX .OOOl49 AM8 TEMP* -6.8 C - 19.81  F  
V= 70.8 KT MAST CQ= .OOOl4 l  TEMP U 6 0 -  10.3 C = 50.62 F  
RI'N NO. 3  CAN TEMP* 2.8 C - 37.06 F  
NZ- 1.006 G OMEGA- 34.022 RAO/SFC 
TIME 52557.88 CLP- ,00369 R P M l 3 ? 4 =  1.003 
POTPP ANPLFS THETA 3 1 4  (OFG) AO* 7.0 
TEFTER ANG IDEG) AO* -a8 
A l *  -.9 B l -  2.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 5.3 
A l -  -.6 81. .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 1.5 
POTOP LOADS (AHPIPHASF) DRAG BRACE 
(NIREG)  
CHORD - 8 0 3  
IN-M/DFG) 
P I T C H  L I N K  
(N/OFG) 












1 0  
11 
1 2  
PFAK-TO-PFAK 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIOEG) 














1 0  
11 
1 7  
PEAK-TO-PFAK 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 1  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34381. N LOADED CG X -  5.04 M 9 198.4 I N  
RUN NO. 4  
T I F F  57606.70 f S F C )  
A F P ~ n V N A M I F  FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES=. 1.09 KPA = 22.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 97.5 KPA * 2037. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.1 DEG K = 480.8 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 266.3 DEG K = 479.3 DEG R 
1. AIRSPEED- 10.4 KT 
A / f  MACH Nfl* e l 2 6  
PPDY ALPHA* -.2 OFG DENSITY-  1.28 KG/M3 * ,00748 S l U G / F T 3  
POfY RETA* 1.3 DEG DENSITY ALT* - 429. M = - 1409. F T  
SONIC SPEED* 327.7 U/SEC = 1 0 7 5 .  FPS 
BATE OF CLIMB-  - 72. M/MIN = - 237. FPM 
T^IFRTIAL FLIGHT STbTF 
AX11 FG L I N  V F l  F G  U N  ACC HUP L I N  VFL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PflS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S )  f F P c )  (G)  (M/S)  (FPS)  ( G )  (DEG) (RAO/SEC) (RAO/SEC?I  
X  41.35 135.7  -.040 41.33 135.6 -.038 ROLL -.O -.012 -.032 
Y .15  3.1 - 0 0 4  - 9 3  3.0 - a 0 0 3  P I T C H  -1.P - 0 0 9  -.009 
7 -.I3 e.4 -1.030 - . I3  -.4 - 1.030 YAW 1 0 2 . 1  - s o 0 6  . 0 2 4  
CQNTRPL ANGLES P.P. CCLL- 7.8 DEG H f l R I Z  F I N -  6.9 OFG 
A19 -.6 PEG T.P. COLL* -a8 OEG 
8 1 -  3.0 OEG PEDAL POS- -.6 OEG 
PHTPP PbRAMFTEOS SHAFT ALPHA= -.2 OEG 
4flVFR T I P  MACH- .6Q CONTROL ALPHA- -3.2 OFG 
T I P  VAX-MACH- .82 DELTA P S I -  -1.3 OFG 
T I P  MIN-MACH* - 5 7  
.9R MAX-MACH= .75 ENGINE POyER* 330. KW = 443.  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .50  THRUST FACTOR- .930E+07 N * . 2 0 9 E + 0 7  L B  
VISA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFnPNANCF AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 1  MU* - 1 8 1  TOTAL CO- .000155 AM8 TEMP= -6.9 C * 19.63 F  
V *  80.4 KT MAST C4= .000146 TEMP U60 '  10.5 C = 50.88 F 
RUN NO, 4  CAN TEMP- 2.4 C 36.37 F  
NZ- 1.030 G OMEGA- 34.069 RADISFC 
TIME 52606.55 CLP- .00376 RPM/324= 1.004 
R T r n n  A N G L F S  THFTA 3 / 4  ~ D F G )  A O =  7.3 
TEETER ANR (OFG) A09 -.8 
A l -  -.8 P l s  3.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 6.3 
A l .  -1.0 R l *  .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 2.2 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
(N-MIDEG) 















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PFAK-Tfl-PFAK 
MFAN 










1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-OFAK 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
f  N-M /OEG ) 
REAM ,803 
(N-M/DEG ) 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NP. 0 6 1  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33080. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 M = 198.4  I N  
RUN NO. 1 2  7 6 3 9 .  L B  Y= -.00 * -.O 
TTMF 53383.87 (SFC)  Z= 1.84 - 72.6 
IFPOPYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPFFB= 134.6 KT 
A l r  MACH Nfl" - 2 1 7  
DYNAMIC PRES- 3.06 KPA = 63.8 PYP 
STATIC PRFS- 96.4 KPA = 2014.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 268.4 DEG K * 483.2 REG R 
STATIC TFMP* Z66.1 OEG K = 478.9 PEG R 
R O H Y  A L P ~ A *  -4.6 PFG DENSITY-  1.26 KG/M3 = .OO245 S I U G l F T 3  
POHY R E T I =  -.5 PEG BFNSITY ALT-  -317. M = - 1040. F T  
I O N I C  SPEED= 327.5 M/SEC = 1075. FPS 
RATE PF CLIMB= -90. M/MIN = - 294. FPM 
T M F D T I U  FLIGHT STÃˆT 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG U N  ACC HUH L I N  VEL HUH L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PCS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I ? )  (FPS)  I G) f M / S l  (FPS)  ( G I  (DEG) (RADISEC)  (RADlSEC21 
X 60.07 m . 4  - . O i l  69.03 726.5 -.09? ROLL -2.0 - s o 0 2  .078 
Y -.61 - 7 . 0  - 0 4 3  -.61 -2.0 - 0 5 9  PITCH -5.0 -a002 - 0 0 5  
7 -5.57 -1P.f -.9QZ -5.57 -18.3 - a 9 9 2  YAW 21.9 .005 .02 5  
C!lNTPnL ANGLFS M.R. CULL- 12.1 OEG HORIZ F I N =  9.2 OFG 
A l =  -.4 PEG T.P. COLL- .4 OFG 
U l =  7.2 OEG PEDAL POS- .5 OEC, 
QOTPP PÃˆQAMFTEK SHAFT ALPHA= -4.6 PEG 
HOVER T I P  MACIJ- .69 CONTROL ALPHA* -11.8 DFG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .90 OELTA P S I =  - 5  OFG 
T I P  MIN-MACH= .48 
.9R MAX-MACH- .83 ENGINE POWFR- 622. KW = 834.  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH* .41 THRUST FACTOR, .909E+07 N = . 2 0 4 E + 0 7  LB 
NASA LANGLFY F L I G H T  DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR Pâ‚¬RFOpMAN A W  LOADS 
Ft  IGHT NH. 61 MU* ,305 TOTAL CO* .000300 AM8 TEMP- -7.1 C = 19.23 F  
V =  134.6 KT MAST CQ- .000293 TEMP U 6 0 =  12.1 C = 53.84 F  
RlIN NH. 1 2  CAN TEMP- -1.1 C = 30.07 F 
NZ- - 9 9 2  G OMEGA- 33.848 RAD/SEC 
TIME 53313.69 CLP* .00367 R P M l 3 2 4 -  ,998 
ROTHR ANGLES THFTA 3 1 4  (PEG) 
TFETFR ANG (OEGI 
ROTOR LHADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
I N I B E G )  
AO- 11.5 
A0= -.9 
A l -  -.4 E l =  8.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 16.8 
A l *  -2.6 81. -.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 5.4 
CHORD .803 P I T C H  L I N K  TORSION ,449 
I N-M/OEG) I N / D E G I  (N-MIDEGI 
RFAM ,174 BEAU ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAN .803 
IN-M/OEG) (N-M/OEG) (N-MIOEG) (N-M/OEG 1 IN-MIDEG) 




NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 1  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33774.  N LOADED CG X =  5.04 M = 198.3 I N  
RUN NO. 1 4  7593. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TTME 55718.24 (SFC) 
AFPPDYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESS 3.80 KPA 79.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.8 KPA = 7001. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 268.6 OEG K 0 483.5 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 765.7 OEG K = 478.2 DFG R 
T. AIPSPEFD- 150.2 KT 
AIC MACH NO* .?36  
B o n y  AL P H A-  -6.2 PEG 
P f l f Y  RFTA- .6 DEG DENSITYALT'  - 263. M = -862. F T  
SONIC SPEED- 327.3 MISEC = 1074. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -31. M I M I N  = - 103. FPM 
I N F Q T I A L  F L I G H T  YTATF 
A Y T S  CG L I N  VFL CG L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS)  ( G I  
HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  I F P S )  ( G I  
AXIS ANG POS 
(OEG) 
ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(RAOISEC ) (RAOISEC2 1 
76.80 257.0 - e l 3 3  ROLL -2.1 
a85 2.8 .025 P I T C H  -6.6 
-8.36 -27.4 -.977 YAW 211.0 
CI^TROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 
A l "  
B l *  
14.1 OEG H f l P I Z  F I N =  10.1  OFG 
- a 6  OEG T.R. COLL* 1.6 OEG 
8.3 OER PEDAL POS= 1.9 OEG 
RHTPR PAPAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -6.2 DFG 
HDVEP T I P  MACH* .70 CONTROL ALPHA* -14.5 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 9 3  OFLTA P S I *  -.6 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .46 
Ã§9 PAX-MACH- .I36 ENGINE POWER' 775.  KW 8 103Q.  HP 
.OR MIN-MACH= .39 THRUST FACTOR* .918E+07 N a . 2 0 6 E + 0 7  LR 
NASA LbNGLEY F L I G H T  DATA A4-1G ---- ROTOR PERFflRMANCF AN0 LOADS 
F L I G H T  NO. M MU= ,338 TOTAL CO= - 0 0 0 3 6 7  AM0 TEMP= -7.5 C = 18.52 F 
V =  150.2 KT MAST CO= .000363 TEMP U 6 0 -  13.3 C = 55.97 F 
RUN NO. 1 4  CAN TEMP- -1.5 C = 29.38 F  
NZ= .972 G OMEGA- 34.088 RAD/SFC 
TIME 5371R.1? CLP= .00354 RPM/324= 1.005 
PHTHR ANGLES T H F T A 3 I 4  (DEGI A0= 13.4 
TEFTER ANG (OEG) A09 -.9 
A l -  -.3 P I =  10.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 20.1 
A l =  -2.9 B l *  -1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.2 
BHTPR LOADS CMP/PHASE)  CRAG BRACE 
f N l D E G )  
CHDRO .449 
f  N-M/DEGl 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
(N-M/DEG) 
P I T C H  L I N K  













1 0  
11 




BEAM - 4 4 9  
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PFAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM OATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 1  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32470. N LOAOEO CG X -  5.03 M = 198.2 I N  
RUN NO. 268 7300. LB Y- -.OO - -.O 
TIME 55556.20 (SEC) Z =  1 - 8 7  = 73.6 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
1. AIRSPEED* 0.0 KT 
A / C  MACH NO" 0.000 
DYNAMIC PRES- 0.00 KPA - 0.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA - 2129. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 270.0 OEG K * 4B5.9 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 270.0 DEG K = 4 B L 9  OEG R 
BODY ALPHA- 10.1 DEG DENSITY* 1.32 KG/M3 - .00255 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA" -15.4 OEG DENSITY ALT- -750. M 9 -2461. F T  
SONIC SPEED- 329.9 M/SEC - 1082. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB" 0. M/MIN " 0. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AITS Ã‡Ãˆ POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(MIS)  1FPS) ( G I  (M/S) I F P S I  . (G I  (DEG) (RADISECI (RAD/SEC2) 
X 0.00 0.0 -004  0.00 0.0 .005 ROLL e.8 .OOO -.006 
Y 0.00 U.0 .015 0.00 0.0 eO l4  PITCH -.0 .003 -.005 
Z 0.00 0.0 -.996 0.00 0.0 -.996 YAW 5 . 3  -a006 - 0 2 4  
CONTROL ANGLES M.P. COLL- 9.2 OEG HORIZ F IN-  6.5 OFG 
A19 -2.1 OEG T.R. COLL= 6.5 OE5 
B l -  .4 OEG PEDAL POS- 6 . 6  OFG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 0.0 D6G HUB HEIGHT= 3.2 R 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -.4 OEG 
T IP  MAX-MACH- .69 DELTA PSI *  0.0 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .69 
Ã§9 MAX-MACH- .62 
.9R MIN-MACH- - 6 2  THRUST FACTOR- .957E+07 N .215E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTDP PERFllRHANCF AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 1  MU-0.000 TOTAL C O -  .000234 AMB TEMP- -3.2 C - 26.24 F 
V -  0.0 KT MAST Cd= a000216 TEMP U60' 12.7 C = 54.82 F 
K M N O .  2bB CAN TEMP- .9 C 33.57 F 
NZ* ,996 G OMEGA- 34.021 RAOISFC 
TIME 55556.09 CLP- -00339 RPM/324= 1.003 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/41 (OEG) A0- 8.1 A l -  -1.5 81- - 2  PEAK-TO-PEAK* 2.9 
TtETER ANG (DEG) AO- -1.0 A l *  a 1  81" -.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 1.3 
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE 
(N/DEG) 
MEAN 40224. 
HARMONIC-1 3078. l  18.3 
2 1449.1 72.5 
3 728.7 -69.1 
4 364./ 82.6 
5 348./ 82.3 
6 275./ 82.1 
7 183./ 51.6 
8 182.1 -80.9 
9 l 4 6 . /  71.8 
1 0  125./ 88.7 



















































lo. /  73.6 
6./ -78.7 
2.1 45.6 
3 . 1  -75.8 
2.1 -82.4 
1.1 -82.6 
1 2  88./ 63.3 24./ 2.5 18./ -42.4 5.1 1.9 1.1 .6 
PEAK-TO-PEAK 9027. 3391  685. 2287. 147. 
3EAM -174  BEAM - 3 5 0  BEAM .449 BEAM -606  BEAM -803  
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA A4-1G ---- PADS ?CM DATA 
F L I 6 d T  NO. 0 6 2  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35710. N  LOADtO CG X *  5.04 M = 198.6 I N  
RUN NJ. 1 6  3028. L 3  Y= -.OU = -.O 
TIME 6 8 2 6 1 . 7 0  I S E C I  Z =  1.83  * 71.9 
AtROiiYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PILES= 1.96 KPA = 41.0 PSF 
S T A T I C  PKES= 94.3 KPA = 1 9 7 3 .  PSF 
TJTAL TEhP- 267.2 OEG K = 481.0 OEG R  
STATIC TEMP- 265.7  0EG K  = 478.2 OEG R  
1. AIRSPEED= 109.3 KT 
A/C MACH Nil '  - 1 7 2  
B OD Y  A L P H A-  -1.4 O F G  DENSITY* 1.24 KG/M3 .OO24O SLUG1FT3 
BOOÃ BLTA= - 1 . 3 O E G  OEMSITY ALT= - 103. M = - 339. FT 
SONIC SPEED' 327.3 H / S t C  = 1074. FPS 
<ATE Of- CLIMB= -21. M I M I N  = -67. F P M  
I N t t i r I A L  F L I t i H l  STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VLL C G  L I N  ACC H u b  L I h  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PO3 ANG RATkS ANG ACC 
(M/S I I F P S I  ( G I  ( M I S 1  ( F P S I  ( 6 1  ( D E L I  ( K A O I S E C I  (RA01SECZ) 
A 2 6 - 1 7  l B 4 . 3  -.04b 56.16 l K 4 . 2  - ,04J  ROLL -. 9  , 0 1 1  ,030 
Y - 1.29 -4.2 .034 -1.27 -4.2 . 0 4 l  P ITCH -2.0 .a06 -Ã§O2 
Z -1.61 -5.3 -1.016 -1.01 -5.3 -1.Olb YAW 272.2 .OOS -a064 
LOi lTRJL ANGLtS M.R. CULL-  5.3 DEG t iOSIZ F I N -  8 . 3  OEG 
A l -  -.4 DEG T.R. COLL= - 4  3EG 
B l =  5 . 8  LEG PEDAL P D i =  - 4  OEG 
t ibTOh ?Ai<AMETÂ£k > H A H  ALPHA. -1.6 OEG 
HUVER T I P  MACH' .70 CONTROL ALPHA= -7.4 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 8 7  DELTA P S I =  1.3 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH= - 5 2  
.9R t.AX-MACH- . d d  ENGlNE POWER- $ 2 6 .  KM = 572.  HP 
.9R M1N-MACH* .43 THRUST FACTOR= .907E+07 N  = .204E+07 L 8  
NASA LANGLtY FLIGHT LATA AH-1G ---- SOTDK PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
TOTAL Cd- . 0 0 0 2 0 5  AMB TEMP= -7.5 C 
VAST CQ= . 0 0 0 1 9 4  TEMP U 6 0 *  11.4 C 
CAN TEMP* -1.8 C  
OMEGA* 34.031 RAOISEC 
k P M / 3 2 4 '  1.005 
F L I 3 H T  NO. 6 2  MU- ,246 
V -  109.3 KT 
RUN NO. 1 6  
N Z =  1.018 6  
TIME 68261.55  CLP= ,00396 
A l =  -.5 E l =  6.3 PEAK-TO-Pt 
A l -  -2.2 81s .J PEAK-TO-PE 
KUTUR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IUEG)  AO- 9.1 
TEETER AN6 I D k G l  A 3 =  -1.1 
RUTLk LOADS IAMP/PHASEl  DRAG BRACE CHORD - 8 0 3  
IN-M/DEGl 
P I T C H  L I N K  
1N1DEG) 
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AK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
IN-M/DEGl 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
IN-MIOEGI 
BEAM - 8 0 3  
1  N-M/O EG I 
MEAN 
NASA LANGLEY h L I L H 1  DATA A H - l b  ---- PADS PLM DATA 
. F L I G H T  NO. 0 6 2  AIRCRAFT TOTAL hT = 35321.  N  LOADtD CG X =  5.04 M  = 198.6 I N  
NUN Nil. 2 3  7941.  LB Y= -.a0 * -.O 
T I M t  b8bb0.70  (SEC1 Z- 1.b3 = 72.1 
AkRObYNAMlC FLIGHT STATE LYNAMIC PkES= 1 .96  KPA = 41.0 PSF 
STATIC P K t S -  44.4 KPA = 1972. PSF 
TUTAL TEMP- 267.3 DEI, K = 481.1  DEG R  
STATIC TEMP= 265.7 dEG K - 478.2 DkG P 
ddJY ALPrIA- - 6  GEG DENSITY-  1.24 i<G/M3 * .OO24O SLUG1FTJ 
dJDY dkTA' 5.9 CtG D E I S I T Y  A L T =  -111. M  -364. F T  
SONIC S f E t D *  327.3 MlSEC = 1074.  FPS 
KATt  O F  CLIMB-  - 381. i l / M I N  = - 1252. FPM 
1NEKTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L 1 N  VkL CG UN ACC HUB L I N  iÃ§" HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PUS AN6 RATES 




- 0 1 6  
-.DO4 
X 55.67 163.3 -.071 5 - > . 5 u  182.4 -.C74 ROLL 45.0 -.OD4 
Y  5.75 18.9 -.O54 5.74 18.0 -.C51 PITCH -1.6 . I 4 1  
2 .bZ 2.0 -1.41'1 .62 2.3 -1.410 YAW 203.7 1 2 4  
L L N r e o L  A ~ ~ G L ~ S  M.R. C ~ . L L =  q.3 G E G  -IURIZ F ~ N -  7.3 ~ E G  
A l -  .U CLG T.R. COLL= .6 DEG 
E l =  4.1 U E G  PEDAL P03= -0 DEG 
Ã § u r o  U R A M L T E C S  S H AF T  A L P H A S  .6 D ~ G  
HOVER T I P  MACH= .73 CaVTnUL ALP-iA= -3.4 DEG 
T I P  MAX-.1ACH= .87 DELTA P S I =  -5.9 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH* .53 
.9R MAX-MACH* .80 E I G l N E  POWEk= 354. K W  = 475. HP 
.9R MN-MACH* .4h THRUST FACTOK= . 9 l u E + 0 7  N  - .706E+07 L 5  
,lASA LAhtiLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTON PcRiORMANCE AND LOADS 
 LIGHT NU. 6 2  nu- .244 T O T A L  c 3 -  .030107 A M B  T E M P -  -7.5 c = 18.57 F 
If= 109.7 KT VAST C9= . 0 0 0 1 3 8  TEMP U60-  11.4 C  = 52.57 F 
RUN NO. 2 3  CAN TEMP* -1.8 C = 28.68 F  
NZ= 1.410 G  OMtGA= 34.304 hAD1SEC 
TIME 68880.55  C L f =  . 0 0 5 4 0  ÃˆPM/324 1 .011 
~ d T O r t  ANGLES ThETA 3 1 4  (DEGI  AO= 8.7 
TEETER ANG (UEG) AD= -1.1 
Al. . 4  8 1 -  4.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK' b.8 
A l =  -.9 B l =  - 9  PtAK-TO-PEAK* 2.5 
RuTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
(M1OEGI 
CHORD . 4 4 9  
(H-11OEGI 
CHORD - 6 0 3  
(N-.1/OEG) 
PITCH L I N K  
I N I D E U I  
TORSION - 4 4 9  
(N-M/DEG) 
M t  AN 4 4 6 0 8 .  
HAR MOM C-1 4115.1  -10.5 
2  1466.1  -46.4 
3  2 2 8 9 . 1  13.2 
4  555.1 15.6 
5 574.1  - 74.1  
6  1546.1 -90.0 
7  214.1  36.7 
8  30.1 79.6 
9  102.1 18.9 
1 0  111.1 -54.4 
11 56.1 67.3 
1 2  123.1 43.1 
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14982.  
BEAM ,174 

















NASA LANbLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
' FLIGHT NO. 0 6 2  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35282.  N  LOADED CG X= 5.04 M  = 198.6 I N  
RUN NJ. 2 4  7 9 3 2 .  LB Y =  -.OD = -.0 
T I M t  68939.10 ( S E C I  Z =  1.83 = 72.1 
AE ~ O I J Y N A M ~ C  FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES' 1 .91  KPA a 39.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 94.3 &PA = 1970.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 267.3 DE6 K = 481.1  DEG P  
STATIC TEMP= 265.7 3EG K  = 478.3 OEG k 
T. A IRSPtED*  107.7 KT 
A I C  MACH NO= ,169 
SUOY ALPHA- -.6 UEG OENSITY- 1.24 KGlM3 = .OO24O SLUGlFT3 
BODY BETA- 3.3 DEG DENSITY ALT= -100. M - - 329. FT 
SO-<I> ;  SPEED= 327.3 HISEC = 1 0 7 4 .  FPS 
XATt O F  CLIMB-  -199. M I M I N  = - 652. FPM 
I N c R I I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
Cd L 1 N  VEL 
( M I S 1  ( F P S I  
LG L I N  ACC 
I G  I 
HUB L I N  V t L  
( r t I S 1  ( F P S I  
HUB L I N  
( G I  
ACC AXIS ANG PUS ANG i<ATES 





. D l 2  
ROLL 33.0 .OD5 
PITCH -2.2 .063 
Y  AU 341.1  .09 5 
CONTROL Aa'iGLtS M.R. COLL* 9.4 D i G  HOP12 F I N -  
A l =  -.2 CcG T.R. LOLL= 
B l *  5.0 UES PEDAL PO:= 
7.9 OEG 
- 7  OEG 
- 2  DEG 
RUTOU PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' 
HOVER T I P  MACH= - 7 3  CONTROL ALPrIA' 
-.6 DEG 
-5.6 DEG 
T I P  VAX-MACH' .a7 DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH- . 5 3  
. q R  MAX-MACH= - 8 0  E1GIME POWER* 
.9R MIN-MACH= .46 THRUST FACTOR- 
-3.3 DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT LATA 4H-16 ---- KUTIR PEPFURMANCE AilD LOADS 
FLIGHT NG. 6 2  MU= ,242 TOTAL CO* . 0 0 0 1 9 7  AM8 TEMP* -7.4 C  1 8 . 6 3  F 
V- 107.7 KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 1 6 3  TEMP U 6 0 =  11.4 C  * 5 2 - 4 5  F  
RUN NO. 2 4  CAN TEMP* -1.8 C  * 28 .68  F  
NZ*  1 . 2 3 5  C OMEGA* 34.159 RAUISEC 
TIME 6 6 9 3 8 . 9 6  CLP- .00475 R P M l 3 2 4 =  1 .007 
RJIOR ANGLES THtTA 3 1 4  (OL'GI AO= 8.9 
TEFTER ANG (UEGI A J =  -1.1 
K O r b t 3  LOADS (AMP/?HASE 1  DRAG BPACc CHORD - 6 0 3  
IN-MIDFGI 
PITCH L I N K  
( N I D E G I  





1 2  
PEAK-TO-PE AK 
BEAM . I 7 4  
IN-MIDEGI 
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P t  AK-TO-P EAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
a FLIGHT NO. 0 6 2  AIRCRAFT TOTAL LIT = 35188.  N  LOAOEU CG X =  5.94 M  . 198.5 I N  
RUN NU. 2 6  7 9 1 1 .  LB Y* -.OO - -.O 
TIME 69103.20 (SEC) Z- 1.33 = 72.1 
A t  UODYNAMK. FLIGHT STATE UYNAMIC PRES= 1.82 KPA * 38.0 PSF 
STATIC PKES- 94.4 KPA a 1972. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.2 OEG K  = 480.9 DEG R  
STATIC TEMP= 205.7 DEG K  = 478.3 OEG R  
1. AIRSPEEO- 105.2 KT 
A I C  MACH NO* . I 6 5  
8d3Y ALPHA* -2.1 O t G  DENSITY= 1.24 KGlM3 a ,00240 SLUGlFT3 
~ D O Y  B E T A -  -1.5 D E G  DENSI TY A L T -  -109. M = -358. FT  
SONIC SPEED= 327.3 MISEC = 1074.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB"  7. H I M I N  * 22. FPM 
I N I T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
A X l S  CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUo L I N  ACC A X I S  ANG POÃ ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( H I S 1  ( F P S )  ( G I  ( M I L )  ( F P S I  1  G  I I D E U )  (RADISEC) ( K A D I S L C Z I  
X  54.07 177.4 -.054 5'..06 177.'. -.052 ROLL - 2.1 - 0 0 8  -.061 
Y  -1.42 -4.7 - 0 3 9  -1.40 -4.6 - 0 2 7  PITCr l  -2.0 .002 - a 0 0 8  
Z - 2.01 -6.6 -.993 -2.01 -6.6 -.993 YAW 270.9 .003 - Ã § 0 4  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.1 OEG HORIZ F I N -  8.0 DEG 
A l *  -.7 LEG T.R. CULL= . 4 O E G  
B l -  5.3 OEG PEDAL POS- - 4  OEG 
ROTGk PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.1 OEG 
HOVEI- T I P  MACH= $ 6 9  CONTROL ALPHA' -7.4 OEG 
T I P  hAX-MACH- - 8 6  DELTA P b I -  1.5 OEU 
T I P  MlN-MACH= - 5 3  
.9R MAX-MACH* .79 ENGINt  POtiER= 428.  K W  = 575.  HP 
.9R KIN-MACH- - 4 6  THRUST FACTOiC .904E+07 N  a .203E+07 L 8  
NASA LANGLt l l  FLIGH1 DATA AH-1G ---- ZUTOd PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 2  M i r  - 2 3 7  TOTAL COX ,000207 AMB TEMP* -7.4 C  0 18.65 F 
V =  105.2 KT MAST CQ- . 0 0 0 1 9 3  TEMP U60-  12.0 C  = 53.59 F 
RUN NO. 2 6  CAN TEMP- -1.8 C  = 28 .68  F  
N Z =  ,993 C OMEGA* 34.032 RAOISEC 
TIME 69103.05  C L V '  . 0 0 3 8 4  R P M l 3 2 4 =  1.00.) 
RUIdf t  ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEGI AO' 8.9 A l '  - a 7  B l *  5.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 11.3 
TEETERANG (OEG) AD* -1.1 A l =  -1.9 B l =  -.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.8 
RUTUR LOADS (AMPIPHASE DRAG BRACE 
( N I O E G I  




138.1  - 65.7 
605.1 41.7 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
IN-MIOEGI 
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PEAK-TO-PE AK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MIDEGI 
BEAM - 3 3 0  
(N-M/OEGl 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEGI 






1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY F L I G h l  OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM OATA 
FLIGHF NO. 0 6 2  AIRCRAFT TOTAL tÃ‡ 8 35046.  N  LOADED CG X =  5.04 M  198.5 I N  
fiUN NJ. 3 0  7 8 7 9 .  L 8  Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 69369.90  ( S E C I  Z =  1.83 = 72.1 
DYNAMIC PRES- 1.60 KPA = 37.7 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 94.3 &PA = 1970. PSF 
TJTAL TEMP* 267.4 O i G  K = 481.4 OEU R  
S T A T I C  TEMP* 266.0 OEG K  = 478.8 OEG R  
1. AIRSPLEL-  104.8 KT 
A/C MACH NO* . I 6 5  
6001 ALPrIA= 5.1 D t t ,  DENSITY* 1.24 &G/M3 * .00240 SLUG1613 
BOJY B t T A -  4.6 OEG DENS1 TY ALT= -87. M  = -286. FT 
SDMIC SPEED- 327.5 11SEC = 1074. FPS. 
KATE O F  CLIMB-  - 373. M/MIN = - 1225. FPM 
I r l t A T I A L  N I G H 1  STATE 
AX15 CG L I N  V t L  CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( h l S )  ( F P S )  (G 1 1.115) ( F P S )  ( G I  
A X I S  ANG PUS ANG K A T t S  ANG ACC 
(OEG) ( K A U I S t C )  ( R A D l S E C 2 )  
ROLL 1. 8  , 0 0 7  .002 
PITCH -1.4 0 0 6  -.OOb 
YAW 21.9 -.024 . 0 2 0  
CUNTidJL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6 . 5  O i G  HORIZ F I N -  
A l =  .3 bEG 1.d. COLL- 
B l =  6.5 PEG PEDAL POS- 
7.5 OEG 
- 2  DEG 
.5 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* 5.1 OEG 
HOVER 1 I F  MACH' .7J CONThOL ALPdA- .7 OEG 
T I P  PAX-MACH- .87 DELTA P S I =  -4.6 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH= - 5 4  
.9R FAX-MACH= . S O  ENGINE POWER- 206.  KU = 276. HP 
. tR MIh-MACH* .47 THRUST FACTOh* .91bE+07 N = .206E+07 L b  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGt i1  DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 2  MU= . 2 3 b  IOTAL C i *  . 0 0 0 0 9 8  AM8 TEMP= -7.2 C  19 .11  F  
\r 104.U KT MAST C Ã ˆ  . 0 0 0 0 6 6  TEMP U 6 0 -  10.9 C  * 51 .57  F 
RUN h0. 3 0  CAN TEMP- -1.8 C  8 28.60  F 
NZ* 1.027 G  OMEGA- 34 .136 RA01SEC 
TI r lE  6 9 3 6 0 . 8 3  CLP- ,00394 
hbTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OkG)  
TEETER AS6 (OEG) 
PITCH L I N K  
(N/OEG) 
KUTuK LOADS (AhP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE 











1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 




BEAM - 6 0 3  
(N-'i/OEG) 
BEAM - 8 0 3  
(N-M/OEG) 
7  125.1 73.6 
8  55.1 76.0 
9  33.1 76.2 
1 0  45.1 - 60.6 
11 19.1 46.2 
1 2  45.1 - 22.1 
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2922. 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT UATA Art-lG ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 2  AI RCRAFT T O T A L  h ~  = 34965.  N L O A D L O  C G  X =  5.04 n = 198.5 IN 
RUN NJ. 3 1  7 8 6 1 .  LB Y. -.oo * -.o 
TIME o9- .bd . l7  I S E C I  Z= 1.83 = 72.2 
AEkOUYNAMlC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.99 KPA - 41.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 94.8 KPA * 1979. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.7 OEG K = 481.4 OEG R  
STATIC T i M P =  266.2 DEG K  = 479.1 OEG R  
1. AIRSPEED- 109.8 KT 
A / L  MACH NO' - 1 7 3  
BuJY ALPHA- -5.2 DEG DENSITY-  1.24 KGlM3 0 , 0 0 2 4 1  SLUGlFT3 
BOJY BETA= -1.7 OEG DENSITY ÃˆLT - 130. M  - 426. FT 
SONIC SPEED= 327.6 M I j E C  = 1075.  FPS 
RATE UP CLIMB-  296. M I M I N  a 978. FPM 






AXIS CG L1N VEL C6 L1N ACC HUB L I N  V E L  HUB L1N ACC AXIS AhG PUS ANG kATES 
( f l / S )  I F P S )  I G  I 1 " l l S l  I F P S I  ( G I  I U E G I  I R A U I S k C l  
X  1b.22 184.5 -.U45 56.21 104.4 -.043 ROLL -3.7 - a 0 1 5  
Y - 1.69 -5.6 qU34 -1.72 -1.7 ,029 PITCH - a 0  - 0 0 7  
Z -5.10 -16.7 -1.0C7 -5.10 -16.7 - 1.007 YAW 2 0 1  - 3  .002 
Cl iNlRUL ANGLES M.6. COLL- 1L.9 C t G  HORIZ F I N -  0.7 3EG 
A l =  -1.3 D t G  T.R. CULL' .3 OEG 
R l '  t.3 OEG PEDAL POS- - 6  OEG 
ROTJR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -5.2 OEG 
HOVEf- T I P  MACH* - 6 9  CONTROL ALP-IA' -11.5 DEG 
I I P  MAX-MACH= .37 DELTA P S I -  1.8 DEG 
T I P  M1N-MACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH- .b0 E I G I N t  POWER' 581.  KW = 780. HP 
.9R M1M-MACH' .45 THRUST FACTOK- .901E+07 N  = .203E+07 LE 
NASA LAhGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- RUTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 62  MU= - 2 4 8  TOTAL CO* .DOO28% AM0 TcMP= -7.0 C  = 1 9 . 4 1  F  
V 109.d KT MAST C3- ,000209 TEMP U b 0 -  12.0 C = 5 4 - 6 1  F  
kUN NO. 3 1  CAN TEMP= -1.5 C = 29 .30  F  
N Z =  1.007 G  OMEGA* 33.917 SAD/SEC 
TIME 69468.02  CLF= , 0 0 3 d 7  Q P M l 3 2 4 =  1 .001 
hOTGK ANGLES THfcTA 3 1 4  (DEGI A0= 10.3 
TEETER ANG I O t G )  A39 -1.1 
A l =  -1.1 81'  6.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 13.0 
A l *  -2.5 81' -.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 5.2 
rtGTbrl LJADS IAMPIPHASEI  DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  
(ti-M/OEGl 
P ITCH L I N K  
I N I O E G I  










BEAM - 4 4 9  
(pl-MIOEGI 
BEAM - 6 0 6  
IN-H/OEGl  
BEAM . a 0 3  
IN-M/OEGl 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34071.  N LOADED CG X= 5.03 M = 198.0 I N  
PUN NO. 1 7660. LR Y. -.OO = -.O 
T IMF 53710.30 ( S F D  2 -  1.84 * 72.6 
. , . .  
AFQrDYNAMTC F L T R H T  STATE 
1. ATRSPEFB= 67.5 KT 
AIC MACH Nn= - 1 0 7  
OYNAPIC PRES- - 6 4  KPA = 13.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 80.8 KPb * 1687.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 264.8 OEG K = 476.6 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP* 264.2 DEG K - 475.5 OEG P 
PnDY ALPHA* .4 PFG DENSITY* 1.07 KGlM3 = .OO207 SLUGlFT3 
~ O Y  R F T A -  5.1 O F G  DENSITY A L T =  1432.  M = 4699,  FT 
SONIC SPEED* 326.4 MISEC = 1071.  FPS 
RATF OF CLIMB*  -70. M I M I N  * -230. FPM 
INEQTTAL FLIGHT STATE 






- 0 1 6  
AYTS IT, L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VFL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS)  ( G ( 1 1 s )  (FPS)  ( G I  
ROLL a0 ,002 
P I T C H  -1.5 -.001 
YAW 353.4 . 0 0 1  
CHNTQnI ANGLES U.R. CPLL- 7.4 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
4 1 -  -1.0 OEG T.R. COLL* 




RDTOR PAQAMFTERT SHAFT ALPHA= 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .70 CONTROL ALPHA* 
a4  DFG 
-1.9 OEG 
T I 0  MAX-MACH= -11 DELTA P S I *  
T I P  MIN-MACH- .5Q 
.9R HAY-MACH- .74 ENGINE POWER* 
.9R PIN-MACH= .52 THRUST FACTOR* 
-5.1 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OAT* AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU* . I 5 1  TOTAL C0= . 0 0 0 1 5 7  AM8 TEMP* -9.0 C * 15.83 F  
V *  67.5 KT MAST CO* .000150 TEMP U 6 0 =  9.2 C * 48.59 F  
PUN NO. 1 CAN TEMP* -.3 C = 31.47 F  
NZ* .982 G OMEGA* 34.197 RAOISEC 
3718.15 CLP= .00423 R P M 1 3 2 4 ~  1.008 T I M â  5  
ROTOR AWGLFS THETA 3 1 4  (OEG) AO= 7.5 
TEFTER ANG (OEG) AO= -.5 
A l *  -1.0 8 1 -  2.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 4.4 
A l *  .0 E l *  .4 PEAK-TO-PEAK*' .8 




















1 0  
11 
























NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
F L I G H T  NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34048. N LOADED CG X= 5.03 M 198.0 I N  
RUN NO. 2 7655.  L B  Y =  -.OO -.O 
' T IMF 53788.hO I S F C )  Z= 1.85 * 72.6 
AFRDCiYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PREs- .86 KPA - 17.9 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 80.9 KPA - 1689.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 765.1 DEG K = 477.1 DFG R 
STATIC TEMP= 264.3 OEG K = 475.7 DEG R 
8PUY ALPHA= - .2  OFG 
~ n n v  R E T A -  4.2 P EG DENSITY A L T =  1424. M = 4671. F T  
SONIC SPEED* 326.4 MISEC = 1071. FPS 
RATF OF CLIMB= -56. M I M I N  = -183. FPM 









AYIY CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VFL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  I F " ? )  I G  ( 1 / T >  IFF'S) ( G I  
ROLL . 3  
P I T C H  -1.5 
YAW 341.3 
M N T R ~ L  ANGLES W.R. COLL= 7.7 DFG HORIZ F I N *  
A l -  -.8 OEG T.Q. CDLL' 
R l =  3.0 OEG PEDAL POS' 
6.9 DEG 
- 5  OEG 
- 6  OEG 
ROTOR PbQAMFTFRY SHAFT ALPHA- 
4OVER T I P  MACH- .70 CONTROL ALPHA- 
-.2 OEG 
-3.2 DEG 
TTP WAX-MACH' - 8 2  DELTA P S I "  
T I P  MIN-MACH* .58 
.9R WAX-MACH= .75 ENGINE POWER- 
.9R MTN-MACH- - 5 1  THRUST FACTOR' 
-4.2 DEG 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND L Q t D S  
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  f U =  ,175 TOTAL CQ* .000162 AMB TEMP* -8.9 C * 16.03 F 
V *  77.9 KT MAST CQ- .000154 TEMP U60. 9.4 C = 48.90 F  
RUN Nn. 2  CAN TEMP= -.3 C = 31.47 F  
NZ= .986 G OMEGA* 34.164 BAOISFC 
TIME 537qfl.49 CLP- ,00425 RPM/324= 1.007 
ROTPR ANGLES THFTA 3 1 4  (DEG) AO= 7.7 
TEFTER ANG IOEG) AO- -.6 
A!' -.7 6 1 -  2.8 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 5.9 
A1= -a3 8 1 -  - 4  PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.0 
ROTOR LOADS DPAG BRACE 




f N-M /OEG) 
P I T C H  L I N K  
(N/OEG1 










1 0  
11 
1 2  
PFAK-TO-PEAK 




BEAM - 6 0 6  
IN-M/OEG) 












1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34018. N  LOADED CG X =  5.03 M  9 198.0 I N  
PUN NO. 3 7648.  LR Y- -.OO * -.O 
TIME 53840.40 (5Â°C Z= 1.85 = 72.7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 1.09 KPA = 22.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 80.9 KPA = 1690. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= ?65.4 DEG K = 477.7 DEG R  
STATIC TEMP- 764.4 DEG K  = 475.9 DEG R  
1. A I ~ S P F E D =  Q7.9 KT 
AIC MACH NO- - 1 3 1  
BODY ALPHA* -1.9 DFG DENSITY= 1.07 KGlM3 = e 0 0 2 0 7  SLUGlFT3 
RODY RETA= 2.4 DFG DENSITY ALTO 1419. M  = 4656. F T  
SONIC SPEED' 326.5 MISEC 1071. FPS 
RATF OF C L I F B =  5. M I M I N  = 18. FPM 
I N F R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXTS CG L I N  VFL CC L I N  ACC HUB L I N  V F l  HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  ( F P S I  ( G I  (M/S) (FPS)  ( G )  
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(DEG) (PADISEC)  
ANG ACC 
(RADlSEC21 
1 45.14 14R.l -.046 45.14 148.1  -.046 
Y  1.10 h.? . 0 0 1  1.91 6.3 -.OOO 
7 -1.51 -5.0 -.995 - 1.51 -5.0 -.095 
POLL -. 4  . 0 0 1  
P I T C H  -1.P . 0 0 1  
YAW 335.6 -.003 
CONTPIU ANGLES M.P. COLL- 8.5 OEG HORIZ F I N -  
A!= - .D O E G  Tap. COLL- 




ROTflP PAPAMFTFOT SHAFT ALPHA- 




350. KW = 470. HP 
.784â ‚¬+ N  = . 1 7 6 â ‚ ¬ +  LB 
T I P  FAX-MACH- - 8 4  DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH* .56 
.9R MAX-MACH* - 7 7  FNGINE POWER- 
.9P WIN-MACH* .4Q THRUST FACTOR' 
NASA LANGLEY F L I G H T  DATA AH-1C --- ROTOR PEPFORMANCF AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= - 1 9 7  TOTAL CQ* ,000194 AM0 TEMP- -8.8 C  a 16.22 F  
V* 97.9 K T  MAST CO= .DO0186 TEMP U 6 0 "  9.3 C 48.67 F  
RUN NQ. 3  CAN TEMP- -.3 C - 31.47 F 
NZ-  .995 G  OMEGA= 34.158 RADISEC 
TIME 53849.75 CLP- ~ 0 0 4 2 8  RPM/324-  1.007 
ROTTR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEG) A0= 8.6 
TEETER ANG (OFG) AO- -.6 
A l =  -.7 8 1 -  3.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 7.6 
A l *  -.7 8 1 -  - 2  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.5 
CHORD ,803 
(N-MIDEG I 
P I T C H  L I N K  
( N I D E G I  
RriTOP LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 
(N-MIDEG) 












1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-DFAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MIOEGI 
REAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIDEG) 














1 0  
11 
I ?  
PEAK-TO-PFAK 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ---- PADS PCM DATA 
F L I G H T  NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TPTAL WT - 33947.  N LOADED CG X =  5.03 M = 198.0 I N  
7632.  L B  Y= -.OO = -.O 
Z =  1.85 = 72.7 
RUN NO. 4  
TIME 53917.20  ( S ^ C )  
DYNAMIC PRES- 1.26 KPA - 26.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 80.9 KPA = 1690.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 265.8 DEG K = 4 7 8 . 4  OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 264.6 OEG K - 476.3 OEG R 
RPnY ALPHA= -1.9 O F R  
ROOY BFTA- 1.4 OFG 
DENSITY-  1.07 KG/M3 = .00207 SLUG/FT3 
DENSITY ALT- 1431. M = 4694. F T  
SONIC SPEED- 326.6 M/SEC = 1072.  FPS 
RATF OF CLIME-  -17. M/MIN = -57. FPM 
I S F R T I A L  FLIGHT STbTC 
HUB L I N  VFL HUR L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG A C C  
(M/S)  (FPS)  ( G I  (OEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAO/SEC2) 
48.50 151.1 - a 0 4 9  ROLL -1.1 -.001 - 0 2 4  
1.15 3.8 - 0 0 7  PITCH -2.3 . 0 0 1  .OOO 
-1.64 -5.4 -.064 YAW 312.0 -.001 - 0 1 5  
X 4 8 - 5 1  151.1  -.048 
Y 1.15 3.8 .002 
7 -1.64 -5.4 -.964 
CHNTRnl ANGLE? M.R. CPLL* 
A l =  
H I -  
8.5 OEG HORIZ F I N =  7.4 OFG 
-.'i OEG T.R. CULL= .5 OEG 
4.3 OEG P E O A L P O S -  . 6 O E G  
ROTOR PbRAMETFPY SHAFT ALPHA- -1.9 OEG 
HOVEP T I P  MACH= .70  CONTROL ALPHA- -6.2 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 8 5  DELTA P S I -  -1.4 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH= - 5 5  
.9P MAX-MACH- - 7 8  FNGINE POWER- 352.  KW = 472. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH* - 4 8  THRUST FACTOR' .782E+07 N = .176E+07 1 8  
NASA LANSLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCF AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= . ? I ?  TOTAL CO- .000196 AM0 TEMP= -8.5 C = 16.63 F 
V= 94.4 KT MAST CO- ,000189 TFMP U 6 0 -  10.0 C 49.99 F 
RUN NO. 4  CAN TEMP- -.7 C = 30.77 F 
NZ= ,964 G OMEGA- 34.089 RADISEC 
TIMF 53'397.07 CLP= . 0 0 4 l 6  RPM/324= 1.005 
RITTiR ANGLES THPTA 3 / 4  (OEG) A0= 8.7 
TFETEB ANG (REG) A0- -.6 
A l -  -.6 B l *  4.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 8.5 
b l =  -.9 0 1 -  .2 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.6 


















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PFAK 
BEAM . 3 5 0  
IN-M/OEG) 
BEAM a 4 4 9  
IN-M/OEG) 


















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 1  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33869.  N  LOADED CG X- 5.03 M  - 197.9 I N  
RUN Ntl. 5 7614. L B  Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54103.20 (SFC)  Z =  1.85 = 72.7 
A~PODYhlAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
- . . ... 
1. AIPSPEED= 104.7 KT 
b t f  MAfH NO* ,165 
DYNAMIC PRES- 1.54 KPA - 32.1  PSF 
STATIC PRESS 80.1 KPA = 1672.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 265.8 OEG K  - 478.5 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 264.4 OEG K  = 475.9 DEG R  
BODY ALPHA- -2.7 DEG DENSITY-  1.06 KGlM3 = .OD205 S l U G l F T 3  
PPPY HETA= 1.9 OEG DENSITY ALT- 1528.  M  = 5014. F T  
SONIC SPEFD- 326.5 MISEC = 1071. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  - 15. M I M I N  = - 49. FPM 
T '4FQTIAL FLIGHT I T A T F  
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(DEG) (RADISEC)  (RADISECZ)  
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VFL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS)  < G )  ( M I S )  (FPS)  ( G I  
ROLL -1.5 -.OOO -.029 
P I T C H  -3.0 . 0 0 1  -.OD2 
YAW 193.8 -.003 -.DO6 
CnNTRnL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 0.3 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
A l -  -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 




RllTOR PARtMFTFRS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH' .70 CONTROL ALPHA- 
-2.7 DEG 
-7.7 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .86 DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH- .53 
.9P WAX-MACH- - 7 9  ENGINE POWER- 
.9R MIh'-MACH- .46 THRUST FACTOR- 
-1.9 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT Ntl. 6 3  MU- .236 TOTAL CO= .000225 AM8 TEMP= -8.8 C  = 16.19 F  
V =  104.7 K T  MAST CQ- ,000217 TEMP U 6 0 -  9.2 C = 48.63 F  
RUN NO. 5 CAN TEMP- -1.5 C  * 2 9 - 3 8  F  
N Z =  .973 R OMEGA* 34.057 RADISEC 
TIME 54103.06 CLP- .00424 R P M t 3 2 4 -  1.004 
QHTOP ANGLES THFTA 3 1 4  (DEG1 A0= 9.5 
TEETER ANG (DFGI  A09 -.6 
A1= -.3 8 1 -  5.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 10.5 
A!= -1.1 81-  .1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.2 
CHORD - 4 4 9  
(N-PIDEG) 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
(N-M IDEG) 










I 2  
PFAK-TO-PEAK 
1EAM . I 7 4  
( N-M IOEG 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
IN-MIOEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-WOEG) 














1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PFAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT = 33866. N  LOADED CG X- 5.03 H  - 197.9 I N  
RUN NO. 6  7614. L 8  Y- -.OO - -.O 
TIME 54157.80 (SEC)  Z =  1.85 = 77.7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.84 KPA = 38.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 80.2 KPA = 1675.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 265.9 DEG K  = 478.6 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 264.2 DEG K  475.5 PFG P 
1. AIRSPEED- 114.2 KT 
AIC MAC4 NO= - 1 8 0  
BODY ALPHA- -2.9 OEG DENSITY-  1.06 KGlM3 - .00205 SLlJRlFT3 
BODY BETA- 1.1 OEC DENSITY ALT- 1502.  M  = 4927. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 326.4 MISEC - 1071. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -10. M I M I N  - - 34. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STA 
AXIS ANG PflS ANR PATES 
IOEG) I R A n I S F C l  
ANG ACC 
(RAOlSEC21 
- a 0 0 3  
-.008 
.007 
AXIS C G  L I N  VFL 
( M I S )  I F P S I  
CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( G I  I M / S )  I F P S I  I G l  
ROLL -.7 .OOO 
PITCH -3.1 - e n 0 0  
YAW 189.1 - 0 0 3  
CONTROL AUGLFS M.R. CflLL= 9.8 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
A l =  -a6 DEG T.R. COLL- 






QOTfIR PAQtf iETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
40VER T I P  MACH* .70 CONTROL ALPHA' 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 8 8  DELTA P S I *  
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 1  ENGINE POWER* 
. 9 R  MIN-MACH* - 4 5  THRUST FACTOR* 
-1.1 DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LHbnS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= .?57 TOTAL CO- .OOO245 AMR TEMP- -9.0 C  = 15.81 F 
V- 114.2 KT MAST CO- ,000235 TEHP U 6 0 -  10.0 C  - 49.98 F  
PUNNO. 6  CAN TEMP- -1.8 C  = 28.68 F  
NZ= ,982 G  OMEGA- 34.029 RAD1SEC 
TIME 54157.65  CLP*  - 0 0 4 2 7  R P M l 3 2 4 -  1.003 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEG) AO- 10.1 
TEETEQ ANG (DEG) AO* -.6 
A l -  -.3 B l -  5.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 12.1 
i l =  -1.2 R l =  -.O PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.5 
ROTOR LDA1S (AMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE 
tN1DEG) 








MEAN 4 1 1 5 7 .  
4 A R W N I C - 1  3652.1  -40.9 
312.1 -27.6 
1q34.1  36.1 
452.1 17.8 
159.1  44.9 
422.1  67.7 
233.1 47.5 
123.1  -48.5 
23.1 -16.7 
87.1 66.6 











1 0  
11 




BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIDEG) 
















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LASGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
'FL IGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33826. N  LOADED CG X -  5.03 M  197.0 I N  
RUN NO. 7 7605. LB Y -  -.oo = -.n 
TIME 54725.70 (SEC)  Z- 1.85 77.8 
AERQUYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 2.19 KPA - 45.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 80.4 KPA = 1 6 7 8 .  PSF 
TOTOL TEMP- 266.3 OEG K  - 479.3 DcG Q 
STATIC TEMP- 264.2 OEG K  = 475.6 OFG R  
flflOY ÃˆLPHA -3.0 DEG DENSITY- 1.06 KGlM3 = .OO206 S L U G I F T I  
BODY SETA* .9 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1487.  M  - 4880. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 326.4 MISEC = 1 0 7 1 .  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -48. M I M I N  = -157. FPM 
I N F Q T I t L  FLIGHT STATE 
ROLL -1.5 -.no5 .010 
P I T C H  -3.8 0 0 2  -.012 
YAW 187.7 .OD3 -.006 
CONTROL ANGLFS M.R. COLL* 10.5 OEG HORIZ F I N =  
A19 -.5 OEG T.R. COLL- 




ROTOR PARtMETEKS SHAFT ALPHA" 
4OVEQ T I P  MACH- .70 CONTROL ALPHA* 
-3.0 DEG 
-9.3 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .89  DELTA P S I =  
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 0  
.9R MAX-MACH= .82  ENGINE POWER' 
,<)R MIN-MACH= .'i3 THRUST FACTOR- 
-.9 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAOS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU- .282 TOTAL C0- .000270 AMR TEMP- -8.9 C  = 15.96 F 
V= 124.6 KT MAST CO= .OOOZbZ TE1P U6O- 10.1 C  = 50.18 F  
PUN NO. 7 CAN TFMP- -1.8 C - 28.68 F 
NZ= ,992 G  OMtGA- 33.949 RADISEC 
TIME 54225.61  C L P *  .00433 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEG) 
TEETER ANG (OEG) 
ROTOR LOAqS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
- - 
R P M l 3 2 4  
Ao- 10.7 
A0= -.6 
CHORO - 4 4 9  
(N-MIOEG) 
A l -  -.2 R l -  6.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 13.4 
A l *  -1.5 8 1 -  -.l PFAK-TO-PEAK* 3.1 
CHORD - 8 0 3  PITCH L I N K  TORSION - 4 4 9  
(N-MIOEG) (MIOFGI  IN-MIOEGI 
12  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
REAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MIDEG) 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIDEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  BEAM .6O6 R E A M  .803  
( N-VIOEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG) 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33785.  N  LOADED CG X -  5.03 M  - 197.9 I N  
RUN NH. 8 7595.  LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54338.20  I S E C I  2 =  1.85 - 77.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF OrNAMIC PRES- 2.54 KPA - 53.1 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 80.4 KPA = 1678.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 266.0 OEG K  - 478.8 DFG 
STATIC TEMP- 263.7 OEG K  - 474.6 OFG R  
1. AIPSPEEO= 134.0 KT 
AIC MACH NO- - 2 1 2  
BODY ALPdA* -4.7. OEG DENSITY' 1.06 KGlM3 = ,00206 SLI IG lFT3 
RDOY I F T A =  .6 OFfi DENSITY ALT- 1464. M  - 4803.  FT 
SONIC SPEED= 326.1 !i/SEC 1070.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -37. M I M I N  = - 122. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
ANG ACC 
IRADISECZ)  
- a 0 5 8  
-.004 
. 0 0 1  
X 6R.77 225.5 -.984 68.73 225.5 -.Oil4 ROLL -.7 - 0 0 7  
Y  .75 2.4 ,014 .75 2.5 .002 P I T C H  -4.7 -.OD5 
Z -5.05 -16.6 -.967 -5.05 -16.6 - * 9 6 7  YAW 340.6 -.no3 
CONTROL AHGLES M.R. COLL* 11.9 DEG HDRIZ F I N =  9.1 OFG 
A l -  -.7 OEG T.R. COLL* 1.7 DFG 
8 1 -  7.2 DES PEDAL POS- 1.8 OEG 
ROTOR PARAM?TERS SHAFT ALPHA' -4.2 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .70  CONTROL ALPHA- -11.4 DFC 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 9 1  DELTA P S I -  -.6 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 4 8  
.OR MAX-MACH- .84 ENGINE POWER- 552.  KW = 741. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .42 THRUST FACTOR- .773E+07 N  = , l 7 4 F + 0 7  LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PEPFDRMANCF ANO L n t T ;  
FL IGHT NO. 6 3  MU- ,303 TOTAL CQ' e 0 0 0 3 1 3  AM8 TFMP- -9.5 C  = 14.92 F  
V *  134.0 KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 3 0 5  TEMP U6D= 10.2 C = 50.34 F  
RUN NO. 8  CAN TEMP- -7.6 C  - 27.28 F  
NZ- ,047 G  OMtGA- 33.960 PADISEC 
TIME 54338.05  CLP- .OO42O RPM/324= 1.001 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEG) AO* 11.8 & I =  -.4 B l -  7.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 15.9 
TEETER ANG IOEGI  A0= -.6 A l -  -1.9 B l *  -.5 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 4.0 











1 0  
11 








RFAf  .606 
IN-M I D F G I  
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PbDS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT - 33698.  N  LOADED CG X -  5.03 M = l q 7 . 9  I N  
RUN NO. 1 0  7576. L 8  Y -  -.OO - -.O 
TIME 54541.60  (SEC) Z- 1.85 - 77.8 
. . 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPFED- 158.3 KT 
AIC MACH NO- .250 
DYNAMIC PRES* 3.53 KPA = 73.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 79.8 KPA = 1 6 6 8 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.9 OEG K  = 482.2 PFG R  
STATIC T6MP- 264.6 OEG K  - 476.3 OFG P  
UODY ALPHA= -6.1 DEG DENSITY-  1.05 KGlM3 = .00204 S L U G l F T 1  
BODY BETA- -.5 OEG DENSITY ALT- 1565.  M  = 5133.  F T  
SONIC SPEED- 326.6 MISEC = 1 0 7 2 .  FPS 
RATE Of CLIMB= -116. M I M I N  = - 380. FPM 
INEQTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG U N  VFL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC A X I S  ANG PO5 ANG P t T F S  ANG ACC 
( M I S )  ( F P S )  ( G )  ( M I S )  I F P S I  ( G  1 IDEG) (VAPISEC)  IRAOlSEC2)  
Y R0.00 265.7 - . I 1 9  90.98 265.7 - . I 2 1  ROLL -1.1 -.Of35 -.048 
Y -.75 -2.5 - 0 3 8  - a 7 6  -2.5 - 0 2 8  P I T C H  -7.4 .002 ,010 
7 -8.61 - 28.3 - .971 -8.63 -28.3 - a 9 7 1  YAW 337.7 -002 .015 
CONTROL ANGLES H.R. COLL= 14.8 DkG HORIZ F I N =  10.6 DEG 
4 1 -  -1.5 OEG T.R. COLL* 2.3 OFG 
8 1 -  1.1 OEG PEDAL POS- 2.5 DFG 
ROT'IQ PARAMETERS S H A H  ALPHA" -6.1 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .70 CONTROL ALPHA- - 15.1 OFG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .95 DELTA P S I -  - 5  OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .45 
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 8  ENGINE PUUER- 7 7 1 .  KU = 1 0 3 4 .  HP 
.OR MIN-MACH- - 3 6  THRUST FACTOR- .771E+07 N = . 1 7 3 â ‚ ¬ +  1 8  
ÃˆIAS LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- R O T O R  P E R F O R M A N C E  AN" 1 0 ~ n q  
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= ,356 TOTAL CO- .O0043h A M 1  TFMP* -8.5 C  = 16 .61  F  
V -  15R.3 KT MAST CO= .OOO423 TEMP UhO= 11.1 C  = 51.94 F 
PUN NO. 1 0  CAN TFMP* -3.0 C 9 26.58 F  
NZ- . 9 7 1  G  OMtGA* 34.084 RADISEC 
TIME 54541.45  CLP- . 0 0 4 2 l  RPM/324= 1.005 
ROTOR AYGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEG) AO= 14.7 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A0- -.6 
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1 2  
PFAK-TO-PEAK 




A l -  -1.1 8 1 -  10.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 21.1 
A l -  -2.4 8 1 -  -1.4 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 5.3 




PITCH L IMK 





NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM OATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33705.  N  LOADED CG X =  5.03 I = 197.1  I N  
RUN Nfl. 9  7578.  L 8  Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54467.20  I S E C I  Z= 1.85 - 77.8 
AEROOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.02 KPA = 63.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 79.7 KPA = 1 6 6 4 .  P'ic 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.0 OEG K  - 480.5 OFC, Q 
STATIC TLMP* 264.1  DEG K = 475.4 D^G V 
T. AIÃˆSPEFO 146.4  KT 
AIC VAC4 NO- . 2 3 1  
lODY I F T A -  .R DFG DENSITY ALT= 1570.  M  = 5150. FT 
SONIC SPEED* 326.4 MISEC * 1071.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB' - 103. M I M I N  = -339. FP" 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS f, L I N  VFL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PO? 
I M I S I  I F P S I  I G  I I M I S I  I F P S I  ( G I  IOEG) 
AMG QATFS 
I R t f l I S F C )  
ANG ACC 




X 75.07 246.3 - . l o 2  75.06 246.3 - . l o 2  Q OL L -.4 
Y  1.12 3.7 .012 1.12 3.7 . 0 2 1  PITCH -6.1 
7. -h.Z? - 20.4  - 1.004 -6.22 -20.4 -1.004 YAW 332.1 
CONTROL ANGL ES 1.Q. COLL= 13.0 OEG HORIZ F I N =  9.6 OEG 
A l -  -.7 OEG T.R. COLL- ?.7 OFG 
81-  7.9 DEG PEDAL PUS= 2.5 OFG 
QlYTflR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -4.7 ORG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .70 CONTPOL ALPHA- - 12.7 DFG 
T I P  MAX-MACH' - 9 3  DELTA P S I -  -a9  DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH* .47  
.9R MAX-MACH- . 8 6  ENGINE POWER* 6 4 7 .  K W  = 
.9R ?IN-MACH= .40  THRUST FACTOR' . 7 7 7 â ‚ ¬ +  N  - 
NASA LAMGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORPANCE ANn LOAnS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU* .330 TOTAL CO- . 0 0 0 3 6 6  A*IB TEMP- -1.0 C  = 15.77 F  
V= 146.4 KT MAST COX - 0 0 0 3 5 3  TEMP U6Oa 1 0 . 5  C = 50.94 F 
RUNNO. 1 CAN TFMP- -3.0 C  = 26.58 F  
NZ= 1.004 G  OMEGA= 34.081 PAOfSEC 
TIME 54467.07 CLP= ,00436 R P M l 3 2 4 =  1.004 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEGI  AO= 13.0 
TESTER ANG IOEGI  AO* -.6 
A1- -.3 B l -  8.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 17.9 
A l =  -1.R E l =  -.6 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 3.9 




PITCH L I N K  
I N I D F G )  
REAM . I 7 4  
(N-MIOEGI 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIOEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
LANGLEY FLIGHT 
IRCRAFT TOTAL U 
DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
'FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  A  
RUN NO. 11 
TIME 54648.80  (SEC) 
T  - 33627.  N  LOADED CG X -  5.03 M  = 197.9 I N  
7560.  LB Y= -.OO 9 -.O 
Z= 1.85 = 77.9 
AERClDYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.81 KPA = 79.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 79.4 KPA = 1 6 5 9 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 267.7 OEG K - 481.9 OEC, R 
STATIC TtMP-  264.2 OEG K * 475.5 OFR R  
tO0Y ALP4A- -6.5 OEG DENSITY-  1.05 KGlM3 = .OO203 SLlJGlFT3 
BODY BETA* .8 OEG DENSITY ALT- 1598.  M  = 5244.  F T  
SONIC SPEED- 326.4 M/SEC = 1071.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= -99. M/MIN = -326. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL 
( 4 1 5 )  ( F P S )  
CG L I N  ACC 
( G I  
HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
I M I S )  ( F P S )  ( G I  
AXIS ANG PnS 
IOEGI 
ANG RATES 
I R A n I S E C l  
ANG ACC 
(RADlSEC21 
- e l 1 4  
.022 
. O i l  
X P4.05 275.8 - . I32 84.06 275.8 - a 1 3 7  ROLL .1 - 0 0 7  
Y 1.23 4.0 .oo7 1.24 4 .1  -.017 PITCH -7.6 .on1 
Z -9.51 -31.2 - , W 6  - 9.51 -31.2 -.996 YAW 334.? -.On1 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 15.6 OEG HORIZ F I N *  10.9 OEG 
A l -  -1.3 OEG T.R. COLL* 3.8 OEG 
R l -  9.4 OEG PEDAL POS= 3.9 OFG 
QllTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -6.5 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA- -15.8 DFG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 9 6  DELTA P S I -  -.8 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .44  
.9R MAX-MACH- .89  ENGINE POWER- 848. KW = 1138.  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .37  THRUST FACTOR* .768E+07 N .171F+O7 I 8  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAD7 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  1u- .370 T O T A L  cam . o o o < i 8 ~  A M R  T F M P *  -9.0 c 9 15.80 F 
V= 164.5 KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 4 6 6  TFMP Uh0-  11.3 C  = 52.29 F  
RUN NO. 11 CAN TEMP- -3.0 C  26.58 F 
NZ* ,996 G  OMEGA- 34.072 RADISEC 
TIME 54648.65  CLP- . 0 0 4 3 3  R P M l 3 2 4 -  1.004 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEG) AO* 15.4 
TEETER ANG (OEGI A0= -.6 
A l *  -.7 R l -  11.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 22.3 
A l =  -2.4 R l *  -1.3 PFAK-TO-PEAK* 5.2 




CHORD - 8 0 3  PITCH L I N K  
(N-M/DFG) fN lDEG)  
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33628.  N  LOADED CG X= 5.03 M  197.9 I N  
RUN NO. 11 7560.  LB Y= -.OO = -.R 
TIME 54649.20  (SEC)  2- 1.85 = 72.9 
AERflRYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.81 KPA 79.6 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 79.4 KPA = 1 6 5 9 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 267.7 OEG K  = 481.9 REG R  
STATIC TEMP* 264.2 OEG K  = 475.5 OFF, R  
T. AIRSPEED= 164.6 KT 
AIC MACH NO- - 2 6 0  
BODY ALP4A= -6.4 DEG DENSITY-  1.05 KGlM3 = . 0 0 2 0 3  S L U G I F 1 1  
BODY HETA* .9 OEG DENSITY ALT- 1601.  M  = 5254.  FT 
SONIC SPEED- 326.4 MISEC = 1 0 7 1 .  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -93. M I M I N  - - 304. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT ST4TE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG P I S  ANG RATES 




- 0 0 3  
. O i l  
X 84.11 276.0 - . I 3 1  84.10 275.9 -.I32 ROLL -.O -.no1 
Y 1.35 4.4 .009 1.35 4.4 .023 PITCH -7.5 .on7 
7 -9.45 -31.0 -1.006 -9.45 - 31.0 - 1.006 YAW 334.2 -.002 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 15.6 OEG HORIZ F I N =  11.1 DFG 
A l m  -1.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.8 OEG 
8 1 -  9 . 6 0 E G  PEDAL POS- 3.9 OEG 
QOTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -6.4 DEG 
4 0 V i R  T I P  MACH- .70 CONTROL ALPHA- -16.0 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- a 9 6  DELTA P S I -  -.9 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 4 4  
.9R MAX-MACH' - 8 9  ENGINE POWER' 846. KW * 1135. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- - 3 7  THRUST FACTOR- .768E+07 N  = .173F+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= .370 TOTAL CO= , 0 0 0 4 8 0  A M 1  TFMP= -9.0 C  = 15.80 F  
V -  164.6 KT MAST CQ* .O00465 TEMP U h 0 =  11.3 C  = 52.26 F  
RUN NO. 11 CAN TEMP- -3.0 C  9 26.58 F  
NZ= 1.006 G  OMtGA- 34.096 RAOISEC 
TIME 54649.05  CLP= , 0 0 4 3 7  R P M l 3 2 4 =  1.005 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  (DEG) AO* 15.4 
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO- -.6 
A l *  -.5 B l -  11.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 22.6 
A l *  -2.4 B l *  -1.1 PFAK-TO-PEAK* 5.1 
CHORD - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEGI 
TORSION - 4 4 9  
1N-MIOEGI 
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD - 8 0 3  
(N-M/DFG) 
PITCH L I N K  
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLFY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT Nfl. 063 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33624. N LOADED CG X -  5.03 M = 197.9 I N  
RUN NO. 1 1  7559. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54649.60 (SFCI 1.85 = 77.9 
tEROOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPEED- 164.4 KT 
AIC MACH NO= ,259 
DYNAMIC PRES- 3.81 
STATIC PRES= 79.5 
TOTAL TEMP- 267.7 
STATIC TEMP- 264.1 
BODY ALP4A- -6.3 OEG DENSITY* 1.05 
10DY 1)FTA= 1.0 REG DENSITY ALT- 1594. 
SONIC SPEED* 326.3 
RATE OF CLIMB- -90. 
KPA = 79.5 PSI= 
KPA = 1660. PSF 
DEG K * 481.8 DFG P 
DEGK = 475.4 OFG R 
KGlM3 = .00203 SLUGIFTI 
M = 5229. FT 
H/SEC = 1071. FPS 
MIMIN = -297. FPM 
INFQTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS C5 L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC 
(MIS1 IFPSI  I G )  (MIS)  (FPS1 (GI (OEG) (PADISFCI (RADlSEC2I 
X 84.07 275.8 -a129 84.06 275.8 -.I33 ROLL -.O -.OR? -.029 
Y 1.42 4.7 .011 1.41 4.6 -005  PITCH -7.4 ,007 e017 
7 -0.33 -30.6 -1.013 -9.33 -30.6 -1.013 YAW 334.2 .005 -.020 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 15.6 OEG HORIZ F I N-  11.0 OEG 
A l *  -1.1 OEG T.R. COLL" 3.7 OEG 
91' 9.5 OEG PEDAL POS* 3.9 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -6.3 DEG 
HOVER T IP  MACH* - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA' -15.8 OEC 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .96 DELTA PSI=  -1.0 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH" - 4 4  
.OR MAX-MACH* - 8 9  ENGINE POWER- 844. KW = 1137. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .37 THRUST FACTOR' .769E+07 N = .173â‚¬*  L 8  
NASA LANGLCY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LriADS 
FLIGHT NO. 63 MU- .370 TOTAL CQ- .O00479 A M R  TFMP- -9.0 C = 15.72 F 
V* 164.4 KT MAST CQ* ~ 0 0 0 4 5 9  TEMP U60= 11.3 C = 52.25 F 
RUN NO. 11 CAN TFMP= -3.0 C = 26.58 F 
NZ= 1.013 G OMEGA* 34.055 RAOISEC 
TIME 54649.54 CLP* .0044 l  RPMl324- 1.004 
ROTOR ANGLES THET4 314 (DEGI AO* 15.4 A l =  -.5 R l =  11.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 22.6 
TEETER ANG (DEG) A0= -.6 A l =  -2.4 B l =  -1.1 PFAK-TO-PEAK* 5.0 
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD -449  CHORD -803  PITCH LINK TORSION .449 



























1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
33588. 16681. 
S369./ -73.1 2680.1 -73.0 
1776.1 32.6 909.1 5.0 
6902.1 29.7 2072.1 31.9 
1187.1 -36.2 767.1 -45.4 
7 4 W  44.2 368.1 74.0 
409.1 -15.8 292.1 -34.0 
583.1 -22.9 388.1 -23.8 
103.1 66.1 63.1 67.8 
29.1 42.7 117.1 16.1 
12.1 67.7 87.1 14.4 
64.1 -36.6 139.1 -6.1 
59.1 -67.1 56.1 -53.8 
29553. 9578. 
SEAM -174  BEAM -350  
IN-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) 
1920. -4536. 
605.1 -84.0 4660.1 -51.1 
247.1 -16.9 4095.1 -55.5 
164.1 73.9 665.1 34.6 
127.1 -59.2 386.1 42.0 
112.1 -86.2 260.1 67.2 
107.1 -65.6 193.1 4h.R 
109.1 -16.6 84.1 2R.9 
14.1 39.7 61.1 -39.2 
66.1 35.2 45.1 -.2 
45.1 -35.4 121.1 81.9 
67.1 -12.6 39.1 -80.2 
6.1 45.8 13.1 16.0 
2023. 15552. 
















BEAM -803  
(N-MIDEGI 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33581. N  LOADED CG X= 5.03 4 - 197.9 I N  
RUNNO. 1 2  7550. LB Y* -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54693.20  I S E C )  2 -  1.95 72.9 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.52 KPA = 52.7 PSc 
STATIC PRES- 80.0 KPA = 1 6 7 0 .  PTF 
TOTAL TEMP* 266.6 DEG K  = 479.8 D?G R  
STATIC TEMP- 264.2 DEG K  = 475.6 D^C, I? 
T. AIRSPEED- 133.9 KT 
AIC MACH NO* - 2 1 1  
BODY ALPHA= 2.3 DEG DENSITY-  1.05 KGlM3 = .00205 SLUGlFT3 
HDOY BETA- 5.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1535. M  = 5036.  FT 
SONIC SPEED* 326.4 MISEC = 1071.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB*  - 377. M I M I N  = -1736. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL C G  L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S 1  ( F P S )  I G  I M I S I  I F P S I  I G )  
ANG ACC 
l R A D l S E C 2 )  
-.013 
-.001 
- a 0 0 7  
ROLL 2.9 -.011 
PITCH -2.7 - a 0 0 1  
YAW 372.1 -.On7 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 7.9 OtG HORlZ F I N =  
A l =  .8  DEG T.R. COLL- 




ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH* . 7 1  CONTROL ALPHA* 
2.3 DFG 
-3.8 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .92 DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH- .50  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 5  ENGINE POWER' 
.9R MIN-MACH- - 4 2  THRUST FACTOR- 
-5.0 DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LDAriS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= .298 TOTAL CQ* . 0 0 0 1 5 8  AM8 TEMP= -8.9 C  - 15.91 F  
V= 133.9 KT MAST CQ= .000150 TFMP D M =  11.4 C  = 52.49 F  
RUN Nfl. 1 2  CAN TEMP* -3.0 C  * 26.58 F  
NZ- .984 G  OMEGA- 34.459 RADISEC 
TIME 54693.05  CLP* ,00415 R P M l 3 2 4 =  1.016 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEG) AD" 8.2 
TEETER ANG (REG) AO* -.7 
A l *  1.3 B l -  6.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 13.2 
A l -  -1.q R l -  - 4  PFAK-TO-PEAK* 4.0 
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
INIOEG)  
CHORD - 4 4 9  
IN-MIOEGI 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
IN-MIDEG) 















1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
REAM - 1 7 4  
IN-MIOEG) 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
IN-MIOEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
IN-MIDEG) 
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
'FLIGHT Nn. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33377.  N  LOADED CG X- 5.03 M  = 197.9 I N  
RUN NO. 1 3  7504. L 8  Y= -.OO - -.O 
TIME 5 4 9 4 6 . 7 0  I S E C )  2- 1.86 = 73.0 
AEROHYNAMC FLIGHT STAFF DYNAMIC PRES- 2.74 KPA - 57.2 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 79.1 KPA = 1 6 5 1 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 267.3 OEG K  = 481.1  OFG 1 
STATIC TEMP= 264.7 DEG K = 476.4 DFG F  
T. AIRSPFRD- 1 4 0 . 3 K T  
A/C MACH NO- - 2 2 1  
ROOY ALPHA" -4.5 OEG DENSITY" 1.04 KG/M3 = .OO202 SLUGlFT3 
10OY 9ETA- 1.3 OFG DENSITY ALT= 1667.  M  5469.  FT 
SONIC SPEED= 326.7 M/SEC = 1 0 7 2 .  FPY 
RATE OF CLIMB= -26. M I M I N  = -84. FPW 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG P T ;  ANG RATFS ANG ACC 
1MIS)  ( F P S )  I G )  ( M I S 1  I F P S I  ( G I  IOEG1 I R A D I S E C I  lRA01SEC2)  
X  71.95 236.1 -.093 71.95 236.1 -.093 ROLL .O .On5 -.019 
Y  1.67 5.5 .003 1.68 5.5 -.OOO PITCH -4.6 a 0 0 1  , 0 0 1  
I -5.61 -1e.4 - .976 - 5.61 - 18.4 -.976 YAW 179.3 -.OD6 -.010 
CONTROL ANGLES M.Q. COLL- 12.4 DEG HORIZ F I N -  9.5 OEG 
A l -  -.6 OEG T.P. COLL- 2.8 DEG 
R l -  7.7 DEG PEDAL POS* 2.9 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -4.5 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .70  CONTROL ALPHA- -12.2 DEG 
T I P  MAX-YACH- .92 DELTA P S I -  -1.3 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .48  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 5  ENGINE POWER" 598. KW en?. HP 
.OR MIN-MACH- -41 THRUST FACTOR* .766E+07 N  = .177E+O7 LO 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LflAOS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= .315 TOTAL CO- .00034O A M 8  TFMP- -8.5 C  = 16.75 F  
V- 140.3 KT MAST CO- .000328 TFMP U 6 0 -  11.7 C  - 53.00 F 
RUM NO. 1 3  CAM TFMP- -7.6 C  - 27.28 F  
f Z *  .976 G  OMtGA= 34.130 RAD1SEC 
TIME 54946.55  CLP- ,00423 R P M l 3 2 4 =  1.006 
QOTOP ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IDEG) AO* 12.3 
TEETER ANG IOEG) AO= -.6 
A l =  -.I 8 1 -  8.5 PFAK-TO-PEAK= 17.1 
A l =  -1.9 8 1 -  -a6  PFAK-TO-PEAK* 4.0 




PITCH L I N K  
I N I l l F G )  
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
IN-M/DEG) 
BEAM ,350 
1  N-MIOEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEGI 









1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
* F L I G H T  NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33344.  N  LOADED CG X= 5.03 M  = 107.8 I N  
RUN NO. 1 4  7496.  L B  Y *  -.OO = -a0 
TIME 5 5 0 2 0 . 7 0  (SEC)  2- 1.86 = 73.1 
4ERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES. 3.21 KPA = 67.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 79.1 KPA * 1 6 5 3 .  P5F 
TOTAL TEMP= 267.4 DEG K  = 481.4 DFG P 
STATIC TEMP- 264.4 OEG K  8 675.0 OCC, Q 
T. AIRSPFFO= 151.6 KT 
AIC MACH NO- ,239 
iODY ALP4A- -5.8 DCG DENSITY* 1.04 KG/M3 8 .00202 SLIJG1FT3 
BODY SETA- .7 BEG DENSITY ALTO 1645.  M  9 5399. FT 
SONIC SPEED* 326.5 M1SEC = 1071.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -48. M I M I N  = - 156. FPM 
I N F R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S )  I F P S I  ( G I  f M / S l  ( F P S )  I G )  
X  77.57 7.54.5 - . I 0 6  77.56 254.5 - . lo7  
Y  .97 3.2 .015 a96 3.1 .D l3  
Z -7.65 -25.8 -.q<?2 -7.85 -25.8 - a 9 9 2  
CONTROL AMGLES M.R. COLL- 14.2 DEG HORIZ F I N =  
11- -.9 OEG T.R. COLL- 
E l -  8.6 OEG PEDAL POS= 
AXIS ANG PUS ANR RATFS ANG ACC 
(DEG) fRAD1SFCI ( R A D I S E C Z I  
ROLL -.4 -.On5 -.009 
PITCH -6.4 - 0 0 3  - 0 0 3  




ROTDR PARÃˆMETER SHAFT ALPHA" -5.8 DFG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .70 CONTROL ALPHA- -14.4 OF6 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 9 4  DELTA P S I -  -.7 DFG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .46 
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 7  ENGINE POWER' 734. KW = 964. HP 
.?R MIN-MACH= - 3 9  THRUST FACTOR- . 7 6 6 E + 0 7  N  = . 1 7 ? F t 0 7  LB 
NASA LANGLF.Y FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE ÃˆN LnAI7-i 
FL IGHT NO. h 3  MU* , 3 4 1  TOTAL CO= .OOO418 AM8 TFMP* -8.8 C  - 16.24 F 
V= 151.6 KT MAST CQ= .OOO406 TEMP lJft0- 12.3  C  = 54.15 F  
RUN NO. 1 4  CAN TFMP. -2.6 C  - 27.28 F  
NZ-  .992 G  OMtGA- 34 .091 RAOISEC 
TIME 55020.60  CLP- .00430 R P H / 3 2 4 =  1.005 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEG) AO- 14.0 
TEETER ANG f0EG)  AD= -.7 
A l -  -.5 8 1 -  10.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 19.9 
Alm -2.1 R l =  -.9 PFtK-TO-PEAK* 4.5 
ROTOR LOADS fAMPlPHASEt DRAG BRACE 
f  N1DEGI 
CHORD .449 
fN-MIDEG) 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
f  N-M/OEG) 
PITCH L I N K  









f  N-MIDEG) 
BEAM .'.4q 
IN-M/DFGl 
REAM - 8 0 3  
f  N-MIDEGI 
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
' FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32935.  N LOADED CG X- 5.02 M 107.R I N  
RUN NO. 1 7  7404. L 8  Y* -.OO = -.O 
TIME 55689.90 ( S E C I  Z- l.Rh = 73.3 
T. AIRSPEED- 109.9 KT 
AIC MAC4 NO- . I 7 3  
OYNAMIC PRES* 1.82 KPA - 38.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES* 65.8 KPA = 1792.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 265.5 DEG K 477.9 DFG R 
STATIC TkMP- 263.9 DEG K = 475.0 DFC B 
8PDY ALPHA- -.8 DEG DENSITY* 1.13 KGlM3 = . 0 0 2 2 0  SLUGlFT3 
90OY SETA- 1.4 DEG DENSITY ALT- 808. M 2649. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 326.2 MISEC - 1070.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= - 117. M I M I N  = - 383. FPM 
I N E Q T I A L  FLIGHT ST4TE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC A X I S  ANG PDS ANG RATFS ANG ACC 
I I I S I  ( F P S I  ( G I  I M I S I  ( F P S I  I G I  (DEGI f Q A D l S E C l  l R A D l S E C 2 1  
X 56.4f l  185.3 -.088 5 6 - 2 5  184.6 -.081 ROLL -2.7 .007 - 0 8 4  
Y 1.38 4.5 .003 1.39 4.6 a020 PITCH -2.9 - 1 2 0  -.D32 
Z  -.83 -2.7 -1.279 -.83 -2.7 -1.276 YAW 191.1 .010 . l o1  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 9.0 DEG HORIZ F I N *  7.5 DEG 




PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -.8 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH* - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA- -5.1 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 8 7  DELTA P S I -  -1.4 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH* .53  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 0  ENGINE POWER- 398.  KW - 533. HP 
.qR NIN-MACH* .46 THRUST FACTOR* . 8 3 6 E t 0 7  N = .188E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANP LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU- .24h TOTAL CO- . 0 0 0 2 0 6  AM4 TEMP- -9.3 C - 15.33 F  
V =  109.9 KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 1 9 1  TFMP U 6 0 *  1 0 . 1  C = 50.23 F 
BUN NO. 1 7  CAN TFHP* -3.4 C = 25.88 F  
NZ- 1.276 G OMiGA- 34.265 RADISEC 
TIME 55689.82 CLP* ~ 0 0 4 9 8  R P M l 3 2 4 *  1.010 
ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEGÃ AO- 9.1 A l -  -.l 8 1 -  4.5 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 9.3 
TEETER ANG (DEGI  AO- -.7 A l -  -.9 8 1 -  .6 PFAK-TO-PEAK* 2.2 
LOADS (AMPIPHASE1 DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  CHORD .803 PITCH LTNK TORSION .449 
( N I D E G I  IN-MIOEGI (N-MIDEGI (NIPEG)  (N-MIDEG) 
MEAN 4 3 1 9 9 .  
HÃˆRVONIC- 3899.1  -6.0 
2  660.1 -27.2 
3 2018.1  36.4 
4  444.1  33.5 
5  259.1 - 37.1 
6  1 1 2 6 . 1  -38.3 
7  151.1 - 80.1 
8  41.1 -66.2 
9  150.1  51.5 
1 0  52.1 -31.4 
11 103.1  -24.9 
12  136.1 -52.0 
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11606.  
XEAM - 1 7 4  BEAU .350 BEAM - 4 4 9  REAM - 6 0 6  REAM ,803 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 32662.  N  LOADED CG X -  5.02 M  = 197.7 I N  
RUN NO. 2 4  7343.  LB Y- -.OO - -.O 
TIME 56055.20  ( S E C I  Z- 1.87 73.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.76 KPA = 36.6 PSF 
STATIC PRES* 84.6 KPA - 1767.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 266.2 OEG K  - 471.2 DEG P 
STATIC TEMP- 264.6 OEG K  - 476.3 OFG v 
T. AIRSPEED- 109.1  KT 
AIC M4CH NO* ,172 
BODY ALP4A- -3.0 OEG DENSITY-  1.11 KGlM3 = .00216 SLUGlFT3 
BODY BETA- 2.1 OEG DENSITY ALT- 983. M  - 3224. FT 
SONIC SPEED' 326.7 MISEC - 1072.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB*  1. M I M I N  = 2. FPM 
I N E Q T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VFL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M / S l  I F P S I  ( G I  ( M I S )  I F P S )  I G )  
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS 






ROLL -.4 -.001 
P I T C H  -3.0 -.OOfi 
YAW 346.0 - 0 0 3  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.0 DEG HORIZ F I N =  
A l -  -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 




ROTDR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPrfA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .70  CONTROL ALPHA- 
-3.0 DEG 
-8.4 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- . 8 7  DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH" - 8 0  ENGINE POWER* 
.9R MIN-MACH* .45 THRUST FACTOR- 
- 2.1 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OA T A  A H - 1 ~  ---- R O T O R  P F R F O P W A N C E  AND L o i n 5  
TOTAL CO- . 0 0 0 2 1 8  AMB TFMP- -8.5 C  - 16.67 F  
T  MAST CO= .OOO207 TEMP U 6 0 -  10.6 C  = 51.00 F 
CAN TEMP- -3.0 C  - 26.58 F 
OMEGA- 33.958 RAOISEC 
RPM/324= 1.001 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU- .246 
V= 109.1  K 
RUN NO. 2 4  
NZ- .962 G  
TIME 56055.13  CLP- - 0 0 3 8 5  
A l -  -.l 8 1 -  5.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 10.9 
A l -  -1.4 8 1 -  .1 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.8 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEGI 
TEETER ANG IOEG1 
CHORO - 8 0 3  
(N-M/DEG) 
PITCH L I N K  
(N/DEGÃ 
TORSION - 4 4 9  
IN-M/OEG) 
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
( N I D E G I  
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NA5A LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
;LIGHT NO. 0 6 3  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT = 32672.  N  LOAOEO CG X= 5.02 M  9 197.7 I N  
RUN NO. 2 7  7345.  L B  Y =  -.oo = -.n 
TIME 56119.47 ( S E C I  2 -  1.87 9 73.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF 
T. A IR<DFEO= 111.6 KT 
AIC MACH NO= ,176 
DYNAMIC PRES= 1 - 8 4  KPA = 38.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 84.4 KPA = 1763.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 266.8 DEG K  480.2 OFG R  
STATIC TEMP= 265.2 DEG K = 477.3 OFG 0 
BODY ALPHA= -.4 OEG DENSITY= 1.11 KGlM3 = .0021!5 SLUGIFT? 
800Y 9ETA= 2.3 OFG DENSITY ALT= 1025.  M = 3362. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 327.0 M1SEC = 1073.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= -118. M I M I N  = -387. FPM 
I N F R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
X 57.36 188.2 -.082 57.17 187.6 -.080 ROLL -.8 -1705 -.a03 
Y  2.34 7.7 -.015 2.35 7.7 -.015 PITCH -2.4 - 0 9 4  - a 0 1 0  
Z -a44 -1.4 -1.249 -.43 -1.4 -1.247 Y  AU 328.6 - s o 0 9  e 0 6 8  
CONTROL AYGLES M.R. Cf lLL- 9.0 OEG HORIZ F I N -  7.6 OEG 
A l =  -a3  DEG 1.R. COLL- - 9  OEG 
9 1 -  4.6 OEG PEDAL POS= 1.1 OEG 
ROTOR PARAWETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -.4 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA9 -5.0 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 8 8  DELTA P S I =  -2.4 OEG 
T I P  MIN-NACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 1  ENGINE POWER= 383.  KW = 514. HP 
.qR MIN-NACH= - 4 5  THRUST FACTOR- , 8 2 1 E t O 7  N  = . 1 8 5 E t 0 7  L 0  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMbNCE AND LfJAD? 
FLIGHT NO. 6 3  MU= - 2 5 0  TOTAL CO= ,000202 AMQ TEMP= -R.O C  = 17.61 F  
V =  111.6 KT MAST CQ= . 0 0 0 1 8 9  TEMP U 6 0 =  10.6 C = 50.99 F 
RUN NO. 2 7  CAN TEPP= -3.0 C  = 26.58 F  
NZ= 1.247 G  OMEGA= 34.277 RAOfSEC 
TIME 56119.33  CLP= - 0 0 4 9 3  RPM1324a 1 .010 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEGI A09 9.0 A l =  - 0  R l =  4.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 9.5 
TEETER ANG (OEG) b 0 -  -.7 A I -  -.@ 8 1 -  .5 PFAU-TO-PEAK= 1.8 
ROTOR LClACJS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  CHORO - 8 0 3  PITCH L I N K  TORSION a 4 4 9  
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PEA<-TO-PEAK 
REAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MIOEG) 
REAM - 8 0 3  
(N-MIOEGI 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
;LIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AINCRAFI 
RUN h0. 1 
TIME 5287d.50  ( S E C I  
TOTAL kT = 34814.  N  LOAOEO CG X -  5.02 M  = 197.7  I N  
7 0 2 7 .  L 8  Y =  -.OO = -.O 
Z =  1.83 = 72 .2  
AEhOuYNAMlC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESS 0.00 KPA - 0.0 PSF 
STATIC PRESa 102.7  KPA = 2 1 4 5 .  P S F  
TOTAL TEMP= 274.9 OEG K = 494.d DEG R 
STATIC TEMP= 274.9 DEG K  = 494.8 DEG R  
T. AIRSPkED- 0.0 KT 
A1C MACH NO= 0.000 
OENSITY- 1 - 3 0  KG1M3 - - 0 0 2 5 3  SLUGlFT3 
DENSITY ALT= -b41. M  - 2102.  FT 
SONIC SPEED= 332.9  M15EC = 1092.  FPS 
RATE DF CLIMB- 0. M1MIN = 0. FPM 
I N E U l I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( D E L I  IhAD1SECI  (RAD1SECZI 
A X l S  CG L l N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
I N 1 S l  ( F P S I  (G 1 ( M I 5 1  ( F P S I  (G I 
ROLL -2.5 -.Cil4 -.Dl3 
P I T C H  -1.0 ,019 - 0 0 4  
YAW 276.4 - 0 1 6  -.049 
CONTRdL A N G l t S  M.R. COLL- 10.2 OEG HORIZ F I N *  
A l =  -2.9 DEG T.R. COLL= 




0.0 DkG HUE HEIGllT= 1.9 R 
1.5 OEG 
kUTOk PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .6d CaNTROL ALPdA= 
T I P  NAX-MACH- -68  DELTA P S I =  
T I P  MIN-MACH= - 6 8  
- 9 R  MAX-MACH= a62 
.9R MIN-MACH= .62 T H R U S T  F A C T O R -  
0.0 DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 5  MU=O.OOO TOTAL CQ= . 0 0 0 2 7 4  AM8 TEMP- 1.7 C  = 35.14 F  
V= 0.0 KT HAST CQa . 0 0 0 2 6 7  TEMP U 6 0 =  17.4 C = 63 .28  F 
RUN NO. 1 CAN TEMP= 25.7 C  = 78.31 F 
N Z =  1.00i G OMEGA* 34.058 RAU1SEC 
TIME 5287U.38 CLP* .OD366 
ROTCI* ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEGI 
TEETER ANG (DEGI 
ROTOk LOADS (ANPIPHASE1 DRAG BRACE 
A l =  -2.6 8 1 8  -.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 4.5 
A l =  .7 8 1 -  -1.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 3 .1  
CHORD .803 
(g-NIOEG) 
P I T C H  L I N K  
( N I O E G I  
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P t  AK-TO-P EAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA Aq-1G ---- P A D S  P C M  O A T A  
' FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34481. N  LOADED CG X= 5.02 M  = 197.7 I N  
RUN NU. 2  7752.  LB Y- -.OO = -a0  
TIME 53611.90 ( S E C I  2 -  1.84 = 72.4 
AEROOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1 - 8 9  KPA = 39.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 97.5 KPA = 2037.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 275.0 OEG K  = 494.9 DEG R  
S T A T I C  TEMP= 273.5 OEG K  - 492.2 OEG R  
T. AIUSPEEO- 106.9 KT 
A1C MACH NO= . l b 6  
BODY ALPHA= -2.3 DEG OIiNSITY- 1.24 KG1M3 = . 0 0 2 4 1  SLUGIF13 
BOdY BkTA= 1.3 OEG DENSITY ALT= -151. M  = -494. FT 
SONIC SPEED= 332.1  fl1SEC = 1 0 8 9 .  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -43. M1MlN - -142. FPM 
I h t R T I A L  FLIGHT LTATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(MIS) (FPSI ( G I  ( M I S )  ( F P S I  ( $ 1  (OEG) (RAOISEC) 
ANG ACC 
(RAOISEC2)  
X 54.91 180.2  -.067 54.91 180.2 -.Obb RDLL -.7 -.004 
Y  1.25 4.1 - 0 0 1  1.24 4.1 -.003 PITCH -3.1 -.OOl 
2 -2.24 -7.4 -.99G -2.24 -7.4 -.990 YAU 268.0 - a 0 0 0  
CONTR3L AqGLES M. R. CCLL= 9.3 DEG 4ORIZ F I N =  7.6 OEG 
A l -  -.4 OEG T.U. COLL= - 7  OEG 
E l =  4.5 DEG PEDAL PDS= .9 DEG 
RUTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= - 2.3 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= -6'4 CONTROL ALPHA* -6.8 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 6 5  DELTA P S I -  -1.3 DEG 
T A P  HIN-MACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 7 8  ENGINE POWER= 413. KW = 554.  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH= ,45 THRUST FACTOR= .912E+07 N  .205E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 5  MU- .z+o T O T A L  c a =  . o o o i 9 7  A M B  TEMP= .3 c = 3 2 - 5 6  F 
V= 106.9 KT MAST CQ= . 0 0 0 2 1 0  TEMP U60-  19 .0  C  = 66 .28  F  
RUN NO. 2  C A N  T E M P =  9.0 c = 48.25 F 
N Z -  - 9 9 0  G  OMEGA= 34 - 1 5 1  RAOISEC 
TIME 53611.75  CLP- .GO371 RPM1324= l.DO7 
RUTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEG) AO= 8.4 
TEETER ANG (OEGI AO- -.5 
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORO .449 
(N-M1OEG I 
CHORO - 8 0 3  
(N-M1OEGl 
P I T C H  L I N K  
( N I O E G I  












1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-M1OEG) 




BEAM - 6 0 6  
(N-MIOEGI 
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PE AK-TO-P EAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PAOS PCM DATA 
' FLIGHT NO. ~ b 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 34516.  N  LOAOEO CG X= 5.02 M  = 197.7  I N  
RUN N!l. 11 7 7 6 0 .  L 8  Ym -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54154.17  (SECJ Z= 1.84 = 72.4 
AERUUYNAMlC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1 - 9 9  KPA - 41.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 97.5 KPA - 2036. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 275.1  DEG K  = 495.1  OEG R  
STATIC TEMP= 273.5 DEG K = 492.3 DEb R  
1. AIRSPEED- 109.7 KT 
A1C MACH NO= ,170 
BODY ALPHA= .9 Oâ‚ OENSITY= 1.24 KG1M3 = , 0 0 2 4 1  SLUGIF13 
BODY BETA= -9 DEG DENSITY ALT= -144. M  -471. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.1  M1SEC - 1089.  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= 116.  M1MIN = 382. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
(NISI ( F P S J  ( G  I ( ~ 1 . ~ 1  (FPSI (GI 
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 




- * D l 3  
-.013 
ROLL -a4 - a 0 0 3  
PITCH 2 . 9  e 0 6 2  
YAW 244.2 -.016 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 8.9 OEG HORIZ F I N -  
b l =  -.4 DEG 1.R. COLLs 
E l =  3.8 DEG PEDAL POS= 
7.3 DEG 
- 5  DEG 
.7 OEG 
- 9  OEG 
-2.9 DEG 
KUTOR P A R A M E T E R S  SHAFT ALPHA= 
HOVER T I P  MACH= - 6 9  CONTROL ALPHA= 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .06 DELTA P S I =  
T I P  MIN-MACH= .52 
.9R MAX-MACH= .79 ENGINE POWER= 
-9R MIN-MACH= $ 4 5  THRUST FACTiIR- 
- a 9  DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- *UTOK PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NG. 6 5  MU= - 2 4 5  TOTAL COX . 0 0 0 1 6 9  AM6 TEMP= - 3  C = 32 .61  F  
V =  109.7 KT MAST CQ= . 0 0 0 1 6 1  TEMP UbO= 19.6 C  = 67.63 F  
RUN NO. 11 CAN TEMP= 7.9 C  = 46.15 F  
NZ= 1.286 G  UMEGA= 34.298 RAOISEC 
TIME 54154.07  CLP* - 0 0 4 7 9  RPM1324- 1 .011 
flOTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEG) AO= 8.0 
TELTER ANG ( O E t i l  AO= -.5 
RdTOR LUAOS (ARP1PHASEI DRAG BRACE 
(N1DEGI 












1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MIOEGJ 
BEAM - 3 5 9  
(N-M1DEGJ 
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATb 
FLIGHT NU* 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TIJTAL hT = 34112.  N  LOADEO CG X* 5.02 M  = 197.6 I N  
RUN NO. 1 2  7 b 3 9 .  LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 34181.60  ( S E C I  Z *  1 - 8 4  = 72.6 
AEt7UDYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPEELJ* 109.9 KT 
A I C  MACH NOS - 1 7 0  
CYNAMIC PRES= 2.00 KPA = 41.7 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 97.6 &PA = 2038.  PSF 
TOTAL TEflP= 275.1 OEG K  = 495.1  OEG R  
STATIC TEMP* 273.5 DEG K  = 492.3 OEG R  
BUOY ALFHAs 5.2 OEG DENSITY*  1.24 KG1M3 = . 0 0 2 4 1  SLUG1FT3 
BUOY BETA= 2.5 OEG DENSITY ALT= -152. M  = - 498. FT 
SONIC SPEED= 332.1 M1SEC = 1 0 8 9 e  FPS 
RATE G F  CLIMB= 343. M1MIN = 1125. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXlS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  LCC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S 1  ( F P S I  ( G I  ( f l 1 5 1  ( F P S )  ( G )  ( D E L I  (RAOISECI  (ItAO1SEC21 
X  56.2b 184.6 - a 1 2 1  55.92 183.5 - . I19  KiJLL -.7 -.009 - 0 3 0  
Y  2 - 4 8  8.2 - a 0 2 9  2 - 4 7  8.1 - a 0 2 3  - 1 6 5  -.009 PITCH 11.0 
Z  5.13 16.6 -1.815 5.14 16 .9  -1.810 YAW 2 4 4  8 - 0 0 1  s o 2 0  
CUNTRJL ANGLLS M.R. COLL= 6-13 DEG d O R l Z  F I N =  6.8 OEG 
A l =  -.I UEG T.R. COLL= - 0  OEG 
R l -  2.3 DEG PEDAL POS= - 4  DEG 
kOTO2 PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 5.3 OEG 
dflVER T I P  MACH* - 7 3  CUqTkOL ALF+A= 3.0 OEG 
T I P  PIAX-MACH= . 8 7  DELTA P S I =  -2.5 DEG 
T I ?  MlN-MACH= - 5 3  
.9R MAX-MACH* .do EYGINE POWiR= 252. KW 337. HP 
.YR MIk-MACH= .46  THRUST FACTdk*  .947E+07 N = , 2 1 3 E t O 7  L d  
aASA LAhGLEY F L I G l i T  bATA AH-1G ---- KCITUU PFRFORMANCE AND LOAOS 
FLIGHT h0. 65  MU= . 2 4 1  TOTAL CO= .000112 AM8 TEMP= - 3  C = 32.6U F 
V =  109.9 KT MAST CO= . @ O C l i 5  TtMP U 6 0 -  19.8 C  = 6 7 - 6 4  F 
RUN NO. 1 2  CAN lEMP= 7.9 C  = 4b.15 F 
NZ= 1.810 G  OMEGA* 34,930 RAOISEC 
TIME 54181.45  CLP= . 0 0 6 4 3  RPM1324- 1.029 
IIUIJR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (OEG) AO= 7.5 
TEETER ANG (OEGI A3*  -.4 
dU1LR LUAD5 ( At lPlPHASE) DRAG BRACE 











1 0  
11 
1 2  
E  AK AK- TO-P 
BEAM a449 
(N-M1DEGI 
P I T C H  L I N K  
( N I O E G I  
TORSION .449 
(N-M1OEG) 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL MT = 33889. N LOADED CG X- 5.02 M - 197.6 I N  
RUN NO. 15  7619. LB Y =  -.OO = -.O 
TIME 54494.'iO (SEC) Z= 1.85 72.7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.69 KPA 39.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.5KPA 1995. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 274.4 DEG K = 493.9 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 272.9 DEG K - 491.2 OEG R 
1. AIRSPEED- 107.9 KT 
A/C MACH NO= -167  
BODY ALPHA- -2.8 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG1M3 9 .00237 SLUG1FT3 
BU3Y BETA= 1.9 DEG DENSITY ALT* 45. M = 147. FT 
SONIC SPEED* 331.7 M/SEC 1088. FPS 
R A T E  O F  CLIMB- -57. n / n I N  = -188. FPn 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(DEGI (RAOISEC) ( R A D I S E C Z )  
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ALC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
(MIS) ( F P S )  (G)  (M/S1 I F P S I  ( G I  
ROLL -.4 -.002 -a002 
PITCH -3.8 -.U00 -.DO6 
YAW 100.8 -.002 -. OD1 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.1 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
A l -  -.3 OEG T.R. COLL- 




ROTOK PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH* .69 CONTROL ALPrlA- 
-2.8 OEG 
-7.5 DEG 
T IP  MAX-MACH- - 8 5  DELTA PSI *  
T IP  MIN-MACH- .52 
.9R MAX-MACH- - 7 9  ENGINE POtlER- 





FLIGHT NO. 65 
RUN NO. 15 
TIME 54494.32 
ANGLES 
LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
MU* - 2 4 3  TOTAL CO- .000199 AMB TEMP= -.3 C 31.49 F 
V 107.9 KT MAST CO- .000215 TEMP U6O- 19.8 C 67.61 F 
CAN TEMP* 7.9 C = 46.15 F 
NZ- ,987 G OMEGA- 34.071 RAD1SEC 
CLP= .00372 RPM1324= 1.004 
THETA 314 1DEG) A0= 8.5 A l *  -.1 B l =  5 . 0  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 10.0 
TEETER ANG (OEGI A0= -.5 A l -  -1.4 B l '  -1 PEAK-TO-PEAK= .2.7 
LOADS (AMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  CHORD .803 PITCH L INK TORSION .449 




1 0  
11 
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PE AK-TO-P E AK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT 33889. N LOADED CG X- 5.02 M a 197.6 I N  
RUN NO. 1 6  7619. LB Y- -.OO -.O 
TIME 54532.90 (SECI Z= 1.85 = 72.7 
. . 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.89 KPA = 39.4 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.7 KPA = 1998. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 274.3 DtG K = 493.8 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 272.8 DEG K = 491.0 OEG R 
T. AIRSPEED* 107.7 KT 
A/C MACH NO= ,167 
BODY AL PH A"  -.o D E G  DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 - ,00237 SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA* -1.6 DEG DENSITY ALT* 24. M = 79. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.6 M/SEC = 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -147. MIMIN * -481. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  A C C  
(M/S)  (FPS) (G 1 (M/S) (FPS) (G 1 
AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(DEGI (RAO1SEC) (NAD1SEC21 
ROLL -34.2 -.010 a044 
PITCH -1.7 - 0 6 9  -a021  
Y AU 4.7 - . lo3 -.002 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.2 OEG HORIZ F I N =  
A l *  -.5 OEG T.R. COLL* 
01-  3.8 OEG PEDAL PUS- 
7.3 OEG 
- 6  OEG 
1.2 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .69 CONTROL ALPHA- 
-.O OEG 
-3.8 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH* .86 DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH- '52 
9 R  MAX-MACH= .79 ENGINE POWER* 
.9R MIN-MACH- .45 THRUST FACTOR* 
1.6 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 65 MU= - 2 4 2  TOTAL CO- .000182 AM8 TEMP- -.4 C = 31.33 F 
V -  107.7 KT MAST CO= .000197 TEMP U60= 19.8 C = 67.61 F 
RUN NO. 16 CAN TEMP* 7.5 C * 45.45 F 
NZ= 1.235 G OMEGA* 34.181 RAO1SEC 
TIME 54532.83 CLP= .00462 RPM1324- 1.007 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  (OEG) AO= 8.2 
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO* -.5 
A l -  -.7 81 -  4.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 8 . 3  
A l =  -.9 81-  .4 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 1.9 
ROTOR LOADS (AMf/PHASEl DRAG BRACE 
(NIDEG) 
' CHORD .449 
I N-M 1OEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 




BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEG) 
BEAM - 6 0 6  
(N-M/OEG1 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGrt f  NO. 0 6 5  A I R C R AF T  TOTAL WT a 33711. N  LOADED CG X= 5 - 0 2  M = 197.5 I N  
RUNNil.  1 7  7579. LB Y =  -.DO = -.O 
TIME 54683.00 (SEC) Z= 1.85 * 72.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.94 KPA = 40.5 PSF 
STATICPRES-  95 .7KPA = 2000. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 274.2 DEG K  = 493.6 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP= 272.7 JEG K  = 490.8 OEG R 
T. AIKSPEEO- 109.1 KT 
A/C MACH NO= . I 6 9  
BODY ALPHA- 1.5 OEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 = .00237 SLUG1FT3 
BOOY BfcTA= 2.4 DEG DENSITY ALT* 15. fl = 48. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.6 MISEC = 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -205. M/MIN = -672. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS C G  L I N  VEL CG L I N  A C C  HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  A C C  AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS) (G 1 <M/S) (FPS) (G 1 (DEG) (RA01SEC) (RAOlSEC2) 
X 36.07 183.9 -.093 55 a 8 3  183.2 -.092 ROLL -41.9 - Ã § 0 ' >  -.002 
Y 2.34 7.7 -.O23 2.26 7.4 -.021 PITCH -4.0 - 1 1 5  -.008 
Z  1.45 4.8 -1.411 1.46 4.8 -1.406 YAW 283.7 -a117 -.008 
CuNTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.3 DEG HORIZ F I N -  6.8 DEG 
A l *  .O OEG T.R.COLL= . 8 D E G  
E l =  2.7 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.5 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 1.5 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPriA* -1.2 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .b6 DELTA P S I *  -2.3 OEG 
TIP MIN-1ACH- 3 2  
.9R MAX-MACH= - 7 9  ENGINE POWER= 331. KW = 444. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .45 THRUST FACTOR .904E+07 N  .203E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 65  MU= .244 TOTAL C Q =  .000158 AM8 TEMP= -.5 C  = 31.15 F  
V =  109.1 KT MAST CO* .000173 TEMP U60- 19.5 C  = 67.13 F  
RUN NO. 1 7  CAN TEMP= 7.1 C  = 44.75 F  
NZ= 1.408 G OMEGA- 34.280 RA01SEC 
TIME 54682.92 CLP= .00521 RPM/324* 1.010 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314  (OEG) AO- 8.0 
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO= -.5 
A l =  -.1 B l =  3.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 7.1 
A l *  -.2 81-  - 8  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.8 
ROTOR LOADS (AHP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 
(N-M/DEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33702. N LOADED CG X- 5 -02  M = 197.5 I N  
RUN NO. 1 8  7577. LB Y- -.OD = -.O 
TIME 5 4 7 0 2 . 7 0  (SEC) Z* 1.85 = 72.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.93 KPA = 40.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.9 KPA = 2002. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 274.4 DEG K 8 493.9 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 272.8 DEG K = 491.1 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 108.9 KT 
A/C MACH NO' a169 
8OOY ALPHA- 3.9 DEG DENSITY- 1 - 2 2  KG/M3 = .00238 SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA' 3.2 DEG DENSITY ALT- 6. M 20. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.7 M/SEC = 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -323. M/MIN 9 -1061. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
X 55.80 183.1 -.110 55.43 181.9 - e l 3 5  ROLL -48.0 -.033 .022 
Y 3.15 10.3 -.04l 3.09 10.1 -.031 PITCH -5.4 e l 8 1  -.027 
Z 3.77 12.4 -1.709 3.78 12.4 -1.702 YAM 39.4 - . I 37  e.037 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.4 DEG HORIZ F I N *  6.6 OEG 
A l -  -1 DEG T.R. CDLL- a8 DEG 
81-  2.1 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.7 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* 3.9 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- a70 CONTROL ALPHA' 1.8 DEG 
T IP  MAX-MACH' .86 DELTA P S I =  -3.2 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH= .53 
-9R MAX-MACH- .80 ENGINE POWER- 275. Kid rn 369. HP 
e9R MIN-MACH' .46 THRUST FACTOR- .921E+07 N = .207E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 65 MU= .241 TOTAL CO- .Oil0128 AM0 TEMP= -.3 C = 31.40 F 
V 108.9 KT VAST C O -  .000138 TEMP U60-  19.7 C = 67.54 F 
RUN NO. 18 CAN TEMP- 7.1 C = 44.75 F 
NZ= 1.702 G OMEGA- 34.592 RAD1SEC 
TIME 547b2.64 CLP- ,00619 RPhf324-  1.020 
hOTOR ANGLES THETA 314  IDEGI A0= 7.9 
TEETER ANG (DEG) A0- -.5 
A l *  -.3 B l *  2.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 5.2 
A l =  .1 B l -  1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 2.2 




PITCH L INK 
IN1DEG) 
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AK-TO-PE AK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
IN-M1DEG) 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-M1DEG) 
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PEAK-TU-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 065  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33631. N  LOADED CG X* 5.02 M = 197.5 I N  
RUN N3. 19 7561. L B  Y *  -.00 * -.0 
TIME 5492J.80 (SECI 2 -  1.85 = 72.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESS 1.86 KPA = 38.9 PSF 
STATIC PRES* 95.5 KPA * 1994. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 274.5 OEG K = 494.0 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 273.0 OEG K  = 491.3 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED* 107.1 KT 
A/C MACH NO* e l 6 6  
BODY ALPHA- -1.0 OEG OENSITY- 1.22 KG1M3 = -00237  SLUG1FT3 
BUOY BETA- 1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT* 53. M  = 172.  FT 
S O V I C  SPEED= 331.8 M/SEC 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB* -41. M/MIN = -133. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
1M/SI  ( F P S I  ( G I  (MIS)  (FPSJ (GJ (DEGJ (RA01SEC 1 (RADtSECZ) 
X 55.10 130.8 -.076 54.97 180.3 -a081  ROLL -33.4 -.026 ,019 
Y 1.17 3.8 -.006 1.12 3.7 -.003 PITCH -2.2 .063 .D l2  
Z  -.93 -3.1 -1.201 -.93 -3.3 -1.200 YAW 69.0 -.093 -.023 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.5 DEG HORIZ F I N -  7.1 OEG 
A l =  -.2 OEG T.R. COLL= - 9  OEG 
E l *  3.3OEG PEDAL POS= 1.4 OEG 
RLITJR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -1.0 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .69 CONTROL ALPHA* -4.3 DEG 
TIP MAX-MACH' .85 DELTA PSI '  -1.2 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .52 
.9R NAX-MACH* - 7 8  ENGINE POWER- 390. KW a 523.  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- - 4 5  THRUST FACTOR' .892E+07 N  = .ZODE+07 1 8  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 65 MU= ,241  TOTAL CQ= ,000190 
V= 107.1 KT MAST CQ* .OOOZ06 
RUN NO. 19 
AM8 TEMP* -.2 C  = 31.65 F  
TEMP U60=  19.8 C  * 67.70 F 
CAN TEMP= 7.1 C  = 44.75 F 
NZ= 1.200 G 
TIME 54920.65 CLP- -00449  
RUTOR ANGLES THETA314  (DEG) AO= 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A O -  
OMEGA- 34.098 RADISEC 
RPM/324= 1.005 
A l =  -.4 81-  4.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 8.6 
A l =  -.7 81- -4  PEAK-TO-PEAK* 1.6 











CHORD -803  
(N-M/DEGJ 
PITCH L INK 
(NIDEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-M/OEGJ 






BEAM - 8 0 3  
(N-M/OEG I 
MEAN 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM OATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33591. N LOADED CG X= 5.02 M 9 197.5 I N  
RUN NO. 2 0  7552. LB Y. -.oo - -.o 
TIME 55001.60 (SEC) ' Z= 1.85 = 72.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
1. AIRSPEED" 109.0 KT 
AIC MACH NO* e l 6 9  
DYNAMIC PRES- 1.94 KPA = 40.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 96.0 KPA = 2005. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 274.3 DEG K = 493.8 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 272.8 OEG K * 491.0 OEG R 
BODY ALPHA- 2.0 OEG DENSITY- 1.23 KGlM3 9 -00238  SLUG/FT3 
BOOT BETA= 1.3 OEG DENSITY ALT' -9. H * -28. FT 
SONIC SPEED' 331.6 MISEC = 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB* -294. B I M I N  9 -965. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG PUS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS) (G ) (MIS)  I F P S I  (G 1 (OEG) (RAO/SEC) (RAO/SEC2) 
X 56.03 183.8 -a107 55.74 182.9 -a105 ROLL -48.7 e.047 -.021 
Y 1.30 4.3 -a011 1.21 4.0 - . O i l  PITCH -4.7 e l 4 2  -.014 
Z 1.92 6.3 -1.503 1.93 6.3 -1.499 YAW 157.3 - . I 37  .OD2 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.4 OEG HORIZ F I N -  6 .7  OEG 
A l -  -.l DEG T.R. COLL= - 6  DEG 
B l -  2.4 DEG PEDAL POS* 1.5 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* 2.0 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH* .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -.4 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH" - 8 6  DELTA PSI -  -1.2 OEG 
T IP  BIN-MACH= . 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH= .79 ENGINE POWER= 329. KW = 441. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH* - 4 5  THRUST FACTOR- .913Et07 N = .205E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOAOS 
FLIGHT NO. 65  MU- .243 TOTAL CQ* .0J3155 AMB TEMP* -.4 C 31.30 F 
V -  1 ~ 9 . 0  KT MAST CQ- .000169 TEMP U60= 19.8 C = 67.58 F 
RUN NO. 20  CAN TEMP- 7.1 C 44.75 F 
NZ- 1.499 G OMEGA- 34.418 RAOISEC 
TIME 55001.45 CLP= .00547 RPM/324= 1.014 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (OEG) AO* 8.1 A l =  -.5 B l -  2.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.4 
T6ETER ANG (DEG) AO= -.5 A l -  -.l B l *  - 8  PEAK-TO-PEAK* 1.8 
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BEAM - 8 0 3  
(N-MIDEG) 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 5  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT 33480. N LOADED CG X= 5.02 M = 197.1 I N  
RUN NO. 2 1  7527. LB Y- -.oo = -.o 
TIME 55224.43 (SEC) Z =  l a d 5  72.9 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.86 KPA = 38.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.2 KPA 1988.  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 274.4 DEG K = 493.9 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP= 272.9 DEG K = 491.2 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED' 107.2 KT 
A1 C MACH NO- e l 6 6  
BODY ALPHA- -2.4 DEG DENSITY= 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUGfFT3 
BODY BETA= .9 OEG DENSITY ALT- 80. M - 263. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.7 H/SEC = 1088. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= -50. HIMIN -163. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(MIS) ( F P S )  ( G )  (MIS) ( F P S )  ( G  I ( D E G Ã  (RADISEC) (RADISECZ) 
X 55.08 180.7 -a067 5 5 - 0 6  180.7 -.065 ROLL -.7 .006 -.002 
Y .90 2.9 -.OD0 .91 3.0 -.OD1 PITCH -3.3 ,008 -.010 
Z -2.31 -7.6 -.990 -2.31 -7.6 -.990 YAW 275.1 -.OD2 - 0 1 4  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.3 DEG HORIZ F I N-  7.5 OEG 
A l -  -.I OEG T.R. COLL- .2 OEG 
81' 4.3 DEG PEDAL POS= - 3  DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -2.4 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPrIA- -6.7 DEG 
TIP MAX-MACH= a85 DELTA PSI * -.9 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- .52 
.9R MAX-MACH* a78 ENGINE POWER- 397. K M  m 532. HP 
-9R MIN-MACH* .45 THRUST FACTJR* .887E+07 N a .199E+07 LB 
NASA 
FLIGHT NO. 65  
RUNNO. 2 1  
TIME 55224.33 
ROTOR ANGLES 
LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
WU- ,241 T O T AL  c a -  .000195 
v -  107.2 K T  H A S T  cam . o 0 0 2 1 ~  
AMB TEMP" -.3 C 31.48 F 
TEMP U60-  19.8 C = 67.59 F 
CAN TEMP* 7.1 C = 44.75 F 
NZ= . 9 9 0 G  OMEGA- 34.062 RAOISEC 
CLP= .00370 
THETA 31.4 (OEG) 
TEETER ANG (DEG1 
A l -  -.3 31- 5.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 10.4 
















BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-MfDEG) 
BEAM -350  
(N-MIDEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MfDEG) 
BEAM - 6 0 6  
(N-M/DEG 1 
BEAM e803 




1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- P A D S  P C M  D A T A  
FLIGHT NO. 065  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT rn 33409. N LOADED CG X- 5.02 M = lY7.5 I N  
RUN NO. 22 7511. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 55276.70 (SEC) 2 -  1.85 = 73.0 
AEKOOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES* 1.87 KPA * 39.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES* 95.5 KPA = 1994. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 274.2 OEG K = 493.5 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP= 272.7 OEG K = 490.8 OEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 107.4 KT 
A/C MACH NU= - 1 6 7  
BODY ALPHA* -2.2 OEG OENSITY- 1.22 KGIM3 = .OO237 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA' 2.8 DEG DENSITY ALT- 44. M = 144. F T  
SONIC SPEED= 331.6 fl/SEC = 1088. FPS 
R A T E  OF CLIMB- -45. n / n x N  = -149. FPn 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(MIS) (FPSI (G ) (MIS) ( F P S )  (G ) IDEG1 (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2) 
X 55.12 180.8 -.080 55 -03 180.5 -a082 ROLL 24.1 -.005 ,013 
Y 2 - 7 2  8.9 -.018 2.71 8.9 -a016 PITCH -1.6 .043 - 0 1 3  
Z -2.10 -6.9 -1.125 -2.10 -6.9 -1.125 Y AU 45.8 ,079 -.010 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 9.3 OEG i O R I Z  U N =  7.1 OEG 
A l *  .1 OEG T.R. COLL' -.I OEG 
B l =  3.5 D Â £  PEDAL PCS- -.if DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* -2.2 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- e69 CONTROL ALPHA' -5.7 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- - 8 5  DELTA P S I -  -2.8 OEG 
TIP MIN-MACH' .52 
.9R MAX-MACH' a79 ENGINE POWER- 378. KU = 507. HP 
. 9 ~  MIN-MACH* - 4 5  THRUST F A C T O R =  . 8 9 5 ~ + 0 7  N * . Z O ~ E + O ~  L B  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 65 MU= Ã § 2 4  TOTAL CQ* -000183  AM0 TEMP- -.5 C = 31.11 F 
V 107.4 KT MAST CO= .OOb2OO TcMP U60= 19.8 C = 67.58 F 
RUN NO. 22 CAN TEMP= 7.1 C a 44.75 F 
NZ- 1.125 G OMEGA- 34.152 RAOISEC 
TIME 55276.55 CLP= .OO416 RPM/324= 1.007 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  (OEG) AO= 8.2 
TEETER ANG (l)EG) AO- -.5 
A l =  .0 E l *  4.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 8.5 
A l =  -.8 61-  - 4  PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.6 
RUTUU LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE 
(N/DEG) 






TORSION - 4 4 9  
(N-M/DEG) 
MEAN 42264. 
HARMONIC-1 3378.1 -21.6 
1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK 1 PEAK-TO- 
MEAN 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-M/OEG) 
BEAM a353 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- P A D S  P C M  D A T A  
FLIGHT NO. 065  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33222. N  LOADED CG X =  5.01 M = 197.4 I N  
RUNNO. 25 7469. L 8  Y= -.oo * -.D 
T I M t  55583.30 (SEC) Z =  1.86 a 73.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.68 KPA * 39.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 95.8 KPA = 2000. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 274.5 OEG K  = 494.1 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP* 273.0 DEG K  = 491.3 OEU R 
1. AIRSPEED* 107.5 KT 
A/C NACH NO' e l 6 7  
B03Y ALPHA- -.7 DEG DENSITY= 1.22 KG/M3 .00237 SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA* 2.1 OEG DENSITY ALT= 22. M = 72. FT 
SONIC S P E E D -  331.8 n / s E c  = 1088. F P S  
RATE OF CLIMB- -287. M/MIN = -943. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS 
( M I S )  (FPS) ( G I  <MIS> ( F P S )  ( G I  (OEG) 
AN6 RATES 
(RAD1SEC) 
- 0 3 0  
e l 2 3  




X  55.28 181.4 -. lo6 55.33 180.5 -a113 ROLL 44.9 
Y  2.05 6.7 -SO13 2.11 6.9 -a013 PITCH -4.0 
1 -.72 -2.4 -1.405 -.71 -2.3 -1.402 YAW 65.6 
LONTUJL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 9.5 OEG 4URIZ F I N =  6.7 JEG 
A l =  -1 OEG T.R. COLL* -1.2 OEG 
81' 2.4 OEG PEDAL POS= -1.5 OEG 
RUTJR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -.7 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH* .69 CONTROL ALPHA* -3.2 DEG 
TIP MAX-MACH- - 8 6  DELTA P S I -  -2.2 OEG 
T I P  NIN-MACH= -52  
.9R MAX-MACH- .79 ENGINE POMER- 315. KW = 
.9R MIN-MACH* -45 THRUST FACTOR- .906E+07 N  = ,204Et07  LB 
NASA 
FLIGHT NO. 65  
RUN NO. 25  
TIME 55582.86 
RUTOR ANGLES 
LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
rv= . 2 4 i  T O T A L  ca-  .000151 AMB T E M P -  -.2 c = 31.66 F 
V =  107.5 KT MAST CO= .000167 TEMP U60= 19.8 C  = 67.61 F  
CAN TEMP- 7 . 1 C  * 44.75 F  
NZ- 1.402 G OMEGA- 34.268 RAO1SEC 
CLP= .00512 RPM/324= 1.010 
THETA314  (OEGI AO- 8.1 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A0= -.6 
A l =  -.2 B l =  3.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 6.2 
A l =  -.l 81' - 6  PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.4 
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PEAK-TU-PE AK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT = 36646. N  LOADED CG X= 5.03 M = 198.1 I N  
RUNNO. 1 8239. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 53130.80 (SEC) Z= 1.82 - 71.7 
.. . : .  
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T* AIRSPEED- 0.0 KT 
AIC MACH NO= 0.000 
DYNAMIC PRES- 0.00 KPA = 0.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 102.0 KPA = 2130. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 275.3 DEG K  = 495.6 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 275.3 OEG K  = 495.6 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- 6.0 OEG DENSITY- 1.29 KG/M3 = .00250 SLUGlFT3 
BODY BETA- 7.5 OEG DENSITY A L T -  -544. M = -1784. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.2 MISEC = 1093. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- 0. H IMIN  = 0 .  FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG A C C  
(M/S)  (FPS) (G ) (M IS)  (FPSI  ( G I  (OEG) (RAOISEC) (RAOlSEC2) 
X 0.00 0.0 -.03S 0.03 0.0 -.050 ROLL -1.8 -.002 e 0 0 4  
Y  0.00 0.0 - 0 3 9  0.00 0.0 - 0 3 8  PITCH -1.1 - 0 0 3  - 0 7 1  
Z  0.00 0.0 -a981  0.00 0.0 -a980 Y  AU 244.2 -.005 .010 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 10.0 OEG HORIZ F I N *  6.1 OEG 
A l =  -2.8 DEG T.R. COLL* 7.4OEG 
B l -  -2.4 OEG PEDAL POS- 7.6 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 0.0 OEG HUB HEIGHT= 1.9 R 
HOVER T I P  MACH= - 6 8  CONTROL ALPHA* 2.4 OEG 
T IP  MAX-MACH- .68 DELTA P S I *  0.0 OEG 
T IP  MIN-MACH= - 6 8  
e9R MAX-MACH= .61 
,9R MIN-MACH* .61  THRUST FACTOR* .935E+07 N  = .210E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 66 MU=O.OOO TOTAL CQ= .000290 AMB TEMP- ' 2.2 C  = 35.95 F  
V -  0.3 KT MAST CJ- .000280 TEMP U60= 16.4 C  = 61.49 F 
RUNNO. 1 CAN TEMP* 21.5 C  = 70.62 F  
NZ- -980  G OMEGA= 33.902 RAOISEC 
TIME 53130.65 CLP- .00392 ~ ~ ~ 1 3 2 4 -  .999 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (OEG) AO- 8.6 
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= -.4 




































BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEG) 






BEAM - 8 0 3  
(N-MIOEG) 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL W 
RUN NO. 3 
TIME 53977.10 (SECJ 
T = 36092. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 M = 198.5 I N  
8114. LB Y- -.OO = -.O 
Z =  1.82 * 71.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.86 KPA s 38.9 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 92.2 KPA = 1925. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.6 DEG K 487.1 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 269.1 DEG K 484.3 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 108.4 KT 
A1  C MACH NO- e l 6 9  
BODY ALPHA* 1.8 DEG DENSITY- 1.19 KG/M3 eOOZ32 SLUGfFT3 
BOOY BETA* .5 OEG DENSITY ALT- 269. M = 883. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.4 MtSEC = 1081. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -279. H IMIN  -916. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
(M/S)  (FPS) ( G I  (MIS1 (FPS) ( G I  




ROLL - 4 h 3  ,000 
PITCH -3.8 . I 1 5  
YAW 299.8 -. 122 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.4 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
A l =  -.4 DEG T.R. COLL* 




ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .70 CONTROL ALPHA- 
1.8 DEG 
-2.5 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- ..86 DELTA PSI -  
T IP  MIN-MACH* .53 
.9R MAX-MACH* .79 ENGINE POWER- 
.9R MIN-MACH- .46 THRUST FACTOR- 
-.5 DEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 66 MU- .242 TOTAL CO- .000185 AMB TEMP* -4.1 C = 24.63 F 
V -  108.4 KT MAST CQ- .000191 TEMP UbO* 15.0 C * 59.01 F 
RUN NO. 3 CAN TENP- 4.4 C = 39.86 F 
NZ- 1.341 G OMEGA- 34.298 RADISEC 
TIME 53976.95 CLP* .DO543 RPM/32'r 1.011 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 8.8 
TEETER ANG (DEGJ A09 -.7 
A l -  -.4 81-  4.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 9.3 
t l -  -1.0 B l =  .6 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.4 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM OATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36063. N  LOADED CG X- 5.04 M = 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 3  8108. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 53980.80 (SEC) Z =  1.82 - 71.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPEED- 107.4 KT 
A/C MACH NO- .168 
DYNAMIC PRES- 1.84 KPA = 38.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 92.4 KPA = 1930. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP' 270.7 OEG K  = 487.2 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 269.2 OEG K  - 484.5 OEG R 
BOOT ALPHA- 2.6 OEG DENSITY- 1.20 KG1M3 - eOO232 SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.4 OEG DENSITY ALT- 249. M * 816. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.4 M/SEC = 1081. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB* -223. M1MIN - -733. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S )  (FPS) (G (M/S) (FPS) ( G I  (OEG) IRAOISEC) (RA01SEC2) 
X  55.18 181.0 -.078 54.91 180.2 -.079 ROLL -40.4 -.006 -.002 
Y  1.39 4.6 -.009 1.38 4.5 -.005 PITCH -2.8 e l 3 2  .001 
Z  2.47 8.1 -1.439 2.48 8.1 -1.435 YAW 266.4 -a126 ,002 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.4 OEG HORIZ F I N -  7.4 OEG 
A l =  -.4 DEG T.R. COLL* 1.6OEG 
81-  3.8 OEG PEDAL POS" 2.4 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 2.6 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= -70 CONTROL ALPHA- -1.2 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .86 DELTA P S I -  -1.4 OEG 
TIP MIN-MACH= .53 
.9R MAX-MACH* .79 ENGINE POWER- 351. KW = 470. HP 
e9R MIN-MACH" .46 THRUST FACTOR- .889E+07 N  = ,200Et07  LB 
NASA 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
MU- ,240 TOTAL CQ= .000170 AM8 TEMP- -4.0 C  = 24.82 F  
V- 107.4 KT MAST CQ* .000176 TEMP U60- 15.0 C  = 59.05 F  
CAN TEMP- 4.4 C  = 39.86 F 
NZ- 1.435 G OMEGA- 34.374 RAOISEC 
CLP- .00578 RPMl324- 1.013 
THETA 314 (DEG) A0= 8.7 
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO- -.7 
ROTOR LOADS IAMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE 
(NIDEG) 
BEAM e l 7 4  
(N-M/DEG) 




A l =  -.2 E l =  3.8 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 8.1 
A l =  -.5 E l =  .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.2 
CHORO -803 
(N-MIDEG) 








NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM OATA 
FLI6HT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT = 36092. N LOADED CG X- 5.04 M = 198.5 I N  
RUN NO. 3 8114.  LO Y -  -.OO - -.O 
TIME 53985.40 (SEC) Z-  1.82 a 71.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.69 KPA = 35.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 92.5 KPA - 1931. PSF 
T. AIRSPEED- 103.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 270.6 OEG K - 487.1 OEG R 
A/C MACH NO= . I 6 1  STATIC TEMP- 269.2 OEG K - 484.6 OEG R 
.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.20 KG1M3 = .00232 SLUG1FT3 
- 2  DEG DENSITY ALT= 244. M = 801. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.5 M/SEC = 1081. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -186. M/MIN - -609. FPM 
BODY ALPHA* 
BODY BETA- 
INERTIAL F L I  GH T STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  
(M/S)  
VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 





- a  036 
ROLL -46.3 -.008 
PITCH -3.2 e l 1 3  
YAW 233.4 - e l 2 0  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.4 OEG HORIZ F I N *  
A l =  -.7 OEG T.R. COLL* 




ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 
HOVER T I P  MACH= - 6 9  CONTROL ALPHA- 
. 5  OEG 
-3.6 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .85 DELTA P S I "  
T IP  MIN-MACH- -53  
.9R MAX-MACH- .78 ENGINE POWER= 
.9R MIN-MACH- .46 THRUST FACTOR* 
-.2 OEG 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= - 2 3 2  TOTAL Cd= .000195 AM0 TEMP- -3.9 C = 24.92 F 
V- 103.0 KT MAST CQ- .OOOZO4 TEMP U60- 15.0 C rn 58.99 F 
RUN NO. 3 CAN TEMP= 4.4 C - 39.86 F 
NZ- 1.257 G OMEGA- 34.097 RAOISEC 
TIME 53985.25 CLP- .00514 RPM/324= 1.005 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 8.9 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A0- -.6 
M= -.6 81-  4.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 9.1 
A l *  -1.0 E l =  - 5  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.4 













BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-M/OEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 066  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 36018. N LOADED CG X- 5.04 H = 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 4 8098. LB Y- -.OO - -.O 
TIME 54092.70 (SEC) Z= 1.82 = 71.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.86 KPA = 38.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 91.7 KPA = 1916. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.5 DEG K 486.8 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP' 268.9 DEG K * 484.0 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED' 108.4 KT 
AIC MACH NO' ,170 
BODY ALPHA- 6.6 DEG DENSITY= 1.19 KGfM3 .DO231 SLUGfFT3 
BODY BETA- 4.2 DEG DENSITY ALT- 315. M = 1033. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.3 MISEC = 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -660. MfMIN = -2164. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(MIS)  I F P S I  (G (M/S I  (FPS) (G 1 (DEG) (RADISEC) 
ANG ACC 
(RADfSEC2) 
X 55.27 181.3 -.073 54.90 180.1 -.075 ROLL -46.1 .DO2 
Y 4.06 13.3 -.058 4.06 13.3 -.062 . P I T C H  -9.9 . I 8 0  
Z 6.40 21.0 -1.604 6.41 21.0 -1.597 YAW 149.1 - e l 4 0  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL" 8.4 DEG HORIZ F I N -  7.1 DEG 
A l -  -a2 OEG T.R. COLL- 1.3 DEG 
B l -  3.3 DEG PEDAL POS= 2.4 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* 6.7 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- - 7 1  CONTROL ALPHA* 3.4 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .88 DELTA PSI= -4.2 DEG 
T IP  MIN-MACH- .54 
.9R MAX-MACH* - 8 0  ENGINE POWER- 214. KU = 287. HP 
.9R HIN-MACH* .47 THRUST FACTOR- .906E+07 N = .204E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= ,239 TOTAL CQ= .000101 AM0 TEMP- -4.2 C = 24.37 F 
V= 108.4 KT MAST CQ- .000102 TEMP U60- 15.1 C - 59.14 F 
RUN NO. 4 CAN TEMP= 3.6 C - 38.46 F 
NZ' 1.597 G OMEGA* 34.808 RADISEC 
TIME 54092.56 CLP= .00631 RPM1324- 1.026 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314  (OEG) A0= 7.6 
TEETER ANG (DEG) AD= -.6 
A l =  -.3 81 -  3.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.8 
A l =  -.6 B l =  .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.4 


















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-tl1DEG) 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-M1DEG) 















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35799. N LOADED CG X- 5.05 M = 198.7 I N  
RUN NO. 7 8048. LB Y* -.OD = -.O 
TIME 54391.20 (SEC) Z= 1.83 = 71.9 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPEED' 102.7 KT 
AIC MACH NO= ,161 
DYNAMIC PRES' 1.68 KPA * 35.2 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 92.7 KPA = 1936. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.2 DEG K = 486.3 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 268.6 DEG K = 483.8 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA' 10.6 DEG DENSITY- 1.20 KGlM3 = .OD233 SLUGlFT3 
BODY BETA* 9.1 DEG DENSITY ALT= 203. M = 666. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.2 M/SEC = 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -634. M/MIN = -2081. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(MIS)  (FPS) (G)  (MIS)  (FPS) ( G I  (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAOISECZ) 
X 51.29 168.3 -.097 50.65 166.2 -.098 ROLL ' -52.6 -.077 .031 
Y 8.22 27.0 -a113 8.07 26.5 -.096 P I T C H  -12.7 ,312 -.OD7 
Z 9.61 31.5 -2.263 9.62 31.6 -2.242 YAW 335.4 -. I66 -.005 
CONTROL ANGLES . M.R. COLL- 9.8 DEG HORIZ F I N-  6.7 DEG 
A l =  e l  DEG T.R. COLL- 1.9 DEG 
B l *  .1.9 DEG PEDAL POS= 2.9 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA* 10.8 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- - 7 1  CONTROL ALPHA- 8.8 DEG 
TIP MAX-MACH' a87  DELTA P S I =  -9.0 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 5  
.9R MAX-MACH= - 8 0  ENGINE POWER' 175.  KW 2 3 L  HP 




FLIGHT NO. 6 6  
RUN NO. 7 
TIME 54391.05 
ANGLES 
LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
MU= .224 TOTAL CO* .000079 AMB TEMP- -4.4 C = 24.14 F 
V= 102.7 KT MAST Cd- .DO0079 TEMP U60-  15.0 C 9 59.05 F 
CAN TEMP- 2.8 C = 37.06 F 
NZ= 2.242 6 OMEGA- 35.194 RAD1SEC. 
CLP- - 0 0 8 5 7  RPMl324= 1.037 
THETA 314  (DEGJ AO= 8.2 A l =  -.3 81-  1.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 4.0 
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= -.6 A l =  - 5  81- 1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.4 
LOADS (AMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  CHORD e803 PITCH L INK TORSION .449 
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) 
MEAN 
11 




1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 









( N-M I 0  EG) 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35727. N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M = 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 8 8032. LB Y- -.OO = -.D 
TIME 5<i<i9$.7Q (SEC) Z* 1.83 = 71.9 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.80 KPA = 37.6 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 92.5 KPA 1932. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.4 DEG K 486.8 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 269.0 DEG K 484.2 OEG R 
T. AIRSPEED' 106.2 KT 
A1C MACH NO= .166 
BODY ALPHA* 14.0 DEG DENSITY' 1.20 KGfM3 * a00233 SLUGIF13 
BODY BETA* 14.2 OEG DENSITY ALT- 230. M = 755. FT 
SONIC SPEED* 329.3 MISEC = 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB* -994. MfMIN * -3262. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( H I S )  (FPS) (G)  (MfS)  (FPS) < G (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADfSEC2) 
X 5 1 - 5 1  169.0 - e l 0 0  50.84 166.8 - e l 0 8  ROLL -51.6 - e l 4 2  -.016 
1 13.02 42.7 -.208 12.74 41.8 - e l 9 6  PITCH -21.2 a326 .006 
Z 12.82 42.1 -2.351 12.83 42.1 -2.325 YAW 99.1 -.221 -.043 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 8.3 OEG HORIZ FIN' 6.5 OEG 
A l =  a 1  OEG T.R. COLL' 2.0 OEG 
01- 1.6 DEG PEDAL POS* 3.5 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS 
HOVER T I P  MACH- a73 
SHAFT ALPHA= 14.2 DEG 
CONTROL ALPHA- 12.6 DEG 
DELTA PSI -  -14.1 OEG 
ENGINE POWER' 44. KW = 59. HP 
THRUST FACTOR- .966E+07 N = .217E+07 LB 
T I P  MAX-MACH' .89 
T IP  MIN-MACH* .56 
e9R MAX-MACH- e82 
.9R MIN-MACH* .49 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU- .227 
V -  106.2 KT 
RUNNO. 8 
NZ' 2.325 G 
TIME 54498.55 CLP= ,00856 
TOTAL CO= .000019 AM8 TEMP- -4.2 C = 24.50 F 
MAST CO= .000009 TEMP U60= 14.9 C = 58.80 F 
CAN TEMP- 2.4 C = 36.37 F 
OMEGA' 35.906 RAOfSEC 
RPM1324- 1.058 
A l =  -.4 B l *  1.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.6 
A l =  - 9  81-  .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.3 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314  (OEG) AO= 7.0 
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO= -.5 
ROTOR LOADS ( AMPfPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD a449 
(N-MIDEG). 
CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION - 4 4 9  





1 2  
PEAK-TO-PE AK 
BEAM . I 7 4  
(N-MfDEG) 
BEAM -449  BEAM .606 BEAM - 8 0 3  











1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35619. N LOADED CG X- 5.05 M 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 1 0  8008. LB Y= -.OO = -.O 
TIME 5 4 6 6 L 4 D  (SEC) Z* 1.83 71.9 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.63 KPA = 
STATIC PRES- 93.5 KPA = 
TOTAL TEMP- 269.9 DEG K - 
STATIC TEMP= 268.6 DEG K = 
34.0 PSF 
1953. PSF 
485.9 DEG R 
483.5 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 100.5 KT 
A IC  MACH NO* ,157 
BOOT ALPHA- .8 DEG DENSITY- 1.21 KG1M3 * 
BODY BETA= 1.9 DEG DENSITY ALT- 100. M 
SONIC SPEED-  329.1 n / s E c  = 





INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
<MIS) ( F P S Ã  <G I f H / S I  I F P S I  ( G I  (DEGt IRAD/SEC) (RAD1SEC2) 
X 51.67 169.5 -.096 51.26 168.2 -. I12 ROLL 59.4 - 0 5 6  - 0 2 4  
Y 1.76 5.8 -no13 1.87 6.1 -.015 PITCH -12.0 .202 .068 
Z .74 2.4 -1.523 .75 2.5 -1.514 YAW 253.5 . I 6 1  ,013 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.3 DEG HORIZ F I N =  6.7 OEG 
A l *  -.2 DEG T.R. CDLL= -1.1 OEG 
B l *  2.2 DEG PEDAL POS- -1.6 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= .8 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH* .70 CONTROL ALPHA- -1.3 DEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .86 DELTA PSI *  -2.1 DEG 
T IP  MIN-MACH= .54 
.9R MAX-MACH- .79 ENGINE POWER= 297. KW = 398. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .47 THRUST FACTOR- .906E+07 N - .204E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 66 MU- .224 T O T A L  cam . O O O ~ ' ~ I  AMB TE MP-  -4.6 c = 2 3 - 7 9  F 
V -  100.5 KT MAST CO- .000151 TEMP U60- 14.5 C * 58.03 F 
RUN NO. 1 0  CAN TEMP- 2.4 C * 36.37 F 
NZ= 1.514 G OMEGA* 34.410 RADISEC 
TIME 54664.28 CLP- ,00594 RPM1324- 1.014 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IDEG) AO* 8.3 
TEETER ANG (DEGI AO- -.7 
A l =  -.3 E l =  2.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 5.0 
A l -  -.3 81-  - 9  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0 
















1 0  
11 




















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM OATA 
FLFGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35074.  N  LOADED CG X= 5 - 0 4  M  198.6  I N  
RUN NO. 1 8  7885.  LB 7 -  -.OO 0 -.O 
TIME 5S591.00  ( S E C I  2 -  1.83 = 7 2 . 1  
AERODYNAMIC F L I G H T  STATE 
T. AIRSPEED' 111.7 KT 
A I C  MACH NO" - 1 7 5  
DYNAMIC PRES= 2 . 0 1  KPA 41.9 PSF 
S T A T I C  PRES- 93.4 KPA = 1 9 5 1 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.7 OEG K  = 487.3 OEG R  
S T A T I C  TEMP= 269.1  O t G  K  = 484.4 OEG R  
BODY ALPHA- 4.3 OEG DENSITY' 1.21 KG1M3 = - 0 0 2 3 5  SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA- 2.5 OEG DENSITY ALT-  135.  M  = 443.  FT 
SONIC SPEED= 329.4 M/SEC = 1 0 8 1 .  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  -438. M/M1N 8 -1436.  FPM 
I N E R T I A L  F L I G H T  STATE 
A X I S  CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I h  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S 1  ( F P S I  ( G I  ( M I S )  ( F P S I  ( G I  (OEGI  ( R A O I S E C I  (RAOlSEC21 
X  57.26 187.9  - a 0 7 4  57.02 1 8 7 . 1  - .071 ROLL 1.1 .OOS -.061 
Y 2.55 8.4 -.026 2.56 8.4 -.038 P I T C H  -2.9 .116 - a 0 1 4  
I 4.30 14.1 -1.448 4 - 3 1  14.1 -1.445 YAW 36.3 -.004 - a 0 3 6  
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLLs 8.6 OEG - IOhIZ  F I N =  7.4 OEG 
A l =  - 1  OEG T.R. CULL= a5 DEG 
8 1 -  3.8 OEG PEDAL POS= - 7  OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 4.3 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH* - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA- .5 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= - 8 7  DELTA P S I *  -2.6 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 2  
.9R MAX-MACH= - 8 0  ENGINE POWER- 297.  KM = 3 9 9 .  HP 
,9R MIN-MACH' - 4 6  THRUST FACTOR* .906E+07 N  = . 2 0 4 E + Q 7  L B  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT GATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
F L I G H T  NO. 6 6  MU' - 2 4 8  TOTAL CQ= .OOOl4O AM8 TEMP- -4.1 C  = 24 .70  F  
V -  111.7 KT MAST C0= . 0 0 0 1 3 8  TEMP U60= 14.2 C 57.52 F  
RUN NO. 1 8  CAN TEMP- 2.0 C = 35.67 F 
N Z -  l A 4 5  G OMEGA* 34.591 RAOISEC 
TIME 55590.86  CLP- e 0 0 5 5 2  R P M 1 3 2 4 ~  1.019 
ROTOR ANGLES THI-TA 3 1 4  (OEG) AO= 7.6 
TEETER ANG (OEG) A0Ã -.8 
ROTOR LOADS (AMP1PHASEI DRAG BRACI; 











1 0  
11 
1 2  











1 0  
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1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 




BEAM - 3 5 0  
(N-MIDEGI 
A l =  .1 B l =  4.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 8.0 
A l -  -1.0 81' - 9  PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.7 
CHORO - 8 0 3  
(N-t41OEGÃ 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
(N-MIOEGI 
P I T C H  L I N K  
(N/OEG 
BEAM - 6 0 6  
(N-MIOEGI 
BEAM , 8 0 3  
(N-MIOEG) 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 066  AIRCRAFT TOTAL UT = 34997. N  LOADED CG X -  5.04 M a 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 19 7866. LB Y= -.OD = - . 0  
TIME 55612.20 (SEC) Z= 1.83 ' - 72.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.01 KPA * 42.1 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 93.7 KPA * 1957. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 270.8 DEG K  487.4 DEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 269.1 OtG K  = 484.4 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED' 111.7 KT 
AIC MACH NO* .175 
BUOY ALPHA* 5.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.21 KG1M3 = .00235 SLUGlFT3 
BODY BETA* 6.1 DEG DENSITY ALT= 105. M = 3 4 5 . F T  
SONIC SPEED- 329.4 M/SfcC = 1081. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -468. M l h I N  = -1535. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M I S )  I F P S I  (G 1 ( f l / S )  (FPS) (G 1 (OEG) (RAD1SECl (RAD1SEC2) 
X 56.91 186.7 - e l 2 7  5 6 - 4 2  185.0 -a175 ROLL .7 0 0 1  -.OD4 
Y  6.04 19.8 -.083 b.04 19.8 -.083 PITCH -2.4 ,250 ,231  
Z 5.35 17.5 -1.835 5.36 17.6 -1.821 YAW 113.9 -.007 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CULL* 8.5 OEG HORIZ F I N -  6.5 DEG 
A l =  .O DEG T.R. COLLs o 8 0 E G  
E l =  1.3 DEG PEDAL PCS- 1.2 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 5.4 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .7D CONTROL ALPHA- 4.2 DEG 
T IP  MAX-MACH- .88 DELTA PSI *  -6.1 OEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 3  
Ã§9 MAX-MACH= .81 ENGINE POWER' 277. KW a 372. HP 
.9R MIh-MACH- .4b ' THRUST FACTOR- .917E+07 N  = .206E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- RDTUR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= .246 TOTAL COX .OD0128 AMB TEMP= -4.0 C  = 24.76 F 
V =  111.7 KT MAST CO= .000117 TEMP U60- 14.5 C = 58.11 F  
RUN NO. 19 CAN TEMP- 2.0 C  = 35.67 F  
NZ= 1.821 G OMEGA- 34.914 RADISEC 
TIME 55612.06 CLP- .00684 RPMl324= 1.029 
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG1 
TEETER ANG (OEG1 
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE 
(N/DEG) 
A l =  -.2 B l -  1.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 2.6 
A l a  .8 81-  1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.2 
RUTOR 



















1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 














NASA LANGL EY F L I G H T  OATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
F L I 6 H T  NO. 0 6 6  AIKCRAFT TOTAL k T  = 3 4 9 9 5 .  N  LOADED CG X= 5.04 M  = 198.6 I N  
RUN NO. 1 9  7 8 6 8 .  LB Y= -.OO * -.O 
TIME 55613.10  (SEC)  Z =  1.83 ' * 72 .1  
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE CYNAMIC PRES= 1.84 KPA = 38.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 93.7 KPA = 1 9 5 8 .  PSF 
T. AIRSPEED' 106.8 KT TOTAL TEMP* 270.3 DEG K  486.6 DEG R  
A/C MACH NO* ,167 S T A T I C  TEMP= 268.8 OEG K  = 483.9  DEG R  
BODY ALPHA- 11.4 DEG DENSITY-  1.22 KG1M3 = . 0 0 2 3 6  SLUG1FT3 
BODY BETA= 6.9 DEG DENSITY ALT-  86. M  = 283.  FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.2 M1SEC = 1 0 8 0 .  FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-  52. H / M I N  = 170.  FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
(5t I S  CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC A X I S  ANG PUS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
( M / S )  ( F P S )  ( G  1 < M / S )  ( F P S )  ( G I  (OEG) (RA01SEC) (KA01SEC2)  
X 53.45 175.4 - . I 1 0  52.84 173.4 -.110 ROLL .7 - .001 -.057 
Y  6 .53  21.4 - a 1 0 0  6.53 21.4 - e l 1 1  P I T C H  12.4 .298 .DO1 
I 10.82 35.5 - 2.269 10.84 35.6 -2.250 YAW 1 1 3 . 7  - .024 -.024 
CUNTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 8.5 OEG HORIZ F I N *  6.6 DEG 
A l =  .3 DEG T.R. COLL- - 8  DEG 
6 1 -  1.8 OEG PEDAL POS* 1.1 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 11.6 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .72 CONTROL ALPHA- 9.8 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .88 DELTA P S I =  -7.0 DEG 
T I P  MlN-MACH= $ 5 5  
.9R MAX-MACH* - 8 1  ENGINE POWER" 1 2 4 .  K U  8 1 6 6 .  HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .48  THRUST FACTOR* . 9 5 5 E + 0 7  N  = . 2 1 5 E + 0 7  LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
F L I G H T  NO. 6 6  MU= .230 TOTAL CQ= . 0 3 0 0 5 3  AM8 TEMP- -4.3 C  = 24.25 F  
V -  106.8  KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 0 4 4  TEMP U 6 0 =  14.6 C  = 58 .26  F  
RUN NCl. 1 9  CAN TEMP- 2.0 C  = 35 .67  F  
NZ= 2.250 G  OMEGA= 35.638 RADISEC 
TIME 55612.96  CLP* . 0 0 8 1 0  RPM1324- 1 .053 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  (DEG) AO= 7.2 
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO' -.6 
A l =  -.2 B l *  1.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 3.3 
A l =  .5 B l =  .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.9 
ROTOR LOADS lAMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACk 
(NIOEG)  
CHORD - 4 4 9  
(N-MIDEG) 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
(N-M/OEG) 
P I T C H  L I N K  
(N1DEG) 












1 0  
11 




















1 0  
11 
1 2  
PCAK-TO-PEAK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PC.1 DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL I.1 - 34994. N LOADED CG X- 5.04 M = 198.6 I N  
RUN NU. 1 9  7867. L 8  Y- -.OO = -.O 
TIME 55613.60 ISECI Z- 1.83 . = 72.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.67 KPA = 34.8 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 93.7 &PA - 1957. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP= 270.3 DEG K 486.5 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP- 268.9 OEG K = 484.1 OEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 101.6 KT 
A/C MACH NO' - 1 5 9  
BODY ALPHA' 14.0 DEG DENSITY- 1.21 KG1M3 * -30236 SLUG1FT3 
BOJY BETA- 7.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 92. M = 303. FT 
SONIC SPEED* 329.3 M/SEC = 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB= 316. M/MIN - 1035. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 







AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
I M / S )  I F P S I  (G (M/S)  (FPSI  ( G I  
ROLL .7 - 0 4 6  
PITCH 19.9 e l 9 5  
YAW 113.9 -.054 
CJNTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 8.9 OEG HORIZ F I N *  
A l =  1.6 OEG T.R. COLL= 
81s 6.3 OEG PEDAL POX= 
8.6 DEG 
- 5  OEG 
1.1 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETLRS SHAFT ALPHA- 




95. Ki4 = 128. HP 
T I P  MAX-MACH= .88 DELTA P S I -  
T IP  MIN-MACH' e56 
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 1  ENGINE POWER' 
.9R MIN-MACH- - 4 9  THRUST FACTOR* 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT LATA AH-IG ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= ,219 TOTAL CQ* .OODO+l Â¥AM TEMP" -4.2 C a 24.36 F 
V -  101.6 KT MAST CO* .000034 TEMP U60- 14.4 C = 57.90 F 
RUN NO. 1 9  CAN TEMP- 2.0 C 35.67 F 
NZ= 1.996 G OMEGA. 35.618 RAOISEC 
TIME 55613.49 CLP= .00716 RPM1324" 1.050 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  IDEG) AO= 7.7 
TEETER ANG IOEG) AO= -.6 
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE I DRAG BRACE 
IN/DEG) 
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PEAK-TO-PE AK 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL MT = 34953.  N  LOADED CG X *  5.04 M  = 198.5 I N  
RUN NO. 2 0  7 8 5 8 .  L B  Y =  -.OD = -.O 
TIME 55729.10 (SEC)  Z =  1.83 . = 72.1 
AERODYNAMIC F L I G H T  STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.89 KPA = 
STATIC PRES- 93.4 KPA = 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.9  DEG K  = 
S T A T I C  TEMP= 269.4 D t G  K  * 
39.5 PSF 
1950.  PSF 
487.7 DEG R 
484.9  DEG R  
T. AIRSPEED' 108.5 KT 
A/C MACH NO= ,170 
BODY ALPHA= 4.8 DEG DENSITY-  1 . 2 1  KG/M3 = 
BODY BETA' 3 . 1 D E G  DENSITY ALT-  150.  M  
SONIC SPEED- 329.6 MISEC = 
RATE OF CLIMB"  - 447. M/MIN = 
4 9 2 .  FT 
1 0 8 1 .  FPS 
-1465. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M / S )  ( F P S )  (G 1 ( M / S l  I F P S I  I G) 
I S  ANG PDS 
( 0  EG) 
ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC21 
-.DO3 - 0 5 4  
- 1 2 8  -.005 
-.D21 -.025 
ROLL -.4 
P ITCH -2.9 
YAW 209.6 
CUNTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.6 DEG HORIZ F I N -  
A l =  -.1 DEG T.R. CULL= 
8 1 -  3.6 DEG PEDAL POS- 
7.3 DEG 




ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 
HOVER T I P  MACH- - 7 0  CONTROL ALPHA- 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .87 DELTA P S I -  -3.1 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH* .53 
9 R  MAX-MACH- - 8 0  ENGINE POWER' 
. 9 R  MIN-MACH= .46 THRUST FACTOR- 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
F L I G H T  NO. 6 6  MU= - 2 4 0  TOTAL CO* . 0 0 0 1 3 8  AM6 TEMP- -3.8 C  = 25 .24  F 
V 108.5 KT MAST CO= .DO0133 TEMP U 6 0 -  14 .2  C  = 57.50 F 
RUN NO. 2 0  CAN TEMP' 2.4 C  = 3 6 . 3 7  F  
NZ= 1.548 G  OMEGA* 34.682 RAD/SEC 
TIME 5>728.98  CLP- - 0 0 5 8 8  RPM/324= 1.022 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3 / 4  (DEG) AO= 7.7 
TEETER ANG (DEG1 AO= -.8 
A l =  -.1 81-  3.8 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 7.8 
A l =  -.8 B l -  .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.5 




P I T C H  L I N K  
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(N-M/DEG) 
BEAM - 3 5 0  
( N-M/OEG) 
BEAM - 4 4 9  
IN-MIDEG) 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- PADS PCM DATA 
F L I G H T  W. 3 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT ' 3 4 9 1 2 .  N  LOADED CG X -  5.04 M  = l O P . 5  I N  
RUN NO. 2 2  7 8 4 9 .  L 8  Y= -.00 = -.r> 
T I * ' â  55799.85  I S E C I  Z =  1.83 . =  77 .1  
AEROPYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.04 KPA = 42.6 PSF 
STATIC PRES* 93.9 KPA = 1 9 6 0 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 271.5 DEG K  - 488.7 OFG P 
STATIC TEMP- 269.B DEG K * 485.7  DCG P 
B3DY ALP4A-  8.6 OEG DENSITY*  1 .21  KGlM3 8 . 0 0 2 3 5  SLlJC,/FT3 
BODY 9ETA- 4.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 113.  M  = 371.  FT 
SONIC SPEED* 329.9 M/SEC = 1 0 8 2 .  FP5 
RATE OF C L I M B =  - 663.  M I M I N  -7,177. FPM 
I N E Q T I A L  FLIGHT STATF 
AXIS CG L I N  VFL CR L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC A X I S  ANG PO5 ANG RATcS ANG ACC 
1M1SI  I F P S I  ( G I  l M / S l  I F P S I  ( G I  (DFG) I Q A P I S F O  IRAD1SECZl  
X 57.05 187.2 -.093 56.48 185.3 -.073 ROLL - .5  ,016  - a 0 9 2  
Y  4.33 14.2 -.058 4.37 14.3 -.077 P I T C H  -2.5 ,787 -.Oq5 
7 8 - 5 5  2 8 . 4  - 2.070 8 - 6 6  23.4 -2.053 YAW 271.5 .on7 -.036 
CONTROL ANGLES M . R .  COLL= 8.7 OEG H O i i I Z  F I N -  6.q OEG 
A l -  .2 DEG T.R. COLL' - 8  OEG 
R l -  2 . 5 D E G  PEDAL PUS* 1.6 D R G  
5 0 T O R  DÃˆQAMFTER SHAFT ALPHA- R.7 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= . 7 1  CONTROL ALPHA- 6.2 DFG 
T I P  1AX-MACH= - 8 8  DELTA P S I *  -4.4 DEG 
T I P  MIN-MACH- - 5 3  
.9Q MAX-MACH" - 8 1  ENGINE PaWER= 242.  KW = 375.  HP 
.9R MIN-MAC4= .46  THRUST FACTDQ= . I I O E + O 7  N = .209F+O7 L 8  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAQY 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= ,245 TOTAL CQ= . 0 0 0 1 0 8  AM8 TFMP- -3.3 C  = 26.05 F  
V= 112.5 <T MAST CO- . 0 0 0 0 8 7  TEMP U6O= 14.5 C  = 58.16 F  
RUM NO. 2 2  CAN TFMP= 2.8 C  = 37.06 F  
NZ- 2.053 G OMcGA- 35 .279 RAO/SEC 
TIME 5 5 7 9 9 . 7 7  CLP= ,00754 R P M / 3 2 4 =  1.040 
QOTHR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  IOEG) A0- 7.1 A l =  -.2 B l *  2.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 4.2 
TEETER ANG I D E G I  AO= -.7 A l =  -.2 P I =  1.0 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.3 
Q W O R  LOADS (AMP1PHASEl DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  CHORD - 8 0 3  PITCH L I N K  TORSION - 4 4 9  
1 2  
PEAK-TO-PEAK 
MEAN 
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BEAM - 1 7 4  
(N-M/DEGl 
BEAM ~ 4 4 9  
(N-M/DEG) 




NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-16 ---- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL W T  = 34902.  N  LOADED CG X -  5.04 1 = 19B.5 I N  
RUN NO. 7 2  7847.  L B  Y= -.00 . = -.O 
TIME 55790.52  ( S E C I  2- 1.83 - 77.1 
4ERIDYNAHIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.92 KPA = 40.2 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 93.9 KPA = 1 9 6 2 .  PSF 
TOTAL TEMP- 271.3 OEG K = 488.3 OFG P 
S T A T I C  TEMP- 269.7 DEG K = 485.5 DFC, P 
T. AIRSPEED- 109.2 KT 
A/C MACH NO- ,170 
BODY ALP4A* 11.6 OEG DENSITY-  1 - 2 1  K G l M 3  = , 0 0 7 3 6  S L U K I F T ~  
ROOY BETA- 4.3 OEG DENSITY ALT* 101.  M  = 331.  FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.8 M/SEC - 1082.  FPÃ‡ 
RATE O F  CLIMB= -238. M / M I N  = - 780. FPM 
I N E R T I A L  FLIGHT STATE 




-. 1 6 0  
-.ozo 
-.054 
AXIS CF, L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC 
( M I S 1  ( F P S I  ( G I  ( M I S 1  ( F P S I  ( G I  
ROLL -.7 -.012 
P I T C H  7.5 , 7 7 1  
YAW 270.0 -.073 
CDNTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL* 8.6 OEG HORIZ F I N *  
A l =  .5 OEG T.R. COLL* 
8 1 9  2 .1  D E G  P E D A L  P O S =  
6.8 OEG 
- 8  OEG 
1.7 OPG 
'?aTIQ PAQAMETFQS SHAFT ALPHA- 
40VER T I P  MACH= .72 CONTROL ALPHA= 
11.7 DEG 
9.6 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH* - 8 9  DELTA P S I -  
T I P  MIN-MACH' .55  
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 2  ENGINE POWER- 
.9R MIN-MACH- .48 THRUST FACTOR- 
-4.3 D E G  
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAOS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU- ,235 TOTAL CO= .O00054 bMR TEMP- -3.4 C = 25.81 F 
V= 109.2 KT MAST CO= . 0 0 0 0 4 3  TEMP UhO= 14.5 C  = 58.13 F  
RUN NO. 2 2  CAN TFMP- 2.8 C  = 37.06 F  
NZ- 2.280 G  OMEGA- 35.687 RAOISEC 
TIME 5 5 7 9 0 . 3 7  CLP- . 0 0 8 1 6  RPM1324-  1 .052 
QOTOR ANGLES THETA 3 1 4  I D E G I  A0- 7.0 
TEETER ANG (OEGI AO- -.6 
A l -  -.3 R l -  1.8 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 3.7 
A l Ã  - 7  B l "  1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.3 
'?OTflR LOADS IAMP1PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD - 4 4 9  
(N-M1OEGl 
CHORD - 8 0 3  
IN-M10EGl  




































NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --- PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT 34792. N LOADED CG X =  5.04 M = 198.5 I N  
RUN NO. 2 4  7822. LB Y. -.OD = -.o 
TIME 56008.60 (SEC) Z= 1.83 . = 72.2 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT ' STATE 
.8 KT 
8 1 
DYNAMIC PRES' 2.14 KPA 
STATIC PRES- 92.2 KPA 
TOTAL TEMP- 270.5 DEG K 
STATIC TEMP' 268.7 DEG K 
= 44.6 PSF 
= 1927. PSF 
= 486.9 DEG R 
= 483.7 DEG R 
T. AIRSPEED- 115 
A/C MACH NO' e l  
BODY ALPHA* 8.3 DEG DENSITY* 1.20 KG1M3 
BOilY BETA' 1.4 DEG DENSITY ALT- 249. M 
SONIC SPEED' 329.2 M1SEC 
RATE OF CLIMB- -702. MIMIN 
= .00232 SLUG1FT3 
= 818. FT 
= 1080. FPS 
= -2302. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L I N  VEL CG L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(M/S)  (FPS) 1G 1 (M/S) (FPS) (G)  (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAD1SEC2) 
X 58.94 193.4 -a132 58.44 191.7 - e l 3 4  ROLL -2.0 -.OD8 -.028 
Y 1.44 4.7 -.016 1.43 4.7 -.022 PITCH -3.1 a241 .DO9 
Z 8.58 28.2 -2.144 8.59 28.2 -2.132 YAW 188.4 -.OD6 e024 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.2 OEG HORIZ F I N -  6.8 DEG 
A l =  .3DEG T.R.COLL= a 3 D E G  
81- 2.3 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.2 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 8.4 DEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH- .71 CONTROL ALPHA* 6.1 DEG 
T IP  HAX-MACH' .89 DELTA PSI -  -1.4 DEG 
TIP MIN-MACH- .53 
.9R MAX-MACH* - 8 2  ENGINE POWER- 249. KW = 334. HP 
,9R MIN-MACH* .46 THRUST FACTOR* .921E+07 N = .207E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 66 MU= .252 TOTAL CQ= .000113 AM8 TEMP- -4.4 C = 24.04 F 
V 115.8 KT MAST COO .000095 TEMP U60- 14.3 C = 57.71 F 
RUN NO. 24 CAN TEMP- 2.4 C = 36.37 F 
NZa 2.132 G OMEGA- 35.219 RADISEC 
TIME 56008.49 CLP- .00791 RPM1324- 1.038 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO' 7.7 
TEETER ANG (DEG) A39 -.7 
A18 -.3 81-  2.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 4.0 
A l =  .6 81' 1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK* 2.3 
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FLIGHT NO. 0 6 6  AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34771. N  LOADED CG X= 5 - 0 4  tl = 198.5 I N  
RUN NO. 2 4  7817. LB Y= -a00 = -a0 
TIME 56009.50 (SEC) Z= 1.83 = 72.2 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE 
T. AIRSPEED- 110.9 KT 
A/C MACH NO= e l 7 4  
DYNAMIC PRESS 1.96 KPA = 41.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES= 92.3 KPA = 1929. PSF 
TOTAL TEMP* 270.2 OEG K = 486.3 OEG R 
STATIC TEMP' 268.5 OEG K  = 483.4 OEG R 
BODY ALPHA' 10.9 OEG DENSITY- 1.20 KG/M3 = .00233 SLUG/FT3 
BOJY BETA' 1.3 DEG DENSITY ALT" 231. M = 759. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 329.1 M/SEC * 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -131. M/MIN = -428. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG L1N VEL C G  L I N  ACC HUB L I N  VEL HUB L I N  ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(MIS) IFPS) ( G )  lM /S)  (FPS) (G 1 IOEG) (UAO/SEC) lRAO/SEC2) 
X  56.03 183.8 - e l 1 3  55.60 182.4 - e l 1 8  ROLL -1.8 - 0 1 9  -a012 
Y  1.31 4.3 -.016 1.35 4.4 -.018 PITCH 8.6 .20U a028 
I 10.76 35.3 -2.206 10.77 35.3 -2.197 YAW 188.0 -.010 - a  003  
CUKTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.2 DEG HORIZ F I N *  7.1 OEG 
A l =  .6 BEG T.R. COLL- - e l  OEG 
B l =  3.2 OEG PEDAL P a =  1.0 OEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' 11.0 OEG 
HOVER T I P  MACH= .72 CONTROL ALPrIA- 7.8 OEG 
T I P  MAX-MACH- .89 DELTA P S I *  -1.4 OEG 
T IP  MIN-MACH* .55 
.9R MAX-MACH- - 8 2  ENGINE POWER' 150.  KW = 201. HP 
.9R MIN-MACH- .47 THRUST FACTOR* ,945Et07  N  = .213E+07 LB 
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ---- ROTOR PERFORMANCE AN0 LOADS 
FLIGHT NO. 6 6  MU= ,240 TOTAL CO= .000066 AM8 TEMP= -4.6 C  = 23.72 F 
V 110.9 KT MAST CO= .000054 TEMP U60-  14.2 C  * 57.64 F 
RUN NO. 24  CAN TEMP- 2.4 C  = 36.37 F 
NZ= 2.197 G OMEGA= 35.477 RADISEC 
TIME 56009.38 CLP= .00801  RPM/324= 1.046 
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (OEG) A0= 7.9 ~ l =  -.2 B l *  3.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 7.0 
TEETER ANG IOEG) AO= -.7 A l =  .0 B l =  1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0 
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TABLE I.- BASIC AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Empty weight. N ( lb . )  28. 130 (6323) 
Fuel capacity. N ( I  b . ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7. 250 (1 630) 
Powerpl an t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lycoming T53-L-13B 
Nominal transmission l i m i t  a t  100% rpm. kw '(hp) . . . . . .  820 (1100) 
Wing: 
A i  r fo i  1 
Root . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NACA 0030 
Tip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NACA 0024 
Semi -span (panel onlyj .  m 4 f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.09 (3.56) 
Area (panels only).  m ( f t  ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.63 (17.6) 
Chord: 
Root. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.88 (2.89) 
Tip. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.62 (2.04) 
Incidence angle (chord l i n e ) .  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Leading-edge sweep. deg 15.2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dihedral angle. deg 0.0 
Hori zon t a l  t a i  1 : 
Airfoil  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  inverted Clark Y 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Semi -span (panel only 3. " ( f t )  0.78 (2.54) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Area (panels only).  m ( f t 2 )  0.95 (10.2) 
Chord: 
Root. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.75 (2.45) 
Tip. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.54 (1.78) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Leading-edge sweep. deg 19.9 
Dihedral angle. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.0 
Vertical t a i l  : 
A i  r fo i  1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 ROO^ cambered. 14% th ick  
Tip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  cambered. 15% th ick  
Span (above t a i l  boom). m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.64 (5.38) 
Area. m2 ( f t 2 )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.73 (18.6) 
Chord : 
Root. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.42 (4.67) 
Tip. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69 (2.25) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Leading-edge sweep. deg 50.0 
Twist. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nonlinear 
TABLE I.- Concluded 
Main ro tor :  
Number of blades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Airfoil  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NLR-IT 
Radius (R). m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.706 (22.0) 
Chord. m ( f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.686 (2.25) 
Taper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1:l 
Sol id i ty  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.0651 
Twist. deg . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 1 O / R  
Flapwise i ne r t i a .  kg-m2' ( s lug- f t2 )  . . . . . . . . . . . .  2120 (1560) 
Locknumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.05 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Nominal t i p  speed. m/sec ( f t / s e c )  227.5 (746.6) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hub precone angle. deg 2.75 
Pi tch-flap coupling (83).  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Blade pitch range a t  . 75 R. deg -12.3. +39.6 
Tr im t ab  - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Width. m ( f t )  . . 0.191 (0.75) 
Overhang length. m i f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.042 (0.138) 
In-board edge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.761 R 
Tail ro tor :  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Number of blades 
Airfoil  
. 25 t a i l - r o t o r  radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t i p  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chord. m i f t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Taper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sol id i ty  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Twist. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Equivalent root  cut-out . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nominal t i p  speed. m/sec ( f t l s e c )  . . . . . . . . .  
Blade pitch range. deg3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hub precone angle. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P i  tch-fl  ap coup1 i ng (83). deg . - . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  NACA 0018 
cambered. 8% th ick  
. . 1.295 (4.25) 
. . 0.292 (0.96) 
. . . . . . .  1:l 
. . . . . .  0.144 
. . . . . .  0.0 
. . . . . .  35 
. . 227.5 (746.4) 
. . .  -14.7. +15.3 
. . . . . . .  10 
. . . . . . .  30° 
TABLE 11.- SPANW ISE DISTRIBUTION OF BLADE DESIGN PROPERTIES 
* hub segments 
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TABLE 111.- COORDINATES O F  MLR-1T AIRFOIL 
TABLE 1V. -  PADS-PCM DATA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Notes: a - accuracy of analog signal before d ig i t i z a t i on  
b - frequency a t  3 d b  ro l l -off  f o r  constant delay,  4 pole Bessel F i l t e r s  
83 
Parameter 
Aerodynamic Fl ight  S ta te :  
dynamic pressure - regular 
- sens i t ive  
s t a t i c  pressure - regular 
- sens i t ive  
angle of a t t ack  
angle of sides1 i p  
t o t a l  temperature 
Ine r t i a l  Fl igh t  Sta te :  
r o l l  a t t i t u d e  
pitch a t t i t u d e  
head i ng 
angular r a t e s  
longitudinal acceleration 
l a t e r a l  acceleration 
normal accel e r a t i  on 
Control Positions : 
l a t e r a l  servo 
longitudinal servo 
col 1 ec t  i ve servo 
horizontal f i n  
pedal posit ion 
t a i  1 - rotor  coll  ec t ive  
Rotor/Engine Parameters : 
mai n-rotor speed - regul a r  
-sensi t ive  
mai n-rotor azimuth 
engine torque pressure 
fuel quant i ty  
L 


































































































11 2 b4-nl 
- 
- 
Di g i  t a 1  channel 



















Maxi m u m  
f i na1 - data  
e r r o r  
L SENSORS AND CHANNELS 
Data r e d u c t i o n  parameters  ( b )  
c o n s e r v a t i v e  accuracy bound f o r  a b s o l u t e  val ue of s ing1  e d i g i t a l  - da ta  va lue  
c o n s t a n t s  used i n  t h e  d a t a- r e d u c t i o n  equa t ions  of r e f e r e n c e  6 
f = ("11 ( A I ~ Z  + AVO) ) ATce + A PoATb 
TABLE VI . - LINEARIZED STATIC INTERACT1 ONS FOR BLADE STRAIN-GAUGE BRIDGES 
Note: ( a )  equiva len t  load a t  same spanwise s t a t i o n  as ind ica ted  output  bridge 
unci t e d  output channel s have negl i gi  bl e c ros s - t a l  k 
a1 1 beanwise values conserva t i  ve a t  higher input  loads 
Type of input  
l oat1 
Bearnwi s e  
Chordwi se 
Torsi on 
Type of output  ( b )  1 oad 
b 4 5  







































TABLE VI I.- TEST POINT/TEST CONDITION CATALOG 




Level f l i gh t  
C1 iuib 
Descent 
R i  y t i t  turn 
> 
Test Point 
(Fl i g h t  no. -run no. ) 
61 - 26B 
65 - 1 
66 - 1 
60 - 6 




62 - 16 
26 














65 - 2 
15 
2 1 
62 - 31 
63 - 12 
62 - 30 
62 - 23 
24 













































































































TABLE VI I .- TEST POINT/TEST COMDITIOPI CATALOG (Concl uded) 
* M u l t i p l e  data s e t s  
F l i g h t  c o n d i t i o n  
L e f t  t u r n  





















Test Po in t  
( F l  i ght no. - run  no. ) 










63 - 17 
2 7 
65 - 11 
12 















































Figure 1.  - Aircraft schematic and conventions used t o  define 
senses of axes, angles and accelerations. 






/ Fin incidence axis 
---- - I/---l, axis I \ 
/Nose boom and 
sensors 
- Total temperature 
probe 
Figure 2. - Three-view scale drawing of aircraft. All dimensions are given in meters. 
(a) vehicle in flight 
( b )  tail rotor 
Figure 3. - Flight-test vehicle. 
Cover plates for  pressure transducers 7 
Aluminum subdructure  ( uncovered inboard) 
Figure 4. - Planform o f  main-rotor blade.  Dimensions given i n  meters. 
r Airfoil contour nose block / 7 Nose weight 
I I I I I I I I  ~ l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r l l l r l , l l l l , l Y , , , r ~  _ , , . .  
Aluminum honeycomb 
l l l l ~ l l l ~ ~ ~ l I I I I I I ~ ~ t l l I I I  
Trailing-edge stiffener 
Inboard section at a30 R 
Blade metal substructure - contour out to 0.31 R 
,/- Typical transducer iflstallation 
Outboard section at a90 R Nomex honeycomb - Fiberglass skin 
NLR-IT airfoil profile - contour outboard of 0.31 R 
Figure  5. - C r o s s - s e c t i o n  drawings  o f  NLR-1T r o t o r  b l a d e s .  
( a )  SRBI canister and system secured for flight. 
Figure 6. - Rotor instrumentation. 
( b )  Rotor teeter sensors. 
Figure  6. - Continued 
( c )  blade r o o t :  upper su r face .  
( d )  blade r o o t :  lower sur face .  
Figure 6 .  - Concluded. 
t, sec 
Figure 7. - Typical rotor-data h i s t o r i e s  f o r  l eve l - f l  igh t  t e s t  
point (Fl ight  65, run 15 of Appendix c ) .  = 0.24; 
C; = 0.0038. 
- 
. -. - - - 
Time, sec 
. - - - - - - . --  
( a )  Beamwise loads. 
Figure 8. - Rotor-load h i s t o r i e s  f o r  typical  level- f l  ight  t e s t  condition 
(Fl ight  65,  r u n  15 of Appendix c). = 0.24; C; = 0.0038. 
97 
T i m e ,  sec 
( b )  chordwise '  l o a d s .  
F i g u r e  8. - Cont inued 
T i m e ,  sec 
( c )  Torsional  loads .  
Figure 8. - Concluded. 
Digital data 
- - -  --- 12 harmonic approximation 
(a) Beamwise bending at 0.17R. 
Figure 9. - Comparison of measured and curve-fi t loads' data 
for a typical level-flight condition. p = 0.24, 
C; = 0.0036, Mh = 0.69. 
Digital data 
- - - - - -  12 harmonic approximation 
. 8  
.4 
b45. kN-m 0 
-. 4 
-. 8 
(b) beamwise bending at 0.45R. 
Figure 9. - Continued 
Digital data 
- - - - - -  12 harmonic approximation 
( c )  c h o r d w i s e  b e n d i n g  a t  0.45R. 
F i g u r e  9.  - C o n t i n u e d  
Digital data 
- - - - -  12 harmonic approximation 
( d )  Torsional load a t  0.45R. 
Figure 9 .  - Concluded. 
t ,  sec 
0 0 
0 0 0.4 0 0.8 
Mb45. kN-m 0 
Harmonic component 
Figure 10. - Comparison of harmonic content of blade 
loads f o r  several revolutions a t  t he  same 
leve l - f l  igh t  t e s t  condition (F l igh t  63, 
r u n  11 of Appendix C )  . ,U = 0.37; CL = 0.0044 
Figure 11. - Variation of, power required w i t h  tip-speed r a t io  for  a  ser ies  of t e s t  conditions. 
R = 33.9 rad/sec. (324 rpm) . 
.12 .16 .20 .24 .28 .32 .36 .40 
v 
(a) vehicle load and mast torque coefficients. 
Figure 12. - Flight data for two level-flight speed sweeps. 
( b )  Aircraf t  a t t i t ude .  
Figure 12.  - Continued 
(c)  Aircraft control positions . 
Figure 12. - Continued 
( d )  Rotor-blade pitch and teeter  angles. 
Figure 12.  - Continued 
( e )  Beamwi s e  peak-to-peak ro to r  1 oads . 
Figure 12. - Continued 
( f )  Chordwise peak-to-peak r o t o r  1 oads  . 
F i g u r e  12. - Continued 
P 
(g) Blade tors ion and pitch-l ink loads. 
Figure 12. - Concluded. 
0 1 .  2 
N, revolutions 
( a )  Blade  p i t c h  a n g l e .  
F i g u r e  13. - Rotor -da ta  h i s t o r i e s  f o r  a series o f  t i p - s p e e d  
r a t i o s  i n  l e v e l  f l i g h t  ( F l i g h t  63 o f  Appendix C ) .  
113 
( b )  ~ e e t e r  angle. 
Figure 13. - Continued 
N, revolutions 
. .- 
( c )  Pitch-l ink load 
Figure 13. - Concluded. 
Harmonic component 
Figure 14. - Harmonic c o n t e n t  o f  r o t o r  l oads  f o r  l e v e l  f l i g h t .  
= 0.0037. 
Mwl N-m - - v - 108 mots 
0 
Harmonic component 
( b )  Wb35 
Figure 14. - Continued. 
M,, N-m - Y = L O 8  Knots 
0, I . .  
Harmonic component 
Mb45 
F i g u r e  14. - Cont inued .  
800 r 
- 










F i g u r e  14. - Cont inued .  
- - V - LOB EnQtl 
I 1 1  I 
Mwo, N-m V =. 135 Knots 
0 




Figure 14. - Continued. 
Harmonic component 
F i g u r e  14. - Cont inued ,  
Harmonic component 
(9)  Mc45 
Figure 14. '- Continued . 
Harmonic component 




Figure 14. - Continued. 
Harmonic component 
Figure 14. - Concluded. 
Figure 15. - Effect  of tip-speed r a t i o  on primary harmonic-load components a t  0.45R. 
126 
t ,  scc 
0 




Figure 16. - Comparison of r ~ t o r - d a t a  h i s t o r i e s  f o r  several segments of 
a descending l e f t  turn (Fl ight  63, r u n  3 of Appendix c). 
p = 0.24; C; = 0.0056. 
( a )  p = 0.24, C' = 0.0064 ( F l i g h t  66, run 4 o f  Appendix C ) .  L 
Figure 17. - Typical ro- tor-data  h i s t o r i e s  f o r  descending l e f t  t u r n s .  
(0)  V = 0.23, C; = 0.0087 ( F l i g h t  66, run  7 o f  Appendix C ) .  
F i gu re  17. - Concluded. 
. ~ ~.~ T i m e ,  sec 
(a) 3eamwise loads. 
Figure 18. - Rotor-load histories for typical descending left turn (Flight 
66, run 4'of Appendix C) p = 0.24; C; = 0.0064. 
130 
Time, sec 
( b )  Chordwise l o a d s  
F i g u r e  18. - Continued 
T i m e ,  sec 
(c )  T o r s i o n a l  l o a d s  
F igure  18. - Concluded. 
t, sec 
Figure 19. - Pitch-link load histories for a series of descending turns at 
2i/nz = 0.0039, Mh = 0.71 (Flight 66, runs 3, 4, 7 and 8 of 
Appendix C) . 
Harmonic component 
- Figure 20. - Harmonic content of rotor loads for  descending l e f t  turns. p = 0.24. 
M,, N-m - CL( = 0.00663 
0 1-- 
M,, N-rn - 
C( = 0.00628 
0 
Harmonic component 
Figure 20. - Continued 
M,, N-m - I C,,' = 0.00663 
0, nn- 11 
Harmonic component 
Mb45 





Figure 20. - Continued 
1 a a 4 6 e 7 0 - 0  i o 1 1 1 2  






F i g u r e  20. - C o n t i n u e d  
- 
1 
C i  = 0.00663 





( f )  Fdb 
Figure 2Q. - Continued 
IdM, N-m - C,,' = 0.00663 
0 ,  I n -  - -- 
Harmonic component 
F i g u r e  20.. - C o n t i n u e d  - 
M,, N-rn - C,' = 0.00626 






- C i  = 0.00706 




Figure  20. - Continued 
- C,,' = 0.00626 
n-n- n n  
Figure 20.. . - Continued' 




F i g u r e  20. - Concluded. 
- 
Figure 21. - Harmonic c o n t e n t  of r o t o r  loads  f o r  descending right t u r n .  p = 0.24 
F i g u r e  21. - C o n t i n u e d  
F i g u r e  21. - Cont inued  
N-rn 
0 
1 2  3 4 6 6 7 (1 0 1 0 1 1 1 ; d  
Harmonic component 










F i g u r e  21. - C o n t i n u e d  
- c~ - 0.006ia 




7 .  
- 0.00616 
n I 1 1  i n  
0 I l - n -  
i a a r  e r a  e l o a r l a  
( f )  Fdb 
Figure  21. - Continued 
(9)  Mc45 
Figure 21. - Continued 
M,, N-m 
( h )  Mc80 
F i g u r e  21. - C o n t i n u e d  
Figure 21. - Continued 
Figure 21. - Concluded. 
Figure 22. - Effect of Vehicle load coefficient on primary - harmonic-loads 
components for descending right turns. p = 0.25. 
Test-point t ime 
v 
N, revolutions 
(a )  B = 0.24; C; = 0.0060 
( F l i g h t  66, r u n  20 o f  Appendix c )  
Figure 23. - Typical ro to r -da t a  h i s t o r i e s  f o r  symmetrical 
pul l -ups.  Tes t -po in t  t ime f o r  d a t a  r educ t ion  
was choosen on t h e  b a s i s  of PADS d a t a  f o r  
v e h i c l e  p i t c h  a t t i t u d e .  
N, r~volutions 
( b )  p =  0.23; C; = 0.0079 
Figure 23. - Concluded. 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
-. - T i m e ,  sec 
(a)  Beamwise 1 oads . 
Figure 24. - Rotor-'load h i s t o r i e s  f o r  typical  symmetrical pull -up 
(F l igh t  66, r u n  22 of Appendix c). p = 0.25; C; = 0.0078 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Time, sec 
( b )  chordwise loads .  
F igu re  24. - Continued 
Time ,  sec 
(c)  t o r s i o n a l  1 oads . 
Figure 24. - Concluded. 
Harmonic component 
Figure 25. - Harmonic content of rotor loads for symmetrical pull-ups. 
p = 0.25. 
C,' = 0.00776 




M, N-m - 
.. 0 1 - 1  i I  I n n -  - -- 




C,' = 0.00854 
-. 








C,' = 0.00701 
0 7 7  - 
Mb6,, N-m - C,' = 0.00654 
0 




C,' = 0.00532 
Figure 25. - Continued. 
0 
17 I --- 
- -- 7- - 
1 2 3  4 6  6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  
- 
- 
C,' = 0.00836 
400' - 
Muol N-m C,' = 0,00776 
. - 0 r l r  1 1  i 
Harmonic component 
Figure 25. - Continued. 
Fa, N C,' = 0.00654 
Harmonic component 
(f) Fdb 




Figure 25. - Continued. 
, '  I c,,' = 0.00838 1 inn. . .  ., 
Mcao, N-m L C,' = 0.00776 
0 n1  . . .  ,n 
Harmonic component 
Figure 25. - Continued. 
Figure 25. - Continued. 
8000- 
F,l, N - C,' = 0.00776 




- C i  r: 0.00701 
o[. . .  * - -  
8000- 
Fpl, PI 
0 .  
- C i  = 0.00654 





- = 0.00596 
.v
8000 - 
Fpl, bI - Ci = 0.00632 
0 I 
1 2 3  4 6  6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  
Harmonic component 
Harmonic component 
Figure 25. - Concluded. 
Figure 26. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on primary 
harmonic-loads components for symn~etrical pull -ups. 
=. 0.25 
170 
( a )  beamwi se 1 oads. 
Figure 27. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on peak-to-peak 
loads for maneuvering flight. = 0.25. 
( b )  chordwise l oads .  
Figure  27. - Continued 
(c)  t o r s i o n a l  1 oads . 
Figure 27. - Concluded. 
Bridge location, R 
Data system signal 
Nominal calibration moment 
Fiaure 28. - Gal i b ra t ion  d a t a  f o r  beamwise bending of NLR-1T r o t o r  blade clamped t o  0.15R and loaded 
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